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Since the establishment of its
Supervisory Board, Ukrhydroenergo
has been operating in a new
corporate governance system, which
has a strong positive impact on the
development of the Company and
the national economy and is key to
the effective cooperation with our
partners and investor.
Alongside other corporatised
businesses, our Company has
embarked on a path of a prospective
sustainable development. Today,
Ukrhydroenergo is a modern
business with a developed corporate
governance system in place that
balances the interests of the
Company and its shareholder,
the Government. After all,
Ukrhydroenergo strives not only
to generate profits, but also to
perform social functions by fulfilling
public service obligations and
meeting other commitments and
economic functions by making
capital investments (modernisation,
modification, and reconstruction
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of the Company’s fixed assets) and
raising foreign investments. That
is exactly why the sustainable and
predictable development of the
Company, capacity building, stable
economic and financial position, and
adherence to modern standards of
good standing are so crucial.
Over this short term, the Supervisory
Board has already taken many
important steps for Ukrhydroenergo’s
development in the new corporate
governance system. We keep on
analysing the Company’s ability to
meet its objectives and risks it may
face, such as the dividend payout,
implementation of investment
programmes, etc. We will continue
to do everything we can for
Ukrhydroenergo to be a leader
among the state-owned enterprises,
remain a stable business attractive
for new investments, and secure its
future development.

VALENTYN HVOZDIY
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LADIES AND GENTLEMEN
Amid active transformations of the
energy sector in Ukraine and the
intensive development of renewables,
the shortage of load-following
capacities in the national grid becomes
particularly important. In this context,
the role of hydropower is growing, as
HPPs and PSPs are the best sources
of control and reserve capacities and
can ensure the balanced and efficient
operation of the United Energy
Systems of Ukraine.
Understanding the challenges
facing the energy community today,
Ukrhydroenergo contributes to the
energy stability of the country by
following the path of continuous
self-improvement and development.
Recognising that Ukraine needs
efficient, environmentally friendly and
competitive energy that contributes
to better quality of life, we are
consistently pursuing a policy of largescale equipment reconstruction at
our plants. So far, we have upgraded
71 out of 103 operating power units,
using borrowings and own funds. These
efforts have significantly enhanced
their capacity and raised environmental
standards of electricity generation. Our
ambitious plans are to complete the
ongoing renovation by 2026 by fully
upgrading fixed assets at all our plants.
Last year, we made some important
steps towards achieving this goal.
One of them was the commissioning
of power unit No. 2 at Kyivska PSP
after reconstruction that increased
its operating capacity by 5.8 MW.
Moreover, the plant started works on
power unit No. 6 and is preparing for
the reconstruction of power unit No. 4.
At the same time, we are
reconstructing the equipment at
Dniprovska HPP, Kanivska HPP,
Kakhovska HPP, and
Seredniodniprovska HPP. In the course
of modernisation of the power units,
our specialists and contractors extend
the service life of the equipment,
increase its efficiency factor, eliminate
the possible negative impact on
the ecology of the river basins, and
significantly increase the control
range.
I would like to point out that the
hydropower industry is perhaps the
only type of generation in Ukraine
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where big new build projects
are currently under practical
implementation. At present,
Ukrhydroenergo is directing its utmost
efforts to implement the most
ambitious project of modern Ukraine,
the construction of Dnistrovska PSP.
Currently, Stage 1 of the plant
consisting of three power units is in
operation. The construction of power
unit No. 4 is underway. I believe
that we will make the first start of
the power unit this August before
the Independence Day and put it
into industrial operation before the
Power Engineer Day. With the launch
of the last power unit (No. 7) and
the achievement of the 2268 MW
installed capacity in generator mode,
Dnistrovska PSP will become the
largest pumped storage plant in
Europe and the sixth largest in the
world by installed capacity.
I want to emphasise that
Ukrhydroenergo continues to
work on the implementation of its
prospective plans, the construction
of Kanivska PSP and Kakhovska HPP
No. 2. In this context, the year of
2019 was marked by productive
negotiations with potential investors
and the resolution of certain
technical issues. We still have a lot
of work to do, but now I can state
with confidence that we are on the
right track and can overcome any
difficulty thanks to a solid team of
professionals.
2019 was a year of change for
the Company. One of the key
transformations we went through
was a corporate governance reform.
Its purpose is to build a highly
efficient operating business model.
At present, an effective independent
Supervisory Board has been in place at
Ukrhydroenergo, comprising experts
with years of professional expertise,
impeccable reputation, and high
public trust. I am convinced that with
a fresh look at the processes that take
place within the Company, members
of the Supervisory Board will give
a new impetus to the growth and
development of Ukrhydroenergo.
2019 was rich in challenges. Last
year, Ukraine’s energy sector began
operating under new rules. On 1 July

2019, a new model of the electricity
market was introduced in accordance
with the Law On the Electricity
Market approved back in 2017. Having
started to work in the new market,
the Company has encountered a
number of legal, economic, and
technical issues that affect its financial
performance. These include the
need to sell 35% of the electricity
generated by HPPs to Guaranteed
Buyer state enterprise at a too low
price, higher costs of electricity
to fill water reservoirs of PSPs, no
revenue from the provision of services
for automatic and manual loadfrequency control, additional losses
during synchronous compensator
operation for voltage and reactive
power control, etc. I am confident that
unfair competition and discriminatory
conditions in the new market must be
eliminated by amending the Market
Rules, so that all electricity producers
enjoy a level playing field. This will
benefit both the energy sector and the
end consumers.
Priorities of Ukrhydroenergo include
the continuous development of
sustainable development and
ecological projects. Last year, we
introduced new formats designed
to address environmental issues
effectively. We experimentally tested
the aeration method on power unit
No. 6 at Kakhovska HPP by supplying
compressed air in front of the turbine.
Tests have shown that aeration is
technically possible and gives good
results. The positive experience of the
experiment will be scaled across all
HPPs in the Dnieper Cascade.
We understand that all the
achievements of the Company in 2019
have come from the contribution of
every employee at Ukrhydroenergo. It
is only through a concerted teamwork
that we have met the ambitious goals
we had set. Every player makes a team
strong. That is why the full personal
fulfilment of every hydropower
engineer is among the Company’s
priorities. I am grateful to everyone
who joins us to generate the energy of
the future, develop Ukrhydroenergo,
and make change in the industry.
IHOR SYROTA
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ABOUT UKRHYDROENERGO

MISSION AND VALUES
Mission:
WE GENERATE
ENVIRONMENTALLY
FRIENDLY ENERGY FROM
WATER IN A CUTTINGEDGE AND RELIABLE WAY.
WE CONTRIBUTE TO
THE ENERGY STABILITY
AND SECURITY OF
UKRAINE AND PROMOTE
SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC
DEVELOPMENT AND
COMPETITIVENESS
OF THE COUNTRY.

Values:
A human being is the most valuable asset of the Company.
This value shapes our approach to each employee. Human
dignity, health, well-being, motivational aspects, and safety lie
at the core of the Company’s operations.
Responsibility is employee’s personal attitude to his or her
work and the Company’s reputation. For us, this concept
includes the manager’s responsibility for the objectives and
their effectiveness, as well as the responsibility of employees
for the proper performance of their roles and duties with the
highest professionalism and commitment. In the responsibility
for our production, we prioritise the interests of a human
being and the safety of every Ukrainian who receives the clean
energy generated by our plants from water.
Mutual understanding. The Company’s effectiveness relies on
the level of understanding between the management and all
employees, on a vision of achievement of shared goals, and on
implementation of national energy security programmes.
Environment. Among Ukrhydroenergo’s priorities are measures
aimed at preventing possible negative environmental impacts.
In making decisions in the area of environmental protection
and environmental safety, the Company aligns its efforts
with advanced R&D solutions. We strive for energy efficiency
and do everything we can to promote the environmental
consciousness of our teams and electricity consumers.
Ukraine. With our operations and performance, we contribute
to the value of our country by ensuring its energy independence
and security, sustainable economic development, and
competitiveness. We work for the hydropower development
in Ukraine in accordance with the current trends of developed
countries, in particular the EU Member States.

8
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ABOUT UKRHYDROENERGO

ROLE OF
UKRHYDROENERGO IN
THE UKRAINIAN ENERGY
MARKET
Energy security is one of the most
important components of Ukraine’s
national security, a guarantee of the
country’s successful development, and
a key to prosperity. Ukrhydroenergo
is the nation’s main hydropower
generating company, covering peak
loads, and providing frequency and
load control and emergency reserves

in the United Energy Systems of
Ukraine (the UES). It is the only green
energy sector that can gather up
excess energy and store it until there
is a shortage in the grid. In addition,
unlike solar and wind power plants,
HPPs are independent of weather
conditions and can generate electricity
at any time.

HEAD
OFFICE

CASCADE OF KYIVSKA HPP
AND KYIVSKA PSP (VYSHGOROD,
KYIV OBLAST)

KANIVSKA HPP
(KANIV, CHERKASY OBLAST)

KREMENCHUTSKA HPP
(PAVLIVKA VILLAGE, SVITLOVODSK
DISTRICT, KIROVOHRAD OBLAST)

SEREDNIODNIPROVSKA HPP
(KAMIANSKE TOWN,
DNIPROPETROVSK OBLAST)

UKRHYDROENERGO HAS THE
HEAD OFFICE AND EIGHT
BRANCHES:
CASCADE OF KYIVSKA HPP AND KYIVSKA PSP
(VYSHGOROD, KYIV OBLAST)
KANIVSKA HPP (KANIV, CHERKASY OBLAST)
KREMENCHUTSKA HPP (PAVLIVKA VILLAGE, SVITLOVODSK
DISTRICT, KIROVOHRAD OBLAST)
SEREDNIODNIPROVSKA HPP (KAMIANSKE TOWN,
DNIPROPETROVSK OBLAST)
DNIPROVSKA HPP (ZAPORIZHIA)
KAKHOVSKA HPP (NOVA KAKHOVKA, KHERSON OBLAST)
DNISTROVSKA HPP (NOVODNISTROVSK,
CHERNIVTSI OBLAST)
DIRECTORATE FOR CONSTRUCTION OF DNISTROVSKA PSP
(VASYLIVKA VILLAGE, SOKYRIANY DISTRICT,
CHERNIVTSI OBLAST).

DNISTROVSKA HPP
(NOVODNISTROVSK,
CHERNIVTSI OBLAST)

DNIPROVSKA HPP
(ZAPORIZHIA)

DIRECTORATE FOR CONSTRUCTION
OF DNISTROVSKA PSP
(VASYLIVKA VILLAGE, SOKYRIANY
DISTRICT, CHERNIVTSI OBLAST).
KAKHOVSKA HPP
(NOVA KAKHOVKA,
KHERSON OBLAST)
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Ukraine’s hydropower capacity
can provide only 30% of the needs
of the United Energy System.
The share of Ukrhydroenergo’s
generation in the country’s
energy mix is about 4.7%.
In 2019, our HPPs produced
7,197.843 million kWh of
electricity.
The use of renewable energy is
a global trend in response to the
global community’s commitment
to reduce the environmental
impact of the energy industry.
Ukrhydroenergo has a significant
potential for modernisation and
creation of the groundwork for
the development of the Ukrainian
economy.
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Open Electricity
Market
On 1 July 2019, Ukraine launched
its open electricity market. On the
one hand, the market offers direct
contractual relations between
electricity producers and suppliers
and possibilities for consumer
to change suppliers. This should
stimulate competition. On the
other hand, business processes
have become more complex for
Ukrhydroenergo. To provide the
population with cheap electricity,
we were entrusted with public
service obligations. The Company
sold 35% of the electricity produced
at HPPs to Guaranteed Buyer state
enterprise at a government-set price.
In H2 2019, the Company purchased
and sold electricity in the following
market segments:
market of bilateral agreements
(for the fulfilment of the public
service obligations (PSOs) imposed
on the electricity market players to
secure public interests at the
electricity market)
day-ahead market
intraday market
balancing market.
The Company was not involved in
the following market segments:
free market of bilateral
agreements
ancillary service market.
In H2 2019, Ukrhydroenergo
purchased 1,272,452.687 MWh in
the new electricity market, including
679,487.468 MWh for filling the
reservoirs of PSPs (data for OctoberDecember 2019 according to MMS
metering data).
The structure of electricity
purchases by the Company in the
new electricity market:
day-ahead market —
454,943.800 MWh
intraday market —
9,395.900 MWh
balancing market —
808,112.987 MWh.
In H2 2019, the new electricity
market had the following prices:
set price for PSOs —
UAH 673.76/MWh
average weighted price for dayahead market —
UAH 1,492.60/MWh
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average weighted price for intraday
market — UAH 1,532.62/MWh
average weighted prices in the
balancing market for loading and
unloading of capacities cannot be
determined due to the lack of data
on imbalances in the UES of Ukraine
in open sources of the Transmission
System Operator (TSO).
A significant amount of obligatory
fixed-price sales to a determined
buyer impedes the Company’s
free operation in other organised
segments of the electricity market
and limits the access of industrial
consumers to the electricity
produced by HPPs and PSPs. By the
way, the Company’s 2019 financial
plan approved by the Ministry of
Energy and Coal Industry of Ukraine
on 27 June 2019 was developed on
the assumption that the PSOs would
make 20% of the total generated
hydropower. However, since
September this figure was increased
to 35%, which made it difficult for
Ukrhydroenergo to achieve financial
targets for 2019 and finance capital
investments as planned.
Ukrhydroenergo generates
electricity through the use of
hydropower, but according to the
Law of Ukraine On Alternative
Energy Sources, HPPs and PSPs
of the Company do not belong
to the power plants operating on
renewable energy sources (RES).
Therefore, the feed-in tariff does
not apply to the electricity produced
by Ukrhydroenergo. It means
that, unlike the owners of solar,
and wind power plants, as well
as small hydropower plants, the
Company has to compete in sales
of electricity at organised auctions
in the new electricity market. At the
request of the management of
Ukrenergo national energy company,
Ukrhydroenergo has not stopped
contributing to the automatic and
manual load-frequency control,
as well as to the voltage and
reactive power control after 1 July
2019, since the reliability and
continuous operation of the
UES of Ukraine

depends primarily on HPPs and
PSPs. Ukrhydroenergo is suffering
losses because of its operation in
the balancing market, while RESpowered plants have no obligations
to operate in this market.
In 2019, the Company faced pressing
economic and technological issues
that needed to be addressed:
Need to sell 35% of the
electricity produced by HPPs to
Guaranteed Buyer at a too low price
of UAH 673.76 per MWh, net of VAT
Higher costs of electricity
purchased to fill the reservoirs of
PSPs
Need for additional spending on
the market operator services during
the purchases and sales of electricity
in the day-ahead market/intraday
market, electricity transmission and
distribution, dispatching services, etc.
Loss-making operations in the
balancing market
Execution of commands of
Ukrenergo dispatchers related to the
operational safety and the
emergency, especially during the
day-time operation of PSPs in
pumping mode
Loss of income from the services
of automatic and manual loadfrequency control and additional
losses caused by synchronous
compensator mode when regulating
voltage and reactive power
Cancellation of the commands by
dispatchers of Ukrenergo’s national
energy grid operator when the
Company was in the process of their
execution.
As solar power plants generated
great volumes of electricity during
the hours of maximum solar activity
from August to November 2019,
the dispatchers of Ukrenergo
gave regular commands
for day-time
pumping of SPs.
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This led to the forced purchase of
electricity at a price of UAH 1,741/MWh.
It was prohibited to bid any lower
price by the Market Rules. At the
same time, the electricity produced
by PSPs at that pumping cost, with
the 75% efficiency and the need to
pay for transmission when consuming
electricity from the grid, was sold at
least at UAH 2,600/MWh.
The maximum allowed bid price
in the balancing market was
UAH 2,355/MWh in the daytime
and UAH 1,103/MWh at night. Very
often, PSPs received commands to
start the generator mode precisely
between 06:00 am and 08:00 am,
when the price restriction was
UAH 1,103/MWh.
Therefore, the Company incurred
losses from operations in the
balancing market. After amendments
introduced to the Market Rules in
December 2019, the situation in
this market segment has somewhat
improved.
The situation is even more
complicated during the daytime,
when Ukrhydroenergo’s load
schedule equals the electricity
to fulfil its public service
obligations. Guaranteed
Buyer buys the
electricity at

UAH 673.76/MWh, net of VAT, and
Ukrenergo’s dispatchers unload HPPs
in the balancing market (or make
operational safety commands)
down to zero. Thus, the electricity is
purchased on the balancing market
at prices similar to those in the
previous example.
If PSPs are pumped at
UAH 1,741/MWh, the electricity
produced by PSPs should be sold at
UAH 2,500-2,600/MWh, given
the 65% efficiency factor. Such
prices are even higher than the
balancing market caps. Therefore,
the operation of PSPs in the
new electricity market is largely
unprofitable, which significantly
impairs the investment prospects of
the construction and development
of pumped storage plants.
The Market Rules that helped
mitigate the overly stringent
requirements for measurement
systems, pass conformity tests,
and obtain certificates
for ancillary

service provisions took effect only on
1 December 2019.
The ancillary service market is
expected to be fully operational in
the near future, which will enable
the Company to receive additional
income in this segment.
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HIGHLIGHTS 2019

JUNE

Ukrhydroenergo obtained a new license for electricity production in accordance with the Law of Ukraine
On the Electricity Market.
To sell the electricity in the day-ahead and intraday markets, Ukrhydroenergo and Market Operator signed
agreement No. 78/01 on 28 June 2019 on participation in the day-ahead market and the intraday market,
agreement No. 78/01RDN on 29 June 2019 on the purchase and sale of electricity in the day-ahead market, and
agreement No. 78/01VDR on 29 June 2019 on the purchase and sale of electricity in the intraday market.
To sell the electricity under bilateral contracts at e-auctions, Ukrhydroenergo concluded Agreement No. 190602
with the Ukrainian Energy Exchange on 25 June 2019 for the organisation and holding of electronic auctions for the
sale of electricity under bilateral contracts.

JANUARY

The Resolution of the National Commission for State Regulation of Energy and Public Utilities “On setting the
tariffs (rates) for Ukrhydroenergo electricity supply in 2019” took effect.

FEBRUARY

Ukrhydroenergo website lunched a new section, Our Operations — Electricity Market, that publishes quarterly
information on the share of each energy source used to generate electricity, data on the environmental impact
made by the electricity production cycles of Ukrhydroenergo, and other information. It was done in pursuance of
Resolution No. 642 “On approval of the procedure for publishing information on the share of each energy source
used for electricity generation and the environmental impact caused by electricity generation” issued by the
National Commission for State Regulation of Energy and Public Utilities on 26 April 2019.

DECEMBER

Dniprovska HPP No. 1 and Seredniodniprovska HPP received certificates of compliance with the requirements for
provision of ancillary services.

On 27 June 2019, Ukrhydroenergo made the first sale of electricity under a bilateral agreement with Guaranteed
Buyer in pursuance of Agreement No. 399P/2019 on the purchase and sale of electricity for public interests made
with Guaranteed Buyer. In 2019, seven similar contracts were concluded with Guaranteed Buyer following the
auctions held at the Ukrainian Energy Exchange.

JULY

According to Order No. 317 of Ministry of Energy and Coal Industry of Ukraine dd. 19 July 2019, the Supervisory
Board of Ukrhydroenergo was established, with Steven Walsh, Valentyn Hvozdiy, Natalia Mykolska, and Oleh
Terletsky appointed as independent members and Vasyl Shkurakov, Valentyna Kalnichenko, and Olha Buslavets
appointed as government representatives.
On 01 July 2019, Ukrhydroenergo started selling electricity in the organised segment of the new electricity market.

AUGUST

In accordance with the Distribution System Code approved by the National Commission for State Regulation
of Energy and Public Utilities in its Resolution No. 310 dated 14 March 2018, Contract No. 01-BO/2019 for
Electricity Distribution Service Provision was made on 24 December 2019 between Ukrhydroenergo and
VinnytsiaOblenergo, a Distribution System Operator. Similar draft contracts have been prepared for each branch
of the Company and sent for signature to respective Distribution System Operators.

Data transmission equipment was upgraded to apply IEC 60870-5-104 protocol in order to exchange technological
information during the monitoring of the provision of ancillary services.
In-house system of metering and accounting the balancing electricity was launched.
The Company developed procedures for metering and accounting the electricity produced, consumed and
purchased for resale, as well as for distributing the purchased and sold electricity between market segments.
The monitoring system for the provision of ancillary services was introduced at Ukrhydroenergo.
Power unit No. 6 of Kakhovska HPP experimentally tested the aeration method by supplying compressed air in
front of the turbine. The results showed an increase in oxygen concentration, a decrease in the amount of iron and
manganese in the river water below the dam.

MARCH

The Company launched a system of revenue and expenditure planning in connection with the new electricity
market.

APRIL

On 10 April, Ukrhydroenergo was awarded the status of a market player.

SEPTEMBER

An agreement was concluded with an agency authorised to perform conformity checks.
New forms of reporting to the National Commission for State Regulation of Energy and Public Utilities were introduced in
relation to the new electricity market.

To sell electricity in the balancing market, Ukrhydroenergo acceded to the agreement No. 0422–04012 on
participation in the balancing market and as put on the register of balancing service providers on 26 April 2019.

MAY

To ensure the operation of Ukrhydroenergo in the new electricity market, relevant contracts were concluded with
the Transmission System Operator, Ukrenergo: No. 0422-02012 of 3 May 2019 on the provision of electricity
transmission services and No. 0422–03012 of 30 May 2019 on the provision of dispatching services.

OCTOBER

On 1 October 2019, power unit No. 2 of Kyivska PSP was put into industrial operation.
Repairs of a roadway bridge over Dniprovska HPP dam continued throughout 2019 and were completed.

NOVEMBER

14

Ukrenergo developed and approved standard and operational testing programmes for Ukrhydroenergo’s power units in
the secondary, tertiary control of frequency and active power.

The Ministry of Energy and Environmental Protection issued Order No. 451 on 27 November 2019 to terminate the powers
of the following Supervisory Board members representing the government: Valentyna Kalnichenko and Olha Buslavets. The
Ministry of Energy and Environmental Protection issued Order No. 456 on 28 November 2019 to announce a selection of
candidates to fill vacant positions of Ukrhydroenergo Supervisory Board members representing the government.
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FINANCIAL
PERFORMANCE
2019

OPERATIONAL
PERFORMANCE
2019

Revenue from
all types of
activities

Electricity
output

7,197.843

9,269,852,000

million kWh

UAH

Environmental
expenses

Payroll

227,239,720

8,262,350,000

49.7

833,263,000
UAH

UAH

Net sales
revenue

EBITDA
margin

UAH

%

H&S
expenses

Net
profit

9,170,000

3,222,610,000

UAH

UAH

PERFORMANCE
AT THE END
OF 2019

Power
plants in
operation

Installed
capacity of HPPs

Reconstructed
power units

5,844.2

71

МВт
MW

power
units

Power
units

Service life
extension

Taxes and duties
paid to different
budgets

3,228,438,000
Headcount
over

10

103

50

3,100

power
plants

power
units

years

employees

UAH

ELECTRICITY OUTPUT IN 2019,
MILLION KWH
766.488
1,898.159
705.184
Seredniodniprovska
HPP

474.555

Kakhovska
HPP

Dniprovska
HPP

TOTAL

7,197.843

Kyivska
HPP

146.648

776.951

Kyivska
PSP

Dnistrovska
HPP

825.027
599.195
Kanivska
HPP

Kremenchutska
HPP

1,005.636
Dnistrovska
PSP
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The Company’s strategic goal is to
supply the electricity to Ukraine’s
grid and secure the capacity
reserve with water resources of
the Dnieper and Dniester rivers.
Ukrhydroenergo’s strategic
development plan 2019-2023
is underpinned by Hydropower
Development Programme
2026 approved by the Cabinet
of Ministers of Ukraine on 13
July 2016 (Resolution No. 552-r),
Ukraine Energy Strategy 2035,
and the Strategy for Sustainable
Development “Ukraine 2020”
approved by the President of
Ukraine (Decree No. 5/2015 dated
12 January 2015). These regulations
seek to ensure faster growth of
energy generating capacities and
reliable electricity production
and supply to Ukraine’s industrial
consumers and households, enhance
the stability, resilience, reliability,
and efficiency of the United Energy
Systems of Ukraine, facilitate the UES
integration with the European energy
system, reduce fuel imports and
environmental footprint, contribute
to the country’s energy security
through efficient and balanced
development of nuclear, thermal,
and renewable energy, in particular
through the maximum use of costeffective hydropower potential,
namely the water resources of the
Dnieper and Dniester rivers.

22

Ukrhydroenergo Strategy relies
on the following principles:
Use of hydropower potential of
large hydropower plants through
reconstruction and construction of
power units on the Dnieper and
Dniester rivers;
Elimination of the shortage of
load-following capacities by
completing the first and second
stages of Dnistrovska PSP
construction (four power units) in a
short term and commissioning
Stage 3 of Dnistrovska PSP (power
units No. 5-7), Kanivska PSP, and
Kakhovska HPP No. 2 in a medium
term;
Development of alternative and
renewable energy sources;
Use of energy efficient equipment,
digital control systems for production
processes, modern materials,
construction technologies, etc.;
Minimisation of negative
environmental impacts and
mandatory introduction of
compensatory environmental
measures;
Social protection of employees
and regions where Ukrhydroenergo
operates, in particular development
of social infrastructure in the areas of
new facility construction.
Ukrhydroenergo’s promising
hydropower reconstruction and
construction efforts will help increase

the share of the load-following
capacities of HPPs and PSPs to
16% of the country’s energy mix by
2035, secure the best balance of
different types of power generating
capacities in the Ukrainian electricity
market, in part thanks to a dramatic
increase in capacity of renewable
energy facilities, including solar and
wind power plants, and deliver the
government’s ambitious plans for
their further development.

Ukrhydroenergo’s key s
trategic goals:
1. Safe generation of electricity by
HPPs and PSPs by meeting targets
established for the Company in the
energy demand forecasts of the UES
for a relevant period.
2. Safety of operating NPPs and
extension of their service life
by at least 40-50 years through
reconstruction. During the
second stage of reconstruction,
Ukrhydroenergo upgraded 46 power
units, increasing the capacity by
214.2 MW.
3. High emergency preparedness
and reliability of hydro turbines
connected to the Automatic
Load-Frequency Control system
(ALFC) of Ukraine’s grid. As part
of its reconstruction efforts, the
Company focused on control
systems, speed controllers, and
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THE CSR STRATEGY IS CONSISTENT
WITH THE STRATEGIC GOALS
AND PRIORITIES OF
UKRHYDROENERGO

excitation systems. In 2010–2017,
new Emerson Ovation control systems
were installed at Kyivska HPP, Kyivska
PSP, Kanivska HPP, Kremenchutska
HPP, Seredniodniprovska
HPP, Dniprovska HPP No. 1,
Dniprovska HPP No. 2, Kakhovska HPP,
Dnistrovska HPP No. 1,
Dnistrovska PSP, and the Company’s
control panel. At the second stage
of the reconstruction, the Company
received 42 speed controllers and
46 Alstom excitation systems. In
2016, Ukrhydroenergo completed the
deployment of a Kaskad software for
the automated control of hydraulic
structures (GTS automated control
system). It was the final stage of
development of a full-scale monitoring
system. The Kaskad software operates
in the automated mode to process
the maximum possible data obtained
from monitoring points and makes
the multifactor data analysis using
statistical methods. The automated
control system significantly increases
the speed of information retrieval
about the condition of structures,

informs the effective decision-making
on repairs and reconstruction, and
ensures the safety of hydraulic
structures in general.
4. High quality and required scope
of repairs at HPPs and PSPs. The
repairs of power units should be
within the required scope, of high
quality and within the timeframe
outlined in the approved preventive
maintenance schedules.
5. Safe working conditions through
planning and financing of H&S
efforts; comprehensive measures
to improve the health and safety
system; safe performance of
works; provision of employees with
collective and individual protection
equipment, including overalls and
special footwear; implementation
of the basic civil protection and fire
safety plans; compliance with the
laws on H&S rights of employees.
6. Operating efficiency improvements:
positive economic results, balanced
decision-making, prudent use of
financial resources and supplies in
production, and cost cutting.

7. Labour productivity and job
retention, attraction of highly
skilled talent to increase the labour
productivity and operating efficiency
of the Company.
8. Coordination between the
Company’s social development
actions and the national social
policy by implementing consistently
the Sectoral Agreement made
between the Ministry of Energy and
Coal Industry of Ukraine1, the State
Property Fund of Ukraine,
All-Ukrainian Association of
Employers “Federation of Employers
of the Fuel and Energy Industry
of Ukraine”, and the Trade Union
of Workers of the Energy and
Electrical Industry of Ukraine, the
General Agreement on Regulation
of Social and Economic Policy and
Employment Relations in Ukraine
made between the Cabinet of
Ministers of Ukraine and the
Federation of Trade Unions
of Ukraine, and the Collective
Bargaining Agreement
of Ukrhydroenergo.
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UKRHYDROENERGO’S KEY
STRATEGIC OBJECTIVES
AND MEASURES IN 2019
DNISTROVSKA PSP

STRATEGIC OBJECTIVES AND
MEASURES
The main strategic objective during
the construction of Stage 1 and Stage
2 of Dnistrovska PSP was to support
the pace of construction works that
would allow starting power unit
No. 4 in 2020 and completing Stage
2 in 2022. The objective was met.
The main strategic objective
for the construction of Stage 3
of Dnistrovska PSP is to find an
investor and prepare the necessary
documentation to raise financing
against the government guarantees.
In 2019, Ukrhydroenergo held a
number of meetings with companies
interested in the construction and
developed an investment project.
PLANS FOR 2020 AND
A MEDIUM TERM
The Company’s key objective is to
launch power unit No. 4 in late 2020.
This would add 324 MW in generator
mode, increase the reliability and
load-following capacity of the UES of
Ukraine, address the overload of the
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base load plants during peak hours,
unload them at night, and add more
control reserve to connect power
plants operating under the feed-in
tariff.
The systemwide effect will be
achieved by reducing the number
of start-ups of coal-fired power
units at TPPs, stabilising their load,
replacing natural gas consumption
for start-ups, and saving coal through
reduction of transient and costly
modes of thermal power units.
The Company plans also to
start construction of Stage 3 of
Dnistrovska PSP. To this end,
Ukrhydroenergo is set in 2020 to
specify technical parameters of
power units for Stage 3, in particular
their capacity and control range.
Afterwards, the Company will adjust
the investment project and start the
approval procedures.
The current investment project provides
for an additional capacity of 972 MW
(3 power units of 324 MW each) in
generator mode and 1,263 MW in
pumping mode (3 x 421 MW).
The annual output will increase to
2,110 million kWh, and the annual
consumption will rise to
2,701 million kWh.

KANIVSKA PSP

STRATEGIC OBJECTIVES AND
MEASURES
Key objectives are the construction
and launch of highly flexible
regulating capacities of the PSP,
which, in turn, will help address the
shortage of load-following capacities
in Ukraine.
In the reporting period, the following
measures were planned and carried
out to build Kanivska PSP:
Land survey on the future
construction site;
Comprehensive archaeological
survey of the cultural heritage sites
located in, or adjacent to, Kanivska
PSP’s construction site;
Land plot payment was made and
compensation was paid for
agricultural production costs;
Investment project “Construction
of Kanivska PSP” was developed.
To receive government guarantees,
Ukrhydroenergo submitted the
investment project for expert review
in 2019 and received:
a positive opinion of the Ministry
of Energy and Coal Industry of
Ukraine following the state expert
review of the investment project;
a positive opinion of the Ministry
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of Economic Development following
the economic efficiency assessment;
a positive opinion of the Ministry
of Finance of Ukraine following the
project risk identification and
assessment.
PLANS FOR 2020 AND
A MEDIUM TERM
Further steps:
Complete the study of the
archaeological heritage located on
the construction site of Kanivska PSP,
namely the study of the remains of
an ancient settlement on Lysukha
Mountain;
Develop detailed design
documentation;
Complete preparation of land
survey documents on land plots
allotted additionally for permanent
use for construction purposes;
Obtain a decision of the
Antimonopoly Committee of Ukraine
on the eligibility to receive the state
aid;
Obtain government guarantees to
secure debt obligations under loans
to be raised for the investment
project;
Engage with potential investors to
raise borrowings from state-owned
and private financial institutions and
explore the possibility of joint project
implementation;
Carry out enabling and priority
works to develop infrastructure on
the construction site (roads, power
supply, water supply, construction
bases, geometric axes, etc.), perform
design and survey works (geological,
topographic) at the detailed design
phase;
Provide comprehensive support to

the Kanivska PSP construction project
as a priority in the international
cooperation;
Start the construction of
Kanivska PSP in 2021.

CONSTRUCTION OF
KAKHOVSKA HPP NO. 2

STRATEGIC OBJECTIVES AND
MEASURES
In the reporting period, the following
measures were planned and carried
out to build Kakhovska HPP No. 2:
The Company developed an
investment project to raise
international funding against the
government guarantees. It will be
submitted to the Ministry of Energy
and Environmental Protection of
Ukraine for the state expert review in
accordance with Cabinet of Ministers’
Resolution No. 701 dd. 09 June 2011
“On Approval of Procedures for State
Expert Review of Investment
Projects”;
We made an Environmental
Impact Assessment and held public
hearings to discuss the EIA Report
and proposed activities under the
project for construction of
Kakhovska HPP No. 2 in line with the
Law of Ukraine On Environmental
Impact Assessment.
PLANS FOR 2020 AND
A MEDIUM TERM
Further steps:
To build Kakhovska HPP No. 2,
Ukrhydroenergo is set to take the
following measures in 2020 and a
medium term:
Obtain an opinion from a
competent regional environmental
agency in Kherson Oblast regarding

the proposed activities of
Ukrhydroenergo for the construction
of Kakhovska HPP No. 2. The opinion
is expected in 2020;
Develop the land survey
documents: survey designs on
additional land allotment for
construction of the main structures
of Kakhovska HPP No. 2 and get
approval of the documents according
to procedures established by the
applicable laws of Ukraine;
Submit to the Ministry of Energy
and Environmental Protection of
Ukraine the investment project
“Construction of
Kakhovska HPP No. 2” for the state
expert review in accordance with
Cabinet of Ministers’ Resolution
No. 701 dd. 09 June 2011 “On
Approval of Procedures for State
Expert Review of Investment
Projects”;
Obtain government guarantees to
implement the investment project.
Raise loans from international
financial institutions (the EBRD and
EIB showed interest) or other foreign
investors for the project;
Complete the design phase and
get a positive state expert review of
the design documentation;
Obtain the approval of the project
in accordance with the procedure
established by the applicable laws of
Ukraine;
Start construction of
Kakhovska HPP No. 2 in 2022.
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OPEN ELECTRICITY
MARKET
On 1 July 2019, Ukraine launched
a new electricity market model
in accordance with the Law On
the Electricity Market. The market
reform is in line with Ukraine’s
commitment to implement the
Third Energy Package of the
European Union. The reform seeks
to introduce competitive market
mechanisms and selection of
counterparties, as well as secure
the consumer’s right to choose an
electricity supplier freely.
For the open market to operate,
it is important that the electricity
supply meets the actual demand.
However, it is quite difficult to
secure this match in real time.
Together with thermal power plants,
HPPs and PSPs can be used to offset
imbalances.
The fundamental distinctions
of the new model are the direct
contractual relations between
electricity producers and
suppliers and the possibility for
a consumer to change a supplier.
This gives a maximum discretion
to the consumers and stimulates
competition both in the wholesale
and retail market. However,
the downsides are the multiple
complications of business processes
in the market and the need to use
specialised software. A balancing
market alone, which is, in fact, a
secondary market, requires a great
amount of computations of bulk
data in a fairly short time.
Public service obligations
(PSOs) have been imposed on
Ukrhydroenergo to supply cheap
electricity to households. In JulyAugust 2019, the Company was
obliged to sell 20% of the electricity
produced by HPPs and PSPs to the
State Enterprise “Guaranteed Buyer”
at the government-set prices. Since
September, this obligation has been
increased to 35%.
Unlike one market segment present
in the old model, the current market
has multiple segments, each having
its own rules and operator.
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This greatly complicate the work
of market players. In addition, all
sales transactions across all market
segments occur within a very short
settlement period (one hour), which
significantly complicates the fiscal
metering and implementation
of other necessary settlement
software.
The day-ahead market (DAM) and
the intraday market are meant
to make it easier for a consumer
and a supplier to balance their
daily consumption schedules.
The balancing market and the
ancillary services market enable
the Transmission System Operator
(TSO) to balance the grid in a realtime mode.
Despite the significant complexity
of the new model, the transition
to this model was premature,
without any pre-testing (except
the DAM piloting). In addition, the
new electricity market has retained
main disadvantages of the old
model, such as cross-subsidies for
households, price restriction in
key market segments, non-market
mechanisms of support for green
energy, and incomplete payments
for purchased electricity. As a result,
Ukrhydroenergo has faced a number
of problems after the new model
was launched. They have resulted
in significant financial losses and
violations of water use schedules.
First, the Market Rules adopted
in a hurry without consideration
of Ukrhydroenergo’s comments
and qualifications, do not take
into account the peculiarities of
operation of HPPs and PSPs. A key
peculiarity of a hydroelectric power
plant is that its available capacity
cannot be activated in one direction
(loading or unloading) for a period
exceeding two hours a day. This
peculiarity prevents disturbances
of water use schedules. Another
important feature of HPPs lies
with their ability to change
the load within a
minute.

This ability is vital for control of the
grid, and the Rules fail to provide
for instant activation. Therefore, the
dispatcher regularly took advantage
of all the features and capabilities
of HPPs and PSPs, but the relevant
settlements for such use were
incorrect, leading to financial losses.
In addition, the Market Management
System (MMS) is currently unable
to process any non-standard
commands. A non-standard
command means any command
for loading or unloading in excess
of the proposed volumes in the
balancing market, a command that
needs immediate performance,
and operation under the ALFC
system. The Transmission System
Operator uses these types of
commands very frequently, but
turns a blind eye on losses caused
to the market player that performs
the dispatch commands timely and
accurately. Nevertheless, it is the
TSO’s responsibility to make timely
amendments to the Market Rules,
as it acts as the administrator of the
Market Rules according to the Law
of Ukraine On the Electricity Market.
Because of the high electricity
generation by solar power plants
in hours of maximum solar activity
from August to November 2019,
Ukrenergo dispatchers gave regular
commands for pumping PSPs at
daytime. This resulted in forced
purchases of electricity at UAH 1,741
per MWh. Any lower price was
prohibited by the Market Rules.
The electricity produced by PSPs at
that pumping cost, with the 75%
efficiency and the need to pay
for transmission when
consuming electricity
from the grid,
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was sold at least at UAH 2,600/MWh.
The maximum allowed bid price
at the balancing market was
UAH 2,355/MWh in the daytime
and UAH 1,103/MWh at night. Very
often, PSPs received commands to
start the generator mode precisely
between 06:00 am and 08:00 am,
when the price restriction was
UAH 1,103/MWh.
Since spring 2020, the situation
of unprofitable operation of PSPs
and HPPs can significantly worsen
because of the connection of
additional wind power capacities
to the grid, floods, and high solar
activity. Green energy develops
extremely fast, but no economic
conditions have been created for the
operation of PSPs and other energy
storage facilities.
In addition, there are price
restrictions in the day-ahead market
set by the National Commission
for State Regulation of Energy and
Public Utilities. The price restrictions
do not take into account the real
balances of electricity production
and consumption and the cost
of electricity generation by TPPs,
thus leading to artificial scarcity
of electricity from 11:00 pm to
08:00 am, when the limit is at
UAH 959/MWh.

Especially critical is the situation
after 06:00 am, when the
consumption rises by more than
2,000 MW, but TPPs have not yet
started operation, because they do
not want to operate at low prices.
During these hours, HPPs were
regularly loaded, which led to the
overuse of water resources and the
Company’s profit loss because of
the need to sell electricity at prices
substantially lower than daytime
prices.
By the end of 2019, the ancillary
services market had not been
launched, despite the fact that
a number of power plants had
successfully passed the audits of
compliance with the Transmission
System Code, including
Ukrhydroenergo’s HPPs and
PSPs. Amendments to the Market
Rules have entered into force on
1 December 2019, mitigating the
too stringent requirements for
measurement systems
and allowing to pass
conformity tests

and obtain the certificates of
ancillary service provision. However,
there are still errors in the Ancillary
Monitoring Methodology that make
it impossible for market players to
start providing ancillary services.
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KEY
OPERATING
RESULTS

2019 was rich in milestone events
and achievements. Ukrhydroenergo
accounted for 4.7% of Ukraine’s
electricity output. The analysis
of our financial performance over
recent years proves its stable

financial position and positive trends
in the Company’s development.
Ukrhydroenergo ranked 9th in the
top 50 most successful state-owned
enterprises, showing high liquidity
and profitability.

UKRHYDROENERGO ELECTRICITY PRODUCTION, 2018-2019
UHE, million kWh

Change from
previous year

HPPs

2018

11,368.597

1,399.280

2019

7,197.843

-4,170.754

Year

Change from
previous year

PSPs

Change from
previous year

9,984.319

1,419.263

1,384.278

-19.983

6,045.559

-3,938.760

1,152.284

-231.994

UKRHYDROENERGO ELECTRICITY SALES, 2018-2019
UHE, million kWh

Change from
previous year

HPPs

Change from
previous year

PSPs

Change from
previous year

2018

11,187.740

1,381.725

9,818.929

1,403.252

1,368.811

-21.527

2019

7,044.950

-4,142.790

5,905.694

-3,913.235

1,139.256

-229.555

In 2019, the Company sold 7,044.950 million kWh, down by 4,142.790 million kWh year on year
(11,187.740 million kWh in 2018).

The net sales revenue reached the
highest figure in 2019, amounting
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to UAH 8,262,350,000, up by
UAH 301,559,000 against 2018
(UAH 7,960,791,000) and by
UAH 2,545,950,000 against

2018 рік

2019 рік

Net sales revenue

7,960,791,000

8,262,350,000

EBITDA

5,181,155,000

4,109,158,000

Net profit

3,668,256,000

3,222,610,000

Operating profitability, %

46.1

39.0

Total assets

30,042,233,000

33,795,633,000

At Ukrhydroenergo, the cost of sold products grew in 2018-2019.

Year

Sales revenues

Indicators, UAH ‘000

2017 (UAH 5,716,400,000).
The growth rate of the net revenue
was 44.5% over the past three
years.
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COST OF PRODUCTS SOLD, 2018-2019, UAH
Product

2018 рік

2019 рік

Cost of products sold

3,157,097,000

4,069,019,000

Electricity costs

1,544,233,000

2,392,260,000

Depreciation of fixed and intangible assets

718,457,000

731,604,000

Payroll expenses and social payments

416,243,000

582,585,000

Production services

101,928,000

70,067,000

Raw and other materials

43,101,000

43,009,000

Taxes and duties

51,037,000

70,825,000

Water royalties

269,034,000

155,618,000

Other expenses

13,064,000

23,051,000
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3,222,610,000
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The electricity costs to fill the
reservoirs of Kyivska PSP and
Dnistrovska PSP accounted for the
largest share of the Company’s
expenses in 2017-2019, about
40-50% of the cost of products
sold. In the retrospective, these
expenses tended to grow. In

2019, Ukrhydroenergo consumed
1,557.4 million kWh to fill the
reservoirs. In addition, the Company
incurred electricity costs associated
with its operation in the new
electricity market. The costs
accounted for about 23% of the cost
of products sold.

Depreciation was the second most
important spending element. This
was because the production of
electric power by HPPs requires
significant financial investments in
fixed assets.

The total assets of the Company rose by
UAH 3,753,400,000 to UAH 33,795,633,000 in 2019
(UAH 30,042,233,000 in 2018).The asset growth rate made
112.5% over the past year.
The non-current assets grew due to an increase in capital work-inprogress and intangible assets and a simultaneous decrease in longterm receivables.
The increase in current assets is explained by an increase in receivables for
products, goods, works, services and payments on advances.

UAH
NET
PROFIT

Net profit

46.1

39.0

In 2019, profitability indicators
decreased year on year because of
additional costs incurred in connection

with the operation in the new electricity
market and the creation of bad debt
reserves for debts of Energorynok,

1

Materials and
components

13,221

602

1,657

816

1,416

901

2,011

861

1,226

3,731

2

Stationery

1,701

648

205

182

145

61

87

61

93

219

3

Packing materials 3

4

Spare parts

13,156

5

Construction
materials

3,585

6

Low-value and
non-durable
items

4,055

7

Special meals

8
9

Ukrenergo, Market Operator, and
Guaranteed Buyer state enterprises for
electricity supplied in 2019.

TOTAL ASSETS
Indicators, UAH

2018

2019

Non-current assets

26,788,456,000

29,661,333,000

Current assets

3,253,777,000

4,134,300,000

Assets

30,042,233,000

33,795,633,000

ASSETS
2019

33,795,633,000
млн
грн.
UAH

Directorate for
Construction of
Dnistrovska PSP

Operating profitability
(net financial result/net sales revenue) х 100, %

EXPENSES FOR ELECTRICITY GENERATION, UAH ‘000
Dnistrovska HPP

12.5

Kakhovska HPP

15.4

Dniprovska HPP

Return on equity
(net financial result/equity) х 100, %

Seredniodniprovska
HPP

9.5

Kremenchutska HPP

12.2

Investment Plan (for the purchase
of equipment without construction)
and with additional Intangibles
Acquisition Plan.
The tables below show the actual
costs incurred in the reporting period,
with a breakdown by structural
subdivision.

Kanivska HPP

Return on assets
(net financial result/asset value) х 100, %

Company’s structural subdivisions.
This indicator included both the cost
of supplies purchased and delivered
to production facilities during 2019,
as well as the use of stocks built up in
past periods.
In addition, the Company worked to
hit targets for the acquisition of fixed
assets in accordance with its Capital

Cascade of Kyivska
HPP and Kyivska PSP

2019

Head Office

2018

No.

Indicators

In 2019, Ukrhydroenergo consumed
stocks and other supplies to the
amount of UAH 53,295,000
(excluding VAT) to cover current
repairs and meet operational
and administrative needs of the

Ukrhydroenergo

UKRHYDROENERGO’S OPERATING PROFITABILITY, 2018-2019

Stock and Supply
Management

Expense line

The net financial result for 2019 made UAH 3,222,610,000, down by UAH 445,646,000 against 2018
(UAH 3,668,256,000) and up by UAH 1,757,077,000 against 2017 (UAH 1,465,533,000). The growth rate of the net
profit was 119.9% over the last three years.

3
3,520

1,035

1,457

835

1,679

456

487

3,439

889

663

259

384

418

114

197

661

550

405

523

348

723

244

353

853

1,132

319

180

83

30

125

66

155

174

Fuels and
lubricants

15,772

4,826

980

2,051

1,090

1,731

1,035

1,134

2,925

Electricity

11,966

4,261

5,934

3,652

6,774

2,837

3,645

12,002

Total

52,625

248

56

1,554

OTHER OPERATING EXPENSES
1

Fuels
and
lubricants

Total
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670

267

8

270

27

45

53

670

267

8

270

27

45

53
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815,840,000

The outstanding balances on loans were UAH 4,347,880,000 as of 31 December 2019, against UAH 4,232,684,000 as
of 31 December 2018.
The detailed information is in a table below.

UAH
THE COMPANY
PAID ON LOANS

LOANS AND CREDITS OUTSTANDING AS OF 31 DECEMBER 2019 AND 31 DECEMBER 2018
31 December 2019

31 December 2018

Outstanding balance

Dividends
Pursuant to the laws of Ukraine
On Joint-Stock Companies and
On the State-Owned Property
Management, the dividend payout
is a shareholder-reserved matter.
The Cabinet of Ministers of Ukraine
establishes a base rate for the
dividends to be paid to the national
budget.
On 24 April 2019, the Cabinet
adopted Resolution No. 364
“On approval of the basic rate of
dividends to be paid out on the basis

of the 2018 financial and business
performance of companies fully or
partly owned by the State”.
The Ministry of Energy and Coal
Industry of Ukraine issued Order
No. 195 on 26 April 2019 to
approve Ukrhydroenergo’s financial
statements 2018 and the Company’s
net profit distribution (dividend
payout based on its financial and
business performance in 2018).
The Company’s dividend policy
is aimed at achieving an optimal
balance between the dividend
payout to the shareholder and the

implementation of Ukrhydroenergo’s
investment programme.
On 03 May 2019, the Ministry of
Energy and Coal Industry of Ukraine
decided to pay out dividends of
UAH 1,100,476,800 for the 2018
performance.
The Cabinet of Ministers has not yet
approved a basic rate of dividends
for the 2019 performance.
Should the base rate be approved
at 30% for Ukrhydroenergo, the
dividends on the Company’s
2019 performance would make
UAH 966,783,000.

Dividends,
Indicators, UAH

Net financial result,
Indicators, UAH
2018

3,668,256,000

2018

1,100,476,800

2019

3,222,610,000

2019

966,783,000

Indicator

Loan
currency

Interest
rate

In contract
currency,
dollar
equivalent
(‘000)

UAH
equivalent,
UAH (‘000)

Outstanding balance
Interest
rate

In contract
currency,
dollar
equivalent
(‘000)

UAH
equivalent,
UAH (‘000)

1. Long-term debts:							
1.1. Credits, including:

3,385,418

3,060,147

IFI — IBRD loan
No. 47950-UA dated USD
19 September 2005

4.76 %

26,202

620,637

5.00 %

34,717

961,267

IFI — IBRD loan
No. 77910-UA dated USD
03 February 2010

4.52 %

4,641

109,929

4.76 %

9,282

257,008

IFI — EBRD loan
No. 40518 dated
29 September 2011

EUR

3.13 %

11,556

305,330

3.23 %

13,482

427,565

IFI — EBRD loan
No. 47947 dated
30 December 2015

EUR

2.00 %

44,923

1,186,954

2.00 %

20,595

653,168

IFI — EIB loan
No. 31.177 dated
21 September 2012

EUR

3.05 %

44,000

1,162,568

3.22 %

24,000

761,139

1.2. Other loans, including:
Contract of the
Ministry of Energy
and Coal Industry
No. 41/13 dated
16 October 2013

UAH

449,956

14.00 %

449,956

SUB-TOTAL

449,956

599,956

18.5 %

599,956

599,956

3,835,374

3,660,103

362,506

422,581

2. Short-term debts:

Ukrhydroenergo’s
Credit Policy
Ukrhydroenergo is an active
borrower in the Ukrainian and
international capital markets. The
cost of domestic loans depends on
the discount rate set by the National
Bank of Ukraine, so changes in the
rate have a significant impact on
the interest rates, which in turn
may adversely affect the Company’s
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financial performance.
Borrowings from international
financial institutions (IBRD, EBRD,
and EIB) for the implementation
of the Hydropower Rehabilitation
Project are raised at much lower
interest rates than in the domestic
market. Contracts awarded
under this project are funded by
international financial institutions.
This largely determines the exposure
to currency risk, as the Company

makes interest payments and repays
foreign loans in Euros or US dollars.
In 2019, the Company paid
UAH 815,840,000 on loans,
including UAH 270,041,000 in
interest. In 2018, the Company
paid UAH 861,910,000 on loans,
including UAH 302,784,000 in
interest.
In 2019, the Company raised
UAH 1,244,156,000 in borrowings
(UAH 397,699,000 in 2018).
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2.1. Credits, including:
IFI — IBRD loan
No. 47950-UA dated USD
19 September 2005

4.76 %

8,515

201,688

5.00 %

8,415

232,996

IFI — IBRD loan
No. 77910-UA dated USD
03 February 2010

4.52 %

4,641

109,930

4.76 %

4,641

128,504

IFI — EBRD loan
No. 40518 dated
29 September 2011

3.13 %

1,926

50,888

3.23 %

1,926

61,081

EUR
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LOANS AND CREDITS OUTSTANDING AS OF 31 DECEMBER 2019 AND 31 DECEMBER 2018
31 December 2019

31 December 2018

Outstanding balance
Indicator

Loan
currency

Interest
rate

In contract
currency,
dollar
equivalent
(‘000)

2.2. Other loans, including:
Contract of the
Ministry of Energy
and Coal Industry
No. 41/13 dated
16 October 2013

UAH

UAH
equivalent,
UAH (‘000)

Outstanding balance
Interest
rate

In contract
currency,
dollar
equivalent
(‘000)

150,000

14.00 %

150,000

150,000

UAH
equivalent,
UAH (‘000)
150,000

18.50 %

150,000

150,000

SUB-TOTAL

512,506

572,581

TOTAL

4,347,880

4,232,684

International
Cooperation
In its international activities,
Ukrhydroenergo seeks to raise
financial investments for:
Hydropower Rehabilitation
Project
Construction of Kanivska PSP
Construction of Kakhovska HPP No. 2
Stage Three of Dnistrovska PSP
(power units No. 5-7).
In 2019, Ukrhydroenergo continued
to interact with the International
Bank for Reconstruction and
Development, the European Bank for
Reconstruction and Development,
and the European Investment
Bank under the following loans
agreements:
Loan Agreement No. 47950-UA

dd. 19 September 2005
Loan Agreement No. 77910-UA
dd. 3 February 2010
Credit Agreement No. 40518
dd. 29 September 2011 (Hydropower
Rehabilitation Project)
Credit Agreement (Hydropower
Rehabilitation Project) No. 47947
dd. 30 December 2015
Financial Agreement No. 31.177
between Ukraine and the EIB
dd. 21 September 2012 (Hydropower
Rehabilitation Project).
.

issue debt securities, nor converted
it any securities in the reporting
period. The Company did not receive
any mortgage.

Financial Investments

In 2019, the Company did not enter
into any agreements involving
derivatives. No shares, bonds or
notes were issued in the reporting
period. Ukrhydroenergo did not

The table shows the weighted average interest rates on loans from the IBRD, EBRD, EIB, and Oschadbank.
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INVESTMENT
ACTIVITIES

On the cusp of integration of the
UES with ENTSO-E, Ukrhydroenergo
has focused on the following
hydropower investment projects
to secure sufficient reserves, supply
cheap electricity to customers, and
implement Ukraine Energy Strategy
2035 and Hydropower Development
Programme 2026:
Hydropower Rehabilitation
Project: Reconstruction of HPPs in
the cascade on the Dnieper River and
Dnistrovska HPP No. 1 with the
capacity increase and higher
operational safety;

Completion of construction of
Dnistrovska PSP: Stage 1 (three
power units of 972 MW in total),
Stage 2 (power unit No. 4 of
324 MW), and Stage 3 (power units
No. 5-7 of 972 MW in total);
Construction of 1000 MW
Kanivska PSP (four power units of
250 MW each);
Construction of 250 MW
Kakhovska HPP No. 2 (four power
units of 62.5 MW each).
With the construction of HPPs and
PSPs, the Company will boost the
share of load-following capacity

in the total energy mix to 16% by
2035 and create 3,000 jobs at the
construction phase lasting 5-6 years
and about 400 jobs in the course of
HPP and PSP operation.
Additional advantages will be lower
man-made environmental footprint,
improved living conditions, reduced
harmful effects of emissions on
public health through lower use of
organic fuels, reduced emissions,
including greenhouse gases, as well as
the support to domestic equipment
manufacturers.

For more information about the key investment projects, please see our Management Report 2018.

UKRHYDROENERGO’S CAPITAL CONSTRUCTION FINANCING,
2019, UAH MILLION (VAT INCL.)
Indicators

2019

Total financing:

3,938.2

KEY INVESTMENT PROJECTS
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Project

Implementation period

Stage 2 of Hydropower Rehabilitation Project

2006-2024

own funds

2,853.7

Stage 1 of Dnistrovska PSP (three power units)

1983-2022

borrowings from international financial organisations

1,084.5

Stage 2 of Dnistrovska PSP (power unit No. 4)

2017-2022

Stage 3 of Dnistrovska PSP (power units No. 5-7)

2021-2028

Construction of Stage 1, Stage 2, and Stage 3 of Dnistrovska PSP

1,485.7

Construction of Kanivska PSP

2007-2027

Stage 2 of Hydropower Rehabilitation Project

1,975.2

Construction of Kakhovska HPP No. 2

2017-2027

Other measures

477.3
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broken down by source:

broken down by investment destination:
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CAPITAL INVESTMENTS ABSORBED
IN 2019 AND BROKEN DOWN
BY INVESTMENT PROJECT
STAGE 2 OF HYDROPOWER
REHABILITATION PROJECT

DESCRIPTION:

Reconstruction of Ukrhydroenergo’s operating HPPs with the upgrade of the
majority of equipment and hydraulic structures.

2006
–
2024
PROJECT
IMPLEMENTATION
PERIOD

The following project measures have been planned:
reconstruction of 71 power units
replacement of transformers and substation equipment
reconstruction of hydro-mechanical equipment and hydraulic structures
introduction of automatic dam safety monitoring systems
improvement of the environment situation on the Dnieper River and
Dniester River
information management system to be deployed at Ukrhydroenergo
improvement of working conditions for employees.
The measures will extend the service life of HPPs by 40-50 years and improve
the operational efficiency by increasing the capacity and efficiency factor of
the upgraded facilities.
Since 2016, 47 power units have seen the upgrade, boosting the capacity by
180.1 MW (including power units not yet relabelled). Domestic manufacturers,
Turboatom and ElektroVazhMash, have done the entire scope of power unit
reconstruction. Contracts for the equipment manufacture were awarded to
Turboatom and ElektroVazhMash both through tenders and directly.

TOTAL
PROJECT
COST

22,328,200,000

The project has several sources of funding:
Company’s own funds received from electricity generation and sales and
from other sources;
Borrowings from international financial institutions (the International Bank
for Reconstruction and Development, European Bank for Reconstruction and
Development, and European Investment Bank).
All contracts should be performed by the end of 2021.

UAH
as of 10 June 2014

IN 2019:

Kyivska PSP completed the reconstruction of power unit No. 2. The 46.8 MW power unit was put
into operation on 30 June 2019, with the capacity increase of 5.3 MW and equipment relabelling
underway.
Kanivska PSP’s power unit No. 6 has been under reconstruction since 8 April 2019.
Kanivska HPP, Seredniodniprovska HPP, Dniprovska HPP No. 1, and Dniprovska HPP No. 2
decommissioned nine power units for assembly works that are now underway.
Power units No. 14 and No. 16 at Kanivska HPP were assembled, with commissioning taking place now.
Following international tenders, four contracts were made:
DKVP/C/7-18 dated 26 February 2019 with BankKomZvyazok, Ukraine, for the development of an automated dam
safety control system for Kyivska PSP (contract price of UAH 55.6 million);
TKRE/C/8-17 dated 14 March 2019 with Turboatom-ElektroVazhMash consortium for reconstruction of two power
units at Kremenchutska HPP (contract price of UAH 1,269.4 million);
TRF/C/10-17 dated 15 May 2019 with ATEF GROUP OF COMPANIES LLC (Azerbaijan) for the supply of ten power
transformers (contract price of € 6.328 million);
UHE/CSA/T/9-17 dated 25 June 2019 with Electricite de France for additional project advisory services (contract price
of € 0.9 million).
BY 01 JANUARY 2020, THE PROJECT FINANCING HAD BEEN UAH 10,346.6 MILLION (VAT INCL.),
INCLUDING UAH 1,975.2 MILLION ALLOCATED IN 2019, OF WHICH UAH 1,084.5 MILLION IN
INTERNATIONAL BORROWINGS AND UAH 890.7 MILLION IN OWN FUNDS.

PLANS FOR 2020 AND A MEDIUM TERM

The Company is set to continue reconstruction efforts at all power plants:
Upgrade permanent powerhouse equipment, electrical parts, auxiliary equipment, and systems. In
2020, Ukrhydroenergo will work intensively with Andritz Hydro under the contract for reconstruction
of power units No. 1, 2 and 3 of Dniprovska HPP, as well as with Turboatom and Emerson under
contracts for the EBRD and EIB-financed reconstruction of 19 power units at Kyivska PSP,
Kanivska HPP, Kremenchutska HPP, Seredniodniprovska HPP, and Dniprovska HPP No. 2; replacement of transformers.
We are set to put into operation: power unit No. 6 at Kyivska PSP and power unit No. 4 at Kanivska HPP;
Modernise mechanical equipment (screens, gates, cranes);
Refurbish hydraulic structures and a road crossing at Dniprovska HPP (reconstruction of concrete and earth
structures);
Improve buildings and structures, external and internal engineering networks, landscaping elements, etc.).
In 2020, we plan to complete the reconstruction of nine power units at Kyivska PSP, Kanivska HPP,
Seredniodniprovska HPP, Dniprovska HPP No. 1, and Dniprovska HPP No. 2 and have a capacity increase of 37.9 MW,
including +5.3 MW on Kyivska PSP’s power unit No. 2 after its relabelling (its reconstruction completed in 2019).
Additional economic effects will include:
higher operational efficiency of the upgraded powerhouse equipment;
higher capacity of operating HPPs through the improved efficiency factor of power units;
higher safety and reliability of HPPs thanks to cutting-edge systems of hydraulic structure monitoring, control and
protection.
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COMPLETION OF STAGE 1 OF DNISTROVSKA PSP
(THREE POWER UNITS)

STAGE 2 OF DNISTROVSKA PSP
(POWER UNIT NO. 4)

DESCRIPTION:

DESCRIPTION:

Increase in the PSP capacity; fewer start-ups of TPPs, support to the operation of
new power units at NPPs during changeovers in the UES of Ukraine.

1983
–
2022
PROJECT
IMPLEMENTATION
PERIOD

In 2019, the Company adjusted the design of Stage 1 of Dnistrovska PSP.
The adjusted design was approved by Ukrhydroenergo’s Order No. 171-n
dated 05 June 2019 “On approval of the adjusted design of Stage 1 (three
power units) and measures to improve the reliability and safety of hydraulic
structures, permanent powerhouse equipment, and hydromechanical
equipment of Dnistrovska PSP” approved by the Ministry of Energy and Coal
Industry of Ukraine (letter No. 02/21-5190 of 30 May 2019).

UAH
17,351

The project cost-benefit analysis:
net present value — UAH 14,290.5 million
internal rate of return — 34.12 %
profitability index — 4.80
discounted payback period — 6 years.
Now construction works and installation of power unit No. 4 are underway,
and the manufacturers have supplied the powerhouse equipment.

IN 2019, THE COMPANY:

The project cost-benefit analysis:
net present value — UAH 8,884 million
internal rate of return — 18.5%
profitability index — 3.0
discounted payback period — 3.4 years.
Now, all three power units are operational, and the major hydraulic structures
(upper reservoir, water intake, drainage system, spillways) are under pressure
in working condition. The works are underway to expand the lower reservoir,
which will help increase the operating time of the PSP and thus the electricity
output.
Throughout 2019, we continued works on all structures. The completion is
expected in 2022.

TOTAL
PROJECT
COST

Stage 2 of Dnistrovska PSP (power unit No. 4).

BY 01 JANUARY 2020, THE PROJECT FINANCING HAD BEEN
UAH 13,468.5 MILLION (VAT INCL.), INCLUDING UAH 255.5 MILLION IN
OWN FUNDS IN 2019.
THE BREAKDOWN BY TYPE OF WORKS:
CONSTRUCTION COSTS — UAH 120.4 MILLION
EQUIPMENT — UAH 82.2 MILLION
FRONT-END ENGINEERING, DESIGN, AND OTHER EXPENSES —
UAH 52.9 MILLION.

million
PLANS FOR 2020 AND A MEDIUM TERM

Continue construction depending on finances available to
Ukrhydroenergo and complete the project in general.

Installed the cone of a draft tube, a turbine stator, a
spiral chamber, all pipelines, the wheel, the shield of an
annular valve, and the turbine lid, as well as lined a turbine
hole at power unit No. 4;
Completed the large-unit assembly and prepared for
installation of a turbine shaft, pedestal, and adjusting ring.
The assembly of the generator rotor and stator is about to be completed
on-site;
An unparalleled 430 MVA block transformer was delivered to the assembly
site. The 329.5 tonne transformer was manufactured by Ukrainian company,
ZaporizhTransformator;
Mounted a 335-tonne turbine lid, the heaviest component of the turbine.
With the completion of this work, the Company can now proceed to the next
stages of assembly of the power unit.
Because of changes in the cost of works, equipment, and salaries and adoption
of new technical solutions, we decided to adjust the design. The works were
done by the general designer, Ukrhydroproekt R&D Institute (Ukrhydroproekt).
The adjusted design has been submitted for expert review.
BY 01 JANUARY 2020, THE PROJECT FINANCING HAD BEEN
UAH 3,554.3 MILLION (VAT INCL.), INCLUDING UAH 1,229.7 MILLION
IN OWN FUNDS ALLOCATED IN 2019.
THE BREAKDOWN BY TYPE OF WORKS:
CONSTRUCTION COSTS — UAH 460.6 MILLION
EQUIPMENT — UAH 648.5 MILLION
FRONT-END ENGINEERING, DESIGN, AND OTHER EXPENSES —
UAH 120.6 MILLION.

2017
–
2022
PROJECT
IMPLEMENTATION
PERIOD

TOTAL
PROJECT
COST

UAH
4,513.2
million

PLANS FOR 2020 AND A MEDIUM TERM
The Company’s key objective is to launch power unit No. 4 by the end of 2020. This would help add
324 MW in generator mode, increase the reliability and load-following capacity of the UES of Ukraine,
address the overload of the base load plants during peak hours, unload them at night-time, and add
more control reserve to connect power plants operating under the feed-in tariff.
The systemwide effect will be achieved by reducing the number of start-ups of coal-fired power units at TPPs, stabilising
their load, replacing natural gas consumption for start-ups, and saving coal through reduction of transient and costly
modes of thermal power units.
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STAGE 3 OF DNISTROVSKA PSP
(POWER UNITS NO. 5-7)

DESCRIPTION:

Stage 3 includes the construction of three power units (No. 5-7) at Dnistrovska
Pumped Storage Power Plant. The total capacity of units will make 972 MW in
generator mode and 1,263 MW in pumping mode.

2021
–
2028
PROJECT
IMPLEMENTATION
PERIOD

PROJECT
COST
ESTIMATE

UAH
26,108.7
million
(according to the 2019
investment project)
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The project cost-benefit analysis:
net present value — UAH 2,016 million
internal rate of return — 7.6%
discounted payback period — 23.7 years;
profitability index — 1.10
positive value for money — UAH 20,224 million.

IN 2019:

Commissioned by the Company, the general designer,
Ukrhydroproekt, completed the preparation of input data
necessary for the investment project development. The
estimated cost of Stage 3 is UAH 26,108.7 million. It is
planned to launch power unit No. 5 in 2026, power unit
No. 6 in 2027, and power unit No. 7 in 2028.
At request of Ukrhydroenergo, an investment project for completion of power
units No. 5-7 at Dnistrovska PSP was developed.
In 2019, the financing of works made UAH 0.5 million.
Ukrhydroenergo is working to find a lender to secure financing for the
construction.

PLANS FOR 2020 AND A MEDIUM TERM
Among the Company’s strategic objectives is the
construction of Stage 3 of Dnistrovska PSP. To this
end, Ukrhydroenergo is set in 2020 to specify technical
parameters of power units in Stage 3, in particular their
capacity and control range. Afterwards, the Company will
adjust the investment project and start the approval procedures.
The current investment project provides for an additional capacity of 972 MW
(three power units of 324 MW each) in generator mode and 1263 MW in
pumping mode (3 x 421 MW).
The annual electricity output will increase to 2,110 million kWh, and the annual
consumption will grow to 2,701 million kWh.
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BY 01 JANUARY 2020, THE PROJECT FINANCING HAD BEEN UAH 125.03 MILLION (VAT INCL.), INCLUDING
UAH 11.13 MILLION (VAT INCL.) ALLOCATED IN 2019. THE BREAKDOWN BY TYPE OF WORKS:
ARCHAEOLOGICAL STUDIES — UAH 9.31 MILLION
LAND PLOT PAYMENT — UAH 1.65 MILLION
LAND PLOT ALLOCATION — UAH 0.12 MILLION
COMPENSATION FOR AGRICULTURAL AND FOREST LANDS — UAH 50,000.

KANIVSKA PSP

DESCRIPTION:

2007
–
2027
PROJECT
IMPLEMENTATION
PERIOD

INVESTMENT
PROJECT
COST

UAH
42,166
million
(VAT incl.)

(as of 1 January 2019)

The future Kanivska PSP will have the following parameters:
1,000 MW in generator mode (four power units of 250 MW each);
1,040 MW in pumping mode (four power units of 260 MW each);
upper reservoir of 17 million m3 (effective storage) with an earth dam of
10 m wide and 4 km long (upstream);
236 operational staff members and 1,900 workers engaged at the
construction phase;
6.5 years of total construction period, with the launch of the first power
unit in 3.5 years since the construction start.
The project seeks to launch new highly flexible capacities, which in turn will
address the shortage of load-following capacities in the UES of Ukraine caused
in part by a dramatic increase in the alternative energy generation, including
solar and wind power plants, and deliver the government’s ambitious plans for
their further development.
Construction of Kanivska PSP will:
Increase the reliability and flexibility of the United Energy Systems of
Ukraine and improve the frequency control;
Ensure that Ukraine meets the frequency and capacity control requirements
for the integration of Ukraine’s grid into the European Network of
Transmission System Operators (ENTSO-E);
Address the overload of base load plants (NPPs and TPPs) during peak
hours;
Create the control reserve for connection of green generation facilities;
Create a mobile emergency reserve in the UES of Ukraine.

PLANS FOR 2020 AND A MEDIUM TERM:

Complete the study of the archaeological heritage located on the construction site of
Kanivska PSP, namely the study of the remains of an ancient settlement on Lysukha Mountain in
2020;
Develop detailed design documentation;
Complete preparations of land survey documents on land plots allotted additionally for
permanent use for construction purposes;
Obtain a decision of the Antimonopoly Committee of Ukraine on the eligibility to receive the state aid;
Obtain government guarantees to secure debt obligations under loans to be raised for the investment project;
Engage with potential investors to raise borrowings from state-owned and private financial institutions and explore
the possibility of joint project implementation;
Carry out enabling and priority works to develop infrastructure on the construction site (roads, power supply, water
supply, construction bases, geometric axes, etc.), perform design and survey works (geological, topographic) at the
detailed design phase;
Provide comprehensive support to the Kanivska PSP construction project as a priority in the international
cooperation;
Start the construction of Kanivska PSP in 2021.

The project cost-benefit analysis:
net present value — UAH 13,617 million
internal rate of return — 9.52%
profitability index — 1.38
discounted payback period — 18 years
positive value for money — UAH 25,470 million.

IN 2019:

To date, 967.2 hectares of land have been allocated for
construction, with the land use right registered. Permit
No. IV 115170742270 for Kanivska PSP construction works
was obtained on 15 March 2017.
Land survey and archaeological studies are currently
underway on the site of future earthworks. The Company
is paying compensation for agricultural land and holding negotiations with
potential investors.

TOTAL INVESTMENTS MAKE UAH 42,166 MILLION (VAT INCL.), OF WHICH:
UAH 29,409 MILLION IN BORROWINGS
UAH 12,757 MILLION IN OWN FUNDS.
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CONSTRUCTION OF KAKHOVSKA HPP NO. 2
(INSTALLED CAPACITY OF 250 MW)

BY 01 JANUARY 2020, THE PROJECT FINANCING HAD BEEN UAH 63.3 MILLION (VAT INCL.), INCLUDING
UAH 9.59 MILLION (VAT INCL.) ALLOCATED IN 2019. THE BREAKDOWN BY TYPE OF WORKS:
FRONT-END ENGINEERING AND DESIGN AT THE DESIGN PHASE — UAH 9.12 MILLION
INVESTMENT PROJECT DEVELOPMENT — UAH 280,000
DEVELOPMENT OF THE ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT ASSESSMENT REPORT — UAH 160,000.
PAYMENTS FOR PUBLIC HEARINGS OF THE EIA REPORT AND RELATED COSTS — UAH 30,000.

DESCRIPTION:

2017
–
2027
PROJECT
IMPLEMENTATION
PERIOD

An increase in the total capacity of Kakhovsky hydropower hub
(Kakhovska HPP No. 1 + Kakhovska HPP No. 2) to 585 MW will help:
Ukraine meet frequency and power control requirements for the integration
of the domestic grid into the European Network of Transmission System
Operators (ENTSO-E), in particular in the secondary and tertiary control
ranges;
Ensure the stable operation of both HPPs in peak hours;
Increase the average long-term output through full utilisation of flood
water;
Streamline the joint operation of Dniprovsky and Kakhovsky hydropower
hubs;
Extend the service life of Kakhovska HPP No. 1 and the hub as a whole.
Key indicators of the investment project:
net present value — UAH 1.617 billion
internal rate of return — 7.3%
discounted payback period — 19.5 years
profitability index — 1.12
positive value for money — UAH 9.817 billion.

PLANS FOR 2020 AND A MEDIUM TERM:

Complete the Environmental Impact Assessment Report according to international standards;
Complete the EIA procedures for the construction of Kakhovska HPP No. 2 according to the
applicable laws;
Develop the land survey documents: survey designs on additional land allotment for construction
of the main structures of Kakhovska HPP No. 2 and get approval of the documents according to
procedures established by the applicable laws of Ukraine;
Submit to the Ministry of Energy and Environmental Protection of Ukraine the investment project “Construction of
Kakhovska HPP No. 2” for the state expert review in accordance with Cabinet of Ministers’ Resolution No. 701
dd. 09 June 2011 “On Approval of Procedures for State Expert Review of Investment Projects”;
Obtain government guarantees to implement the investment project;
Raise loans from international financial institutions (the EBRD and EIB showed interest) or other foreign investors for
the project;
Complete the design phase and get a positive state expert review of the design documentation;
Obtain the approval of the project in accordance with procedures established by the applicable laws of Ukraine;
Start construction of Kakhovska HPP No. 2 in 2022.

IN 2019:

INVESTMENT
PROJECT
COST

UAH
18,121.4
million
(VAT incl.)

Ukrhydroenergo held public hearings to discuss the EIA
Report and proposed activities under the project. The
Company expects to obtain an opinion from a competent
regional environmental agency in 2020.
In September 2019, we developed the investment project
“Construction of Kakhovska HPP No. 2” to obtain government
guarantees. The project will later be submitted to the Ministry of Energy and
Environmental Protection of Ukraine for the state expert review in accordance
with Cabinet of Ministers’ Resolution No. 701 dd. 09 June 2011 “On Approval of
Procedures for State Expert Review of Investment Projects”.

IN TOTAL, THE PROJECT NEEDS UAH 18,087.4 MILLION IN INVESTMENT
(OF WHICH UAH 15,064 IN FOREIGN INVESTMENT), WHICH EQUALS
€ 570.3 MILLION (WITH THE EUR EXCHANGE RATE OF UAH 31.7141 ON
1 JANUARY 2019).

(as of 01 January 2019)
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DEVELOPMENT AND
INNOVATIONS OF HPPS
AND PSPS AS OBJECTS
In 2019, R&D organisations and institutes conducted the following works for Ukrhydroenergo on a contractual basis
(the cost of works is net of VAT):

Kyivska HPP
1. Ukrhydroproekt carried out a
comprehensive analysis of the
condition of hydraulic structures at
Kyivska HPP on the basis of on-site
monitoring data for 2014-2018.
The cost of works was UAH 562,277.
Results. The necessary visual
inspections were made, but their
results were not sufficiently
systematised.
Before 2002, instrumental
inspections had been conducted
rarely and utilised manual control
technologies.
In 2002, a GTS automated control
system was introduced. Since then,
daily measurements have been
carried out in automatic mode
with automated data processing.
Traditional (non-automated)
measuring equipment is used only
for particular control measurements.
In the first years of operation, the
automated system revealed its flaws.
Gradually, its operation improves,
but there are still some issues to be
addressed.
A special software generally supports
the operation of the GTS system, but
has a number of disadvantages and
needs to be fine-tuned.
Generally, the current system of
on-site monitoring at Kyivska HPP
provides the minimum necessary
control of hydraulic structures,
but the GTS needs an upgrade to
eliminate shortcomings and increase
the operational efficiency.
General assessment of the hydraulic
structures: The condition was
evaluated as it stood and the
structures were projected to be
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operational in the coming years.
2. Under a contract for R&D support
to the operation of hydraulic
structures in cascades on the
Dnieper and the Dniester rivers,
Ukrhydroproekt improved the data
processing in the GTS system and
the database formation. The cost of
works was UAH 129,812.
Results. Following these works, the
institute made recommendations for
improvements of the GTS automated
control system.
3. Under the contract for R&D
support to the operation of hydraulic
structures in cascades on the
Dnieper and the Dniester rivers,
Ukrhydroproekt analysed operation
of the on-site monitoring and control
system. The cost of works was
UAH 423,330.
Results. The Company received
the analysis of operation of the
general (traditional) control system
at Kyivska HPP. The operation and
maintenance of hydraulic structures
at the level of Kyivska HPP and
its hydraulic shop were generally
in line with the sectoral guidance
documents.

guiding document, Regulations on
the Safety of Hydraulic Structures
and Hydromechanical Equipment of
Power Plants in Ukraine and Sectoral
Monitoring System
(GKD 34.03.106-2003).
Results. Following the review of data
and documents on monitoring and
control of hydraulic structures and
mechanical equipment at Kyivska
HPP and considering results of their
visual inspection and long failurefree operation, the commission
concluded that: Hydraulic structures
and their mechanical equipment
at Kyivska HPP were in good
operating condition, met the design
requirements, and could operate
properly in design basis conditions.
Seeking to improve the reliability and
safety of the hydraulic structures
at Kyivska HPP in design basis
conditions in line with the advanced
safety and reliability standards
and considering the current service
life of more than 25 years, the
commission recommended a number
of measures.

Kyivska PSP
1. Ukrhydroproekt carried out a
comprehensive analysis of the
condition of hydraulic structures at
Kyivska PSP on the basis of on-site
monitoring data for 2014-2018.
The cost of works was UAH 318,296.
Results. The institute analysed the
monitoring results, evaluated controls,
and confirmed that the structures were
in good operating condition.
2. Under the contract for R&D support
to the operation of hydraulic structures
in cascades on the Dnieper and the
Dniester rivers, Ukrhydroproekt
analysed operation of the on-site
monitoring and control system.
The cost of works was UAH 340,395.
Results. The Company received
the analysis of operation of the
general (traditional) control system
at Kyivska PSP. The analysis was
undertaken under the agreement
for R&D support to the operation of
hydraulic structures.
The operation and maintenance of
hydraulic structures at the level of
Kyivska PSP and its hydraulic shop
were generally in line with the sectoral
guiding documents.
3. ProektHydroMekh R&D Institute
conducted an instrumental inspection
of emergency repair water intake gate
No. 6 at Kyivska PSP. The cost of works
was UAH 85,000.
Results. Following the instrumental
inspection, the Institute found that:
1) In the course of operation, the metal
elements of the gate had been exposed
to corrosion. The average metal losses
of some elements reached or exceeded
the allowable limit of 10% of the metal
thickness, making 19% on the wall of
crossbar R3.
2) The curvature of the gate crossbars

4. Pursuant to Order No. 45
issued by the Ministry of Energy
and Coal Industry of Ukraine on
08 February 2019 “On inspection
of hydraulic structures and related
mechanical equipment at HPPs”,
an interdepartmental commission
was set up that inspected hydraulic
structures and mechanical equipment
at Kyivska HPP and checked the
hydraulic structure monitoring
system in line with a sectoral
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was directed towards the headrace and
was within the permissible range.
3) Defects found in the metal
structures required improvements.
4) Back struts and side wheels had
defects that required improvements.
5) Runners were not inspected, because
during the inspection the gate was in its
slots, detached from the hydraulic lift.
6) The seal was in poor condition and
should be replaced.
7) Anti-corrosion coating was in poor
condition and needed renovation.
8) A part of the concrete ballast above
the wall of crossbar R2 was missing
between the diaphragms D2 and D4 of
the gate.
9) Some technical documents for the
gate were missing.
Conclusions:
1) Emergency repair gate No. 6 required
overhaul.
2) The overhaul should be carried out in
line with a design to be developed by a
specialised organisation.
3) The design should provide for the
elimination of the identified defects.
4) The design should provide for
an inspection of runners. In case of
detection of unacceptable defects, the
runners should be repaired according
to the rules and standards, with the
replacement of the runner inserts if
necessary.
5) Checking computations of the metal
structures should be done, taking into
account the actual metal thickness.
6) After elimination of defects, the
gate should be generally inspected
at least twice a year according to a
sectoral guiding document “Typical
Operational Manual for Mechanical
Equipment for Hydraulic Structures”
(GKD 34.21.501-2003) issued in
2003 by Kyiv-based Association of
Energy Companies, the Investment
and Reserve Fund for Development of
Energy Sector.

The date of the next instrumental
inspection of the gate should be
scheduled by the plant’s management
on the basis of findings of general
inspections. The inspection should
be conducted by a specialised
organisation.
4. Pursuant to Order No. 45
issued by the Ministry of Energy
and Coal Industry of Ukraine on
08 February 2019 “On Inspection
of Hydraulic Structures and Related
Mechanical Equipment at HPPs”, an
interdepartmental commission was set
up that inspected hydraulic structures
and mechanical equipment at
Kyivska PSP and checked the hydraulic
structure monitoring system in line
with the sectoral guiding document,
Regulations on the Safety of Hydraulic
Structures and Hydromechanical
Equipment of Power Plants in Ukraine
and Sectoral Monitoring System
(GKD 34.03.106-2003).
Results.
Following the review of data and
documents on monitoring and
control of hydraulic structures and
mechanical equipment at Kyivska PSP
and considering results of their visual
inspection and long failure-free
operation, the commission concluded
that: Hydraulic structures and their
mechanical equipment at Kyivska PSP
were in good operating condition,
met the design requirements, and
could operate properly in design
basis conditions.
Seeking to improve the reliability and
safety of the hydraulic structures
at Kyivska PSP in design basis
conditions in line with the advanced
safety and reliability standards
and considering the current service
life of more than 25 years, the
commission recommended a number
of measures.
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Kanivska HPP
1. Under the contract for R&D
support to the operation of
hydraulic structures in cascades
on the Dnieper and the Dniester
rivers, Ukrhydroproekt improved
the Titan software system and user
interface. The cost of works was
UAH 168,034.
Results. The Company received
recommendations for improvements
of the Titan software, user interface,
and user manual.
2. Ukrhydroproekt carried out a
comprehensive analysis of the
condition of hydraulic structures
at Kanivska HPP on the basis of
on-site monitoring data for
2014-2018. The cost of works
was UAH 390,544.
Results. The institute analysed the
monitoring results and controls.
The analysis showed insufficient
systematisation of final results.
Traditional instrumental inspections
met the minimum requirements and
were conducted within the scope of
possible manual controls. The nonremote controls at Kanivska HPP
were generally operational. With
the GTS automated control system
in place, structures at Kanivska HPP
were equipped with a variety of
automated controls. The automated
system was operational, but

had flaws in settings and data
processing, so the results of the
automatic measurements could not
be used in full.
General assessment of the hydraulic
structures: The condition was
evaluated as it stood and the
structures were projected to be
operational in the coming years.
3. Under the contract for R&D
support to the operation of
hydraulic structures in cascades on
the Dnieper and the Dniester rivers,
Ukrhydroproekt analysed operation
of the on-site monitoring and
control system. The cost of works
was UAH 356,261.
Results. The Company received
the analysis of operation of the
general (traditional) control system
at Kanivska HPP. The analysis was
undertaken under the agreement
for R&D support to the operation of
hydraulic structures.
The operation and maintenance
of hydraulic structures at the level
of Kanivska HPP and its hydraulic
shop were generally in line with the
sectoral guidance documents.
4. Pursuant to Order No. 45
issued by the Ministry of Energy
and Coal Industry of Ukraine on
08 February 2019 “On inspection
of hydraulic structures and
related mechanical equipment

at HPPs”, an interdepartmental
commission was set up that
inspected hydraulic structures
and mechanical equipment of
Kanivska HPP and checked the
hydraulic structure monitoring
system in line with the sectoral
guiding document, Regulations on
the Safety of Hydraulic Structures
and Hydromechanical Equipment
of Power Plants in Ukraine and
Sectoral Monitoring System
(GKD 34.03.106-2003).
Results. Following the review of
data and documents on monitoring
and control of hydraulic structures
and mechanical equipment at
Kanivska HPP and considering
results of their visual inspection
and long failure-free operation,
the commission concluded that:
Hydraulic structures and their
mechanical equipment at Kanivska
HPP were in good operating
condition, met the design
requirements, and could operate
properly in design basis conditions.
Seeking to improve the reliability
and safety of the hydraulic
structures at Kanivska HPP in
design basis conditions in line
with the advanced safety and
reliability standards and considering
the current service life of more
than 25 years, the commission
recommended a number of
measures.

Kremenchutska HPP
1. Ukrhydroproekt carried out a
comprehensive analysis of the
condition of hydraulic structures
at Kremenchutska HPP on the
basis of on-site monitoring data for
2014-2018. The cost of works was
UAH 562,277.
Results.
The institute analysed monitoring
results. In general, the automated
on-site monitoring system, which
included the GTS automated control
system and the elements of manual
control, provided the minimum
necessary control of the hydraulic
structures, but required the upgrade,
elimination of flaws, and improvement
of operational efficiency.
The inspection found that the
controls at Kremenchutska HPP were
generally operational; the available
network of controls was generally
minimally sufficient to control the
hydraulic structures. The network
of flowmeters to control the water
flow from the earth dam drainage
had flaws (both in measurement and
maintenance). There was a need to
develop a new, more efficient system
of measurement and upgrade the
system according to a new design,
with replacement of outdated
equipment.
General assessment of the hydraulic
structures: The condition was
evaluated as it stood and the
structures were projected to be
operational in the coming years.
2. ProektHydroMekh R&D Institute
conducted an instrumental inspection
of emergency repair tailrace gate
No. 3 at Kremenchutska HPP. The
cost of works was UAH 54,000.
Results. The instrumental inspection
found that:
1) In the course of the operation,
elements of metal structures had
been exposed to corrosion, which
did not exceed the allowable limit
of 10% of the metal thickness. The
average metal losses caused by
corrosion reached 10%.
2) Defects found in the metal
structures required improvements.
3) The runners were in good
condition.
4) Defects found in back struts
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should be eliminated.
5) The seal should be partially
replaced.
6) The anti-corrosion coating was in
poor condition.
Conclusions:
1) Emergency repair gate No. 3
required overhaul.
2) The overhaul should be carried out
in line with a design to be developed
by a specialised organisation.
3) The design should provide for the
elimination of the identified defects.
4) After elimination of defects, the gate
should be generally inspected at least
twice a year according to the sectoral
guiding document “Typical Operational
Manual for Mechanical Equipment for
Hydraulic Structures”
(GKD 34.21.501-2003) issued by the
Investment and Reserve Fund for
Development of Energy Sector in 2003.
The date of the next instrumental
inspection of the gate should
be scheduled by the plant’s
management on the basis of findings
of general inspections. The next
instrumental inspection should
be conducted by a specialised
organisation.
3. ProektHydroMekh R&D Institute
conducted an instrumental inspection
of emergency repair tailrace gate
No. 4 at Kremenchutska HPP. The
cost of works was UAH 54,000.
Results. The instrumental inspection
found that:
1) In the course of the operation,
elements of metal structures had
been exposed to corrosion, which
did not exceed the allowable limit
of 10% of the metal thickness. The
average metal losses caused by
corrosion were 4%.
2) Defects found in metal structures
required improvements.
3) The gate runners were in good
condition.
4) The seal was in good condition.
5) The anti-corrosion coating should
be partially renovated.
Conclusions:
1) Repair gate No. 4 required an
overhaul.
2) The overhaul should be carried
out in line with a design and
estimate documents developed by a
specialised organisation.
3) After elimination of defects, the

gate should be generally inspected
at least twice a year according to the
sectoral guiding document “Typical
Operational Manual for Mechanical
Equipment for Hydraulic Structures”
(GKD 34.21.501-2003) issued by
the Investment and Reserve Fund
for Development of Energy Sector in
2003.
The date of the next instrumental
inspection of the gate should
be scheduled by the plant’s
management on the basis of findings
of general inspections. The inspection
should be conducted by a specialised
organisation.
4. Pursuant to Order No. 45
issued by the Ministry of Energy
and Coal Industry of Ukraine on
08 February 2019 “On inspection
of hydraulic structures and related
mechanical equipment at HPPs”,
an interdepartmental commission
was set up that inspected hydraulic
structures and mechanical equipment
of Kremenchutska HPP and checked
the hydraulic structure monitoring
system in line with the sectoral
guiding document, Regulations on
the Safety of Hydraulic Structures
and Hydromechanical Equipment of
Power Plants in Ukraine and Sectoral
Monitoring System
(GKD 34.03.106-2003).
Results. Following the review of
data and documents on monitoring
and control of hydraulic structures
and mechanical equipment at
Kremenchutska HPP and considering
results of their visual inspection
and long failure-free operation,
the commission concluded
that: Hydraulic structures and
their mechanical equipment at
Kremenchutska HPP were in good
operating condition, met the design
requirements, and could operate
properly in design basis conditions.
Seeking to improve the reliability and
safety of the hydraulic structures at
Kremenchutska HPP in design basis
conditions in line with advanced
safety and reliability standards
and considering the current service
life of more than 25 years, the
commission recommended a number
of measures.
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Seredniodniprovska HPP
1. Ukrhydroproekt carried out a
comprehensive analysis of the
condition of hydraulic structures
at Seredniodniprovska HPP on the
basis of on-site monitoring data for
2014-2018. The cost of works was
UAH 403,795.
Results. The institute analysed the
monitoring results and controls
of the plant, confirming that
Seredniodniprovska HPP was in good
operating condition. Instrumental
inspections were carried out within
the scope of possible manual
controls to meet the minimum
requirements.
The non-remote controls at
Seredniodniprovska HPP were
operational.
The GTS automated control system
operated a variety of controls to
provide full real-time control of the
safety of hydraulic structures.
The manual controls of the plant
were generally operational.
General assessment of the hydraulic
structures: The condition was
evaluated as it stood and the
structures were projected to be
operational in the coming years.
2. ProektHydroMekh R&D Institute
conducted an instrumental
inspection of the upper section of
the main spillway gate No. 8. The
cost of works was UAH 38,880.
Results. The instrumental inspection
found that:
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1) In the course of operation, the
main structural elements in the
upper section of main gate No. 8
have been heavily exposed to
corrosion. There were rust-through
damages.
The average metal losses of almost
all key elements in the upper section
of the gate exceeded the allowable
limit of 10%, making over 50%.
2) A large number of defects were
found in metal structures (cracks in
welds, deformation, etc.).
3) The seal was in poor condition.
4) The anti-corrosion coating was in
poor condition.
Conclusions:
1) The upper section of main gate
No. 8 should be fully replaced in the
shortest time possible because of its
long service life (56 years), significant
corrosion wear of the basic elements
in the metal structures that
exceeded the permissible limits, and
a large number of defects found in
the metal structures.
2) Design documentation for
the replacement of the section
should be prepared by a specialised
organisation.
3. Pursuant to Order No. 45
issued by the Ministry of Energy
and Coal Industry of Ukraine on
08 February 2019 “On inspection
of hydraulic structures and
related mechanical equipment
at HPPs”, an interdepartmental
commission was set up that
inspected hydraulic structures

and mechanical equipment of
Seredniodniprovska HPP and checked
the hydraulic structure monitoring
system in line with the sectoral
guiding document, Regulations on
the Safety of Hydraulic Structures
and Hydromechanical Equipment of
Power Plants in Ukraine and Sectoral
Monitoring System
(GKD 34.03.106-2003).
Results. Following the review of
data and documents on monitoring
and control of hydraulic structures
and mechanical equipment at
Kanivska HPP and considering
results of their visual inspection
and long failure-free operation,
the commission concluded
that: Hydraulic structures and
their mechanical equipment at
Seredniodniprovska HPP were in
good operating condition, met the
design requirements, and could
operate properly in design basis
conditions.
Seeking to improve the reliability
and safety of the hydraulic
structures at Seredniodniprovska
HPP in design basis conditions
in line with advanced safety and
reliability standards and considering
the current service life of more
than 25 years, the commission
recommended a number of
measures.
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Dniprovska HPP
1. Ukrhydroproekt carried out a
comprehensive analysis of the
condition of hydraulic structures at
Dniprovska HPP on the basis of onsite monitoring data for 2014-2018.
The cost of works was UAH 493,925.
Results. The instrumental
inspections were made within the
scope of manual controls only in
regard to displacements, welding
defects, and seepage conditions. In
general, the instrumental inspections
were insufficient in some areas over
the recent decades.
The minimum required controls of
hydraulic structures to assess their
safety were made through on-site
monitoring supplemented with
extensive calculations and theoretical
studies. Upon introduction of the
GTS automated control system, a
comprehensive control system has
been in place at Dniprovska HPP to
provide full operational control in
all areas and assess the safety of the
structures properly.
Following the pilot operation,
measures have been being developed
for the system fine-tuning. These
measures will significantly improve
the performance of the system and
expand its functionality.
Maintenance measures for the
hydraulic structures were generally
satisfactory.
The assessment of controls showed
that they were generally operational.
The technical controls and the
automated system were sufficient for
effective control.
General assessment of the hydraulic
structures: The condition was

evaluated as it stood and the
structures were projected to be
operational in the coming years.
2. Technopolis Ekoindustria R&D
company conducted a comprehensive
inspection of the penstock and
draft tube of power unit No. 2 at
Dniprovska HPP. The cost of works
was UAH 227,881.74.
Results. The inspection found that:
1) The majority of defects in both
concrete structures were cracks and
poor joints. They were the main cause
of tailrace and headrace seepages in
concrete.
2) There was also internal concrete
disintegration in some areas, which
led to the formation of blocks. The
non-destructive testing of concrete
quality in the surface and more
submerged layers generally met the
design requirements.
3) In general, the condition of both
concrete structures was unfit for
normal operation, as required by
DSTU-NB V.1.2-18:2016 national
standard. The defects can be
eliminated through repairs.
To be effective, repairs should be
comprehensive, eliminate the sources
of seepage, recover the concrete
surfaces and the cementation of
concrete masonry.

of Dniprovska HPP and checked
the hydraulic structure monitoring
system in line with the sectoral
guiding document, Regulations on
the Safety of Hydraulic Structures
and Hydromechanical Equipment of
Power Plants in Ukraine and Sectoral
Monitoring System
(GKD 34.03.106-2003).
Results. Following the review of
data and documents on monitoring
and control of hydraulic structures
and mechanical equipment at
Dniprovska HPP and considering
results of their visual inspection
and long failure-free operation,
the commission concluded
that: Hydraulic structures and
their mechanical equipment at
Dniprovska HPP were in good
operating condition, met the design
requirements, and could operate
properly in design basis conditions.
Seeking to improve the reliability and
safety of the hydraulic structures
at Dniprovska HPP in design basis
conditions in line with the advanced
safety and reliability standards
and considering the current service
life of more than 80 years, the
commission recommended a number
of measures.

3. Pursuant to Order No. 45
issued by the Ministry of Energy
and Coal Industry of Ukraine on
08 February 2019 “On inspection
of hydraulic structures and related
mechanical equipment at HPPs”,
an interdepartmental commission
was set up that inspected hydraulic
structures and mechanical equipment
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Kakhovska HPP
1. Ukrhydroproekt carried out a
comprehensive analysis of the
condition of hydraulic structures at
Kakhovska HPP on the basis of onsite monitoring data for 2014-2018.
The cost of works was UAH 395,186.
Results. The institute conducted
visual on-site inspections.
The non-remote controls at
Kakhovska HPP were operational.
Non-automated controls were
regularly checked according to
schedule.
Put into operation in 2007, the
GTS automated control system
makes daily measurements (every
two hours) in automatic mode with
automated data processing.
The assessment found that the
controls at Kakhovska HPP were
generally operational. The available
control network was generally
sufficient to control hydraulic
structures in line with the current
hydraulic engineering standards.
General assessment of the hydraulic
structures: The condition was
evaluated as it stood and the
structures were projected to be
operational in the coming years.
2. ProektHydroMekh R&D
Institute conducted an
instrumental inspection of
emergency repair spillway gate
No. 3 at Kakhovska HPP.
The cost of works was UAH 100,560.
Results. The inspection found that:
1) In the course of the operation,
elements of metal structures had
been exposed to corrosive wear,
which did not exceed the allowable
limit of 10% of the metal thickness.
The average metal losses caused by
corrosion reached 8.8%.
2) Some crossbars had the curvature
on the headrace side.
3) Defects of the gate runners
required elimination.
4) The seal was in poor condition and
should be replaced.
5) Anti-corrosion coating was in poor
condition and needed renovation.
Conclusions:
1) Emergency repair gate No. 3
required overhaul.
2) The overhaul should be carried out
in line with a design to be developed
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by a specialised organisation.
3) The design should provide for the
elimination of the identified defects.
4) Checking computations for the
metal structures should be done,
taking into account the actual metal
thickness and the crossbar curvature.
5) After elimination of defects, the gate
should be generally inspected at least
twice a year according to the sectoral
guiding document “Typical Operational
Manual for Mechanical Equipment for
Hydraulic Structures”
(GKD 34.21.501-2003) issued by the
Investment and Reserve Fund for
Development of Energy Sector in 2003.
The date of the next instrumental
inspection of the gate should
be scheduled by the plant’s
management on the basis of
findings of general inspections. The
inspection should be conducted by a
specialised organisation.
3. Pursuant to Order No. 45
issued by the Ministry of Energy
and Coal Industry of Ukraine on
08 February 2019 “On inspection
of hydraulic structures and
related mechanical equipment
at HPPs”, an interdepartmental
commission was set up that
inspected hydraulic structures
and mechanical equipment of
Kakhovska HPP and checked the
hydraulic structure monitoring
system in line with the sectoral
guiding document, Regulations on
the Safety of Hydraulic Structures
and Hydromechanical Equipment of
Power Plants in Ukraine and Sectoral
Monitoring System
(GKD 34.03.106-2003).
Results. Following the review of
data and documents on monitoring
and control of hydraulic structures
and mechanical equipment at
Kakhovska HPP and considering
results of their visual inspection
and long failure-free operation,
the commission concluded
that: Hydraulic structures and
their mechanical equipment at
Kakhovska HPP were in good
operating condition, met the design
requirements, and could operate
properly in design basis conditions.
Seeking to improve the reliability and
safety of the hydraulic structures
at Kakhovska HPP in design basis

conditions in line with advanced
safety and reliability standards,
the commission recommended the
following measures:
1. Ukrhydroenergo to send a
proposal to the Ministry of Energy
and Environmental Protection for
the respective committee of the
Verkhovna Rada of Ukraine to
engage leading hydraulic engineering
organisations (Ukrhydroproekt,
Ukrhydroenergo, National University
of Water and Natural Resources
Management, National R&D
Institute for Civil Engineering, and
LvivORGRES) to finalise a draft
law of Ukraine On the Safety of
Hydraulic Structures. Deadline:
Q4 2020.
2. Start development of the stateof-the-art methodologies for
structural assessment of various
hydraulic structures, as well as
comprehensive safety and reliability
criteria. Deadline: Q4 2022.
3. The hydraulic shop to be staffed
with skilled employees qualified
as hydraulic engineers. Retrain and
upskill employees of the hydraulic
shop. Deadline: ongoing.
4. Repair and recover the main drain
of the dam, which runs along the
entire gallery. Deadline: Q4 2023.
5. Eliminate the erosion of the
apron in the powerhouse channel in
accordance with a developed design.
Deadline: Q4 2021.
6. Perform research to predict the
erosion in the tailrace and spillways,
taking into account their joint
operation. Deadline: Q4 2022.
7. Upgrade the GTS automated
control system according to a
developed design. Deadline:
Q4 2022.
8. Make a cluster of deep
benchmarks on the right bank and
control the height of the deep
benchmarks with the first-order
levelling. Deadline: Q4 2023.
9. Conduct joint processing
of geodetic and geotechnical
measurements to establish spatial
displacements and deformations in
concrete structures. In particular, make
joint processing of measurements
taken in the course of releveling efforts,
relative displacement data according
to the readings of slit-metering devices
for concrete sections and horizontal
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displacement data according to the
readings of ranging measurements
to make a reliable estimate and
identify the spatial displacements and
deformations in individual blocks of
engineering structures. Deadline:
Q4 2022.
10. Develop a design and estimate
documentation and introduce a
modern automated control system
for spatial movements of hydraulic
structures at Kakhovska HPP.
Deadline: Q4 2023.
11. Create a unified system of spatial

and coordinate controls, using
permanent GNSS stations, with
transformation of measurements
into a local system of coordinates
and altitudes in real time to unify
and constantly control geodetic
measurements. Deadline: Q4 2022.
12. Engage a specialised organisation
to develop a multilayer geo
information system (with digital
input of topographic surveys of the
plant territory, levelling profiles,
earth dams monitoring data, etc.) to
track on-site changes and monitor

safe operation of the plant in
automated mode. Deadline:
Q4 2024.
13. Repair nine emergency repair
gates installed at power units
No. 1-3 (design 948XK). Deadline:
Q4 2023.
14. Make technical assessment
of the main gates in spillways
No. 5, 7, 9, 19, 21, 25.
Deadline: Q4 2022.
15. Provide ongoing R&D support
to the plant’s operation. Deadline:
ongoing.
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Dnistrovska HPP
1. Ukrhydroproekt carried out a
comprehensive analysis of the
condition of hydraulic structures at
Dnistrovska HPP on the basis of onsite monitoring data for 2014-2018.
The cost of works was UAH 229,432.
Results. In accordance with Contract
No. 214/19-3979, HydroTechProekt,
a subcontractor of Ukrhydroproekt,
carried out the technical
assessment of hydraulic structures
at Dnistrovska HPP No. 1 on the
basis of on-site monitoring done by
technicians of the HPP’s hydraulic
shop in 2014-2018.
The evaluation of the operational
reliability and safety of the structures
at Dnistrovska HPP No. 1 relied on
the findings of instrumental and
visual inspections made by the
specialists of the hydraulic shop
over that period lasting through
31 December 2018.
Key objectives of the inspections
were to:
assess and analyse the condition
and operation of the structures,
establish the degree of their
compliance (non-compliance) with
the design and regulatory
requirements and safety criteria;
timely detect and assess hazards
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caused by adverse phenomena,
processes and tendencies of changes
recorded during inspections;
establish causes of adverse
processes, phenomena and
tendencies in the operation of
structures and foundations,
deviations of actual indicators from
design or regulatory indicators.
The visual and instrumental
inspections showed that reciprocal
(relative) movements of sections in
concrete structures were seasonal
and reverse in nature and there
were no irreversible movements.
Horizontal displacements were within
the limits of seasonal temperature
effect and accuracy of inspections
and observations.
2. Pursuant to Order No. 45
issued by the Ministry of Energy
and Coal Industry of Ukraine on
08 February 2019 “On inspection
of hydraulic structures and related
mechanical equipment at HPPs”,
an interdepartmental commission
was set up that inspected hydraulic
structures and mechanical equipment
of Dnistrovska HPP and checked
the hydraulic structure monitoring
system in line with the sectoral
guiding document, Regulations on
the Safety of Hydraulic Structures

and Hydromechanical Equipment of
Power Plants in Ukraine and Sectoral
Monitoring System
(GKD 34.03.106-2003).
Results. Following the review of
data and documents on monitoring
and control of hydraulic structures
and mechanical equipment at
Dnistrovska HPP and considering
results of their visual inspection
and long failure-free operation,
the commission concluded
that: Hydraulic structures and
their mechanical equipment at
Dnistrovska HPP were in good
operating condition, met the design
requirements, and could operate
properly in design basis conditions.
Seeking to improve the reliability and
safety of the hydraulic structures
at Dnistrovska HPP in design basis
conditions in line with the advanced
safety and reliability standards, the
commission recommended a range of
measures.
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Dnistrovska PSP
1. Ukrhydroproekt conducted
an inspection and assessment of
controls at the lower reservoir.
Results. The general assessment
of controls established that as of
April 2019 the controls were in good
operating condition.
2. Pursuant to Order No. 45
issued by the Ministry of Energy
and Coal Industry of Ukraine on
08 February 2019 “On inspection
of hydraulic structures and related
mechanical equipment at HPPs”,
an interdepartmental commission
was set up that inspected hydraulic
structures and mechanical equipment
of Dnistrovska PSP and checked
the hydraulic structure monitoring
system in line with the sectoral
guiding document, Regulations on
the Safety of Hydraulic Structures
and Hydromechanical Equipment of
Power Plants in Ukraine and Sectoral
Monitoring System
(GKD 34.03.106-2003).
Results. Following the review of
data and documents on monitoring
and control of hydraulic structures
and mechanical equipment at
Dnistrovska PSP and considering
results of their visual inspection

and long failure-free operation,
the commission concluded
that: Hydraulic structures and
their mechanical equipment at
Dnistrovska PSP were in good
operating condition, met the design
requirements, and could operate
properly in design basis conditions.
Seeking to improve the reliability and
safety of the hydraulic structures
at Dnistrovska PSP in design basis
conditions in line with the advanced
safety and reliability standards, the
commission recommended a number
of measures.
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ПРО «УКРГІДРОЕНЕРГО»

3
CORPORATE
GOVERNANCE

CORPORATE GOVERNANCE

CORPORATE
GOVERNANCE
SYSTEM

Ukrhydroenergo has implemented
a large-scale corporate governance
reform. The purpose of the
transformations was to build a highly
effective operational business model.
The Company’s corporate governance
is a system of relations between
the Company’s governing bodies
(General Meeting, Supervisory Board,
Executive Body, and Internal Audit
Commission), the shareholder, and
stakeholders. Ukrhydroenergo’s
corporate governance structure
respects the rights of stakeholders
as defined by the laws or individual
agreements (contracts) with the
Company, encourages active
cooperation between Ukrhydroenergo
and stakeholders to secure the job
creation, financial stability of the
Company, improved welfare and
achievement of corporate goals.
Ukrhydroenergo must report on its
relations with stakeholders in a way
stipulated by the laws of Ukraine.
The Company respects and takes into
account the legitimate interests of
stakeholders and encourages active
stakeholder engagement in doing
business. The Supervisory Board

and the Executive Body ensure the
cooperation of the Company with
stakeholders. Other governing bodies
should also take into account and
observe the interests of stakeholders.
The corporate governance at
Ukrhydroenergo hardwires the
corporate social responsibility
principles into the main production
and business operations. This
contributes to the realisation of the
mission and values across all divisions
and branches of the Company, as well
as to higher competitiveness.
To achieve a balanced and clear
distribution and delineation of powers
between the management and control
bodies, the Company has established
a clear and transparent corporate
governance structure based on the
following principles:
Compliance with the applicable
laws of Ukraine, the Charter and
internal documents of
Ukrhydroenergo in business
operations
Consideration of global corporate
governance practices to achieve the
Company’s goals
Protection of the rights and

legitimate interests of the Company’s
shareholders
Clear assignment of responsibilities
and powers between structural units
and between the bodies of
Ukrhydroenergo
Transparency and timely disclosure
of appropriate and reliable
information
Prevention of conflicts of interest
Loyalty and responsibility to
stakeholders
Human resource management
based on the principle of succession,
which implies the acquisition and
transfer of knowledge, the
implementation of training and
education policies, and the promotion
of long-term employees of the
Company
Implementation of compliance
procedures
Risk management
Effective control over the
Company’s financial and economic
performance and risk assessment.
For more information about the
corporate governance principles,
please see Ukrhydroenergo
Management Report 2018.

5
PRIORITIES
FOR THE CORPORATE
GOVERNANCE REFORM:

Transparent
and agile
decision
making

Protection of
the Country’s
economic
interests

Strategic
development
and effective
investment

Focus
on people as the
main capital of the
Company

Mutually
beneficial
cooperation
with
communities

COMPANY’S CHARTER
Private Joint-Stock Company
Ukrhydroenergo is a new name
of Public Joint-Stock Company
Ukrhydroenergo. The Ministry
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of Energy and Coal Industry of
Ukraine (Executive Order No. 363
dd. 31 May 2017) changed the legal
form of the Company according to

the Law of Ukraine On Amending
Certain Legislative Acts of Ukraine
Regarding Protection of Investor
Rights.
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In accordance with Decision No. 3
adopted by the General Meeting
of Open Joint-Stock Company
“Ukrhydroenergo” on 9 June

2011, the Company was renamed
into Public Joint Stock Company
“Ukrhydroenergo”. Open JointStock Company “Ukrhydroenergo”

was established by reorganisation
and merger of State Joint-Stock
Hydropower Generating Company
“Dniprohydroenergo” and State Joint-
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Stock Energy Generating Company
“Dnistrohydroenergo” in accordance
with Order No. 831 of the Ministry
of Fuel and Energy of Ukraine dated
31 December 2003. According to
Order No. 84 of the Ministry of
Fuel and Energy of Ukraine dated
10 February 2004, the Company
was renamed into State Joint-Stock
Company “Ukrhydroenergo”, which
later was renamed into Open JointStock Company “Ukrhydroenergo”

according to Order No. 3 issued
by National Joint-Stock Company
“Energy Company of Ukraine”
dd. 30 June 2004.
Ukrhydroenergo is an
entrepreneurial company and legal
successor of property, rights, and
obligations of State Joint-Stock
Hydropower Generating Company
“Dniprohydroenergo”, State JointStock Energy Generating Company
“Dnistrohydroenergo”, State Joint-

Stock Company “Ukrhydroenergo”,
Open Joint-Stock Company
“Ukrhydroenergo”, and Public JointStock Company “Ukrhydroenergo”.
The Charter of Private Joint Stock
Company “Ukrhydroenergo”
(hereinafter referred to as the
“Charter”) is a constituent
document of the Company that
establishes the procedures for
operations, reorganisation, and
liquidation of the Company.

THE COMPANY’S NAME:

FULL
NAME

SHORT
NAME

ПРИВАТНЕ
АКЦІОНЕРНЕ ТОВАРИСТВО
«УКРГІДРОЕНЕРГО»

ПРАТ
«УКРГІДРОЕНЕРГО»

PRIVATE JOINT
STOCK COMPANY
“UKRHYDROENERGO”

PJSC
“UKRHYDROENERGO”

COMPANY’S
LOCATION

VYSHGOROD TOWN,
VYSHGOROD DISTRICT, KYIV OBLAST,
07300 UKRAINE

The main purpose of the Company’s
operations is to gain profits from
business operations to meet
interests of the shareholders and
employees of the Company in
accordance with the laws of Ukraine
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and the Charter. The earned profits
are allocated for the development
of the Company and satisfaction of
economic and social needs of the
shareholders and employees of the
Company.

Securities market
Ukrhydroenergo’s statutory capital
was UAH 1,118,553,000 as of
31 December 2019.
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STATUTORY CAPITAL

Size of
statutory
capital

Quantity of
shares

Nominal
value

1,118,552,950

111,855,295

10

UAH

UAH

28
August
2012

№ 161/1/12

Date of issue
registration

No. of state
registration
certificate

UA4000114318

International
ID number

Ukrhydroenergo is 100% owned by the
government.
As Ukrhydroenergo is not a public
joint stock company, its securities

are not listed on stock exchanges. In
2019, Ukrhydroenergo did not place
or redeem its shares, nor did it issue or
place its bonds. There were no changes

in the statutory capital in 2019.
Ukrhydroenergo did not buy or sell
securities of domestic and international
issuers in 2019.

practices and takes into account
the needs and interests of the
shareholder, employees, customers,
partners, and other parties interested
in the Company’s operations by
amending or restating the Code.
The amendments are approved
by the General Meeting.
The Ministry of Energy and Coal
Industry approved Ukrhydroenergo’s
Corporate Governance Code on
5 March 2019 (Administrative
Order No. 90). The document is
available on the official website of
the Company2. The Code seeks to
introduce corporate governance
standards applied internationally
and ensure the compliance with
applicable laws and generally

accepted standards of ethical
conduct. Amendments to the Code
are made by the General Meeting of
the Company and become effective
upon approval by the General
Meeting.
The Code was developed in
accordance with:
Civil Code of Ukraine
Law of Ukraine On Joint Stock
Companies
Law of Ukraine On Management
of State Property
Principles of Corporate
Governance approved by the
National Commission on Securities
and Stock Market (Resolution
No. 955 of 22 July 2014)
Resolution of the Cabinet of

Ministers of Ukraine On Approval of
the Strategy for Improving the
Efficiency of Activities of Economic
Sector Entities No. 662-r dated
18 May 2017
OECD Guidelines on Corporate
Governance of State Owned
Enterprise, 2015 Edition
OECD Guidelines on Corporate
Governance, 2015 Edition
World Bank Corporate Governance
of State-Owned Enterprises:
A Toolkit, 2014 Edition
UK Corporate Governance Code
2018 by Financial Reporting Council
Charter of the Company and
internal provisions (documents) of
the Company.

UKRHYDROENERGO’S ORGANISATIONAL
STRUCTURE
Ukrhydroenergo’s organisational
structure is based on the line
and functional management.
The structure of the Company
stems from the operations in
several directions: operation of
HPPs, reconstruction of HPPs and
construction of new HPPs, which
requires interaction and some
functional subordination of individual
units within the Company. In 2019,
there was no change in terms of
organisational structure compared
with 2018.
The Company’s Head Office and
branches saw changes in 2019 in
connection with the adoption of
the Law of Ukraine On the New
Electricity Market, which led to a
certain redistribution of functions
between structural divisions.

The main elements of the
organisational structure in the Head
Office are departments, services,
and units subordinated to respective
CEO deputies, Chief Engineer or
directly to the CEO. The Science and
Technology Council is an important
body in the Head Office responsible
for shaping the R&D policy.
Main elements of the organisational
structure in branches of
Ukrhydroenergo are:
administrative and management
units
production units
security units
non-production units.
The organisational structure of
the Company focuses on efficient
and fast decision making and

implementation of the overall
strategy. Ukrhydroenergo is the
nation’s key hydropower producer
covering peak loads and providing
frequency and load control. We
producer green energy. The Company
implements a number of priority
objectives that are important for the
country: Hydropower Rehabilitation
Project and construction of
Dnistrovska PSP and Kanivska PSP.
Ukrhydroenergo’s governing and
control bodies are:
General Meeting, the highest
governing body of the Company
Supervisory Board
CEO, the sole executive body of
the Company
Internal Audit Commission.

CORPORATE GOVERNANCE
CODE
In addition to the Charter, the
Corporate Governance Code (the
Code) is one of the most important
documents governing operations of
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a company. The Code contains a set
of rules that regulate the relations
between the Company, its governing
and control bodies, shareholders, and

other stakeholders. The Company
keeps the Code up-to-date in
accordance with the modern world
and domestic corporate governance
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COMPANY’S
ORGANISATIONAL
STRUCTURE

GENERAL

MEETING

INTERNAL AUDIT
COMMISSION

SUPERVISORY
BOARD

CHIEF EXECUTIVE
SENIOR

OFFICER
MANAGEMENT
CORPORATE
SECRETARY

CASCADE OF KYIVSKA HPP
AND KYIVSKA PSP

KREMENCHUTSKA HPP

DNIPROVSKA HPP

DNISTROVSKA HPP

KANIVSKA HPP

SEREDNIODNIPROVSKA HPP

KAKHOVSKA HPP

DIRECTORATE FOR CONSTRUCTION OF DNISTROVSKA PSP
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General Meeting
The General Meeting of the Company is
its highest governing body. Authorities
and competencies of the General
Meeting of the Company are determined
in line with the applicable laws of Ukraine
and the Charter of the Company. The

General Meeting may decide on any
matters related to the Company’s
operations except for those reserved for
the Company’s Supervisory Board by law
or the Company’s Charter. The powers
of the General Meeting are exercised by
the shareholder solely. Decisions of the
sole shareholder, i.e. the government

represented by the Ministry of Energy
and Environmental Protection of Ukraine,
shall be made in writing (in the form of
orders). Such decisions of the shareholder
have the status of the minutes of the
General Meeting of the Company.
In 2019, the General Meeting adopted
18 decisions.

SOLE SHAREHOLDER DECISIONS
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№

Order number and date

Order title

1

No. 38
dd. 31 January 2019

On the election of valuator of a shareholding in Nyzhniodnistrovska
HPP accounted on the balance sheet of Ukrhydroenergo.

2

No. 9 dd. 05 March 2019 On approval of the Corporate Governance Code of Ukrhydroenergo.

3

No. 115
dd. 14 March 2019

On amendments to Order No. 661 of the Ministry of Energy
and Coal Industry of Ukraine dd. 27 December 2018.

4

No. 188
dd. 25 April 2019

On amendments to the Order of the Ministry of Energy and
Coal Industry of Ukraine dd. 27 December 2018.

5

No. 194
dd. 26 April 2019

On approval of the annual information of Ukrhydroenergo for 2018.

6

No. 195 dd. 26 April 2019

On approval of Ukrhydroenergo financial statements
for 2018 and payout of dividends.

7

No. 197 dd. 03 May 2019 On the 2018 dividend payout by Ukrhydroenergo.

8

No. 208 dd. 10 May 2019 On approval of the Regulations on Corporate Secretary of Ukrhydroenergo.

9

On approval of the Regulations on the Supervisory Board,
No. 207 dd. 10 May 2019 the Regulations on the Internal Audit Committee, and the
Regulations on the Executive Body of Ukrhydroenergo.

10

No. 209 dd. 10 May 2019 On appointment of the Corporate Secretary of Ukrhydroenergo.

11

No. 312 dd. 18 July 2019 On the election of the valuator of Ukrhydroenergo.

12

No. 315 dd. 19 July 2019

On approval of the terms and conditions of civil contracts with
members of the Supervisory Board of Ukrhydroenergo.

13

No. 317 dd. 19 July 2019

On appointment of the members of Ukrhydroenergo's Supervisory Board.

14

No. 355
dd. 16 August 2019

On the functions of Ukrhydroenergo's Audit Committee.

15

No. 394
dd. 28 August 2019

On approval of the Regulations on the remuneration of
members of the Supervisory Board of Ukrhydroenergo.

16

No. 451
dd. 27 November 2019

On termination of powers of the members of the
Supervisory Board of Ukrhydroenergo.

17

No. 456 dd. 28
November 2019

On announcement of competitive selection of candidates for vacant
positions of members of Ukrhydroenergo's Supervisory Board.

18

No. 536
dd. 23 December 2019

On amendments to Order No. 451 of the Ministry of Energy
and Environmental Protection dd. 27 November 2019.
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Supervisory Board
Independent supervisory boards
are an effective tool for improving
the efficiency of management
in the public sector enterprises.
They help reduce the level of
corruption in public procurements,
set economically reasonable prices
for the goods and services of the
enterprises, and minimise corruption
risks. Thanks to supervisory boards
with independent directors, such
businesses become less susceptible
to political influence.
Within the framework of the
corporate governance reform,
the Ministry of Energy and Coal
Industry set up and appointed
the Supervisory Board of
Ukrhydroenergo (Order No. 317
dated 19 July 2019). The Supervisory
Board of Ukrhydroenergo is a
collegial body that protects
the rights of the Company’s
shareholders. Acting within its
competence defined by the Charter
and laws, the Supervisory Board
is responsible for the strategic
governance of the Company,
as well as for the analysis and
evaluation of the performance
of Ukrhydroenergo’s Executive
Body. The Supervisory Board is
accountable to the General Meeting
and reports on its activities and
measures taken to achieve the
Company’s goals.
The Supervisory Board consists of
seven members, of which four are
independent members and three
represent the government. This
conforms to the requirements for
the supervisory board of a business
company, which is 50% or more
owned by the State, as established
by Article 11 of the Law of Ukraine
On the Management of State
Property.
The composition of
Ukrhydroenergo’s Supervisory Board
is formed and approved on the basis
of the principles of independence,
diversity and gender balance,
taking into account the areas of
competence of its members and the
core operations of the Company.
The Ministry of Energy and Coal
Industry approved the Regulations
on the Corporate Secretary of

Ukrhydroenergo (Order No. 208
dated 10 May 2019) and appointed
Yulia Tolchinina-Burunska as
Corporate Secretary (Order No. 209
dd. 10 May 2019).
The Corporate Secretary ensures
interaction of the Company
(its governing bodies) with the
shareholders and interaction of
the Company’s bodies with one
another. The Corporate Secretary
is responsible for the corporate
governance improvements and
performs other tasks as outlined by
the Regulations on the Corporate
Secretary of the Company. The
Corporate Secretary is not a member
of the Supervisory Board and has
no voting rights at its meetings.
The appointment, qualifications,
rights and duties of the Corporate
Secretary shall be approved by the
Supervisory Board. The Supervisory
Board, the General Meeting, other
governing bodies, and officials of
the Company are obliged to provide
the Corporate Secretary, upon his/
her request, with the timely and
reliable information necessary for the
fulfilment of his/her duties.
The first meeting of the Supervisory
Board was held on 22 July 2019.
The following committees were set up:
Nomination and Remuneration
Committee with 5 members:
Oleg Terletsky, Chairman of the
Committee
Natalia Mykolska
Valentyn Hvozdiy
Olha Buslavets
Valentyna Kalnichenko.
The Committee is headed by an
independent member who meets
the requirements of Article 56 of
the Law of Ukraine On Joint Stock
Companies.
The composition of the committee
is optimal for the performance of its
functions.
Audit Committee with
3 members:
Valentyn Hvozdiy, Chairman of
the Committee
Vasil Shkurakov
Stephen Walsh.
The Committee is headed by an
independent member who meets
the requirements of Article 56 of
the Law of Ukraine On Joint Stock
Companies.

The composition of the committee
is optimal for the performance of its
functions.
In accordance with the Charter of
the Company, the Supervisory Board
shall meet as necessary, but at least
once a quarter.
In the reporting period, from July
to December 2019, the Supervisory
Board held eight meetings convened
on the initiative of the Chairman
of the Supervisory Board or the
Executive Body of the Company.
Chaired by the Chairman of the
Supervisory Board, the meetings
were attended by more than 50% of
its members, so they were valid.
A written notice of a meeting of
the Supervisory Board signed by
the Chairman of the Supervisory
Board was delivered to the members
of the Supervisory Board by the
Corporate Secretary (in person and/
or by e-mail) in accordance with
the procedures and terms specified
in Ukrhydroenergo’s Charter and
Regulations on the Supervisory
Board (except for the first meeting
of the Supervisory Board where the
invitation was signed and sent by
the Corporate Secretary).
Invitees of the Supervisory Board
meetings included representatives
CEO (the Executive Body of the
Company), CEO Deputies, Chief
Engineer, Chief Accountant, and
directors of departments of the
Company.
The decisions of the Supervisory
Board were taken collectively by a
simple majority of the members who
participated in the meeting and had
the right to vote. Each member of
the Supervisory Board had one vote
in accordance with the Charter and
applicable laws.
The Supervisory Board made
decisions on matters reserved for
the basis of the motions submitted
by the relevant committees.
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UKRHYDROENERGO SUPERVISORY BOARD MEMBERS
INDEPENDENT MEMBER, CHAIRMAN OF THE SUPERVISORY BOARD OF
THE COMPANY.
COMPETENCIES: IMPLEMENTATION OF COMPLIANCE AND RISK
MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS.
EDUCATIONAL BACKGROUND: the Law Department, Fedkovych National University in
Chernivtsi (Ukraine);
ICA Professional Postgraduate Diploma in Corporate Governance, Risk Management,
Compliance, Manchester Business School (UK).

VALENTYN
HVOZDIY

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE: Valentyn has an extensive expertise in project management
and risk management. He built systems of compliance control in the international top
companies operating in Ukraine. He provides advice on possible corruption risks related to
employment of certain categories of persons, develops action plans to identify such risks,
coordinates and evaluates the effectiveness of its implementation. Valentyn Hvozdiy has
experience in supporting renewable energy projects.

INDEPENDENT MEMBER OF THE SUPERVISORY
BOARD OF THE COMPANY
COMPETENCIES: STRATEGIC MANAGEMENT.
EDUCATIONAL BACKGROUND: U.S. Naval Academy (BS), Strayer University (MBA) and
Harvard Business School (Advanced Management Programme).
PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE: Steve joined AES Corporation as Director of Business
Development in Latin America, Eastern Europe (including Ukraine and Kazakhstan), and the
Middle East in 1999. In 2011, he established Tier One Capital Management LLC, a boutique
firm for investment consulting and contract management. In 2013, he was appointed CEO of
Power Group and Chief Re-Structuring Officer in the parent company. Today, Steve L. Walsh
is CEO of Traxys, responsible for global markets. In addition to sitting on the Audit Committee
of Ukrhydroenergo’s Supervisory Board, he also chairs the Board of P. M. Power Group Inc.
He has held various management roles for over 40 years.

STEPHEN
WALSH

INDEPENDENT MEMBER, VICE CHAIRMAN OF THE SUPERVISORY
BOARD OF THE COMPANY.
COMPETENCIES: MANAGEMENT OF INTERNATIONAL
ELECTRICITY AND HEAT SUPPLY OPERATORS.
EDUCATIONAL BACKGROUND: the Department of International Economic Relations, the
Institute of International Relations at Kyiv Taras Shevchenko University (1996)
the Ukrainian Academy of Public Administration under the President of Ukraine (2000).

OLEH
TERLETSKY

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE: Oleh held senior positions in government agencies and fuel
and energy companies and sat on the supervisory boards of a number of leading companies
of the industry. He has excellent knowledge of Ukrainian legislation, EU directives and
regulations.
His total employment record on management positions, in particular in fuel and energy sector
is more than 20 years.

INDEPENDENT MEMBER OF THE SUPERVISORY BOARD OF THE COMPANY
COMPETENCIES: OPERATIONAL EFFICIENCY.
EDUCATIONAL BACKGROUND: 2002 — Master in European Studies, Europa-Kolleg
Hamburg, Germany (Master’s Degree).
2001 — Law Department, Ivan Franko National University of Lviv.
2003 — admission to Kyiv City Bar (attorney), suspended because of appointment to
government.
2019 — Ukrainian Emerging Leaders Program, Stanford Center on Democracy Development
and Rule of Law (fellow).

NATALIA
MYKOLSKA
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PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE: 2018-2019 — fellow researcher at Stanford University,
Ukrainian Emerging Leaders Program at the Center for Democracy, Development and Rule
of Law. 2015-2018 — Ukraine’s trade representative and Deputy Minister of Economic
Development and Trade. While in the government, she was responsible for the development
and implementation of a consistent, predictable and effective trade policy, as well as for
export development. Prior to that, she had worked in Ukraine’s leading law firms for 15 years
and had been recognised by Ukrainian and international ratings as Ukraine’s leading lawyer
in international trade.
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UKRHYDROENERGO SUPERVISORY BOARD MEMBERS

MEMBER OF THE SUPERVISORY BOARD OF THE COMPANY
(STATE REPRESENTATIVE)
COMPETENCIES: FINANCE AND AUDIT.
EDUCATIONAL BACKGROUND: Kharkiv College of Finance and Economics (2003) and
Ukrainian State University of Economics and Finance (2005).

VASIL
SHKURAKOV

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE: He held senior positions at the Ministry of Finance of
Ukraine and Ukrhydroenergo (2017-2018). He has deep professional experience in finance
of the fuel and energy sector and property relations, finance in production, debt policy,
fiscal risk management, liquidity management, as well as in drafting regulations on public
debt and government guaranteed debt. He has worked in public service for over 13 years.

MEMBER OF THE SUPERVISORY BOARD OF THE COMPANY
(GOVERNMENT REPRESENTATIVE)
COMPETENCIES: OPERATIONAL MANAGEMENT OF BUSINESS
ENTITIES IN THE ENERGY AND HYDROPOWER SECTOR.
EDUCATIONAL BACKGROUND: the Department of Energy, Donetsk State Technical
University (1997). She started her career in 2000 in a power supply company.

OLHA
BUSLAVETS3

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE: In 2005, she started working as chief specialist of the
Department of Electricity at the Ministry of Energy. After 2006, she held managerial positions
and headed the Department in 2015-2017. In December 2017, following a competitive
selection, she was appointed Director-General of the Energy Markets Directorate at the
Ministry of Energy and Coal Industry.

MEMBER OF THE SUPERVISORY BOARD OF THE COMPANY
(GOVERNMENT REPRESENTATIVE)
COMPETENCIES: CORPORATE GOVERNANCE, DISTINGUISHED
ECONOMIST OF UKRAINE, MASTER OF PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION.
EDUCATIONAL BACKGROUND: Kyiv Polytechnic Institute (1989), Intersectoral Institute
of Postgraduate Studies (1996) and Academy of Public Administration under the President
of Ukraine (1999).

VALENTYNA
KALNICHENKO4,5
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PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE: She held management positions in government agencies,
public service posts for more than 26 years, and sat on the supervisory boards of a number
of leading enterprises. She contributed to the development of a number of laws of Ukraine,
organised the sale of enterprises, real estate and other property, and participated in the
development of legislative and regulatory procedures for such sales thanks to her excellent
knowledge of corporate governance principles and methods, as well as the extensive
expertise in these area.
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Between July and December 2019, the Supervisory Board held eight meetings to discuss and
decide on 37 issues, including:

MINUTES NO. 1-2019 OF 27 JULY 2019
1. Election of the Chairman of the Supervisory Board of the Company.
2. Election of the Vice Chairman of the Supervisory Board of the Company.
3. Establishment of Supervisory Board committees.
4. Approval of the 2019 Action Plan of the Supervisory Board of Ukrhydroenergo.
5. Functions of the Executive Body of Ukrhydroenergo.

of Ukraine Dmytro Dubilet and letter No. 01 /12-10189 dd. 14 November 2019 sent by the Ministry of Energy and
Environmental Protection of Ukraine.
3. Bonus of CEO of the Company.
4. Presentation by the structural units of the Company (technical departments) regarding the repairs and operation
of the Company’s equipment.
5. Interim results of the Company’s operations in the new electricity market.
6. Brief on the Company’s internal audit.
7. AOB
MINUTES NO. 8-2019 OF 12 DECEMBER 2019
1. Selection of an audit firm and recommendations on its appointment.

MINUTES NO. 2-2019 OF 31 JULY 2019
1. Approval of the Supervisory Board’s budget for 2020.
2. Approval of the Company’s investment programme for 2020.
3. Approval of the Company’s Strategic Development Plan for 2020-2024.
4. Approval of the Company’s financial plan for 2020.
5. Certain issues related to the activities of the Supervisory Board.
MINUTES NO. 3-2019 OF 19 AUGUST 2019
1. Approval of criteria for the selection of audit firms for auditing Ukrhydroenergo’s financial statements.
2. Approval of procedures of the competitive selection of audit firms for compulsory audits of Ukrhydroenergo’s
financial statements.
3. Consideration of the terms and conditions of a contract to be concluded with an auditor of the Company for
auditing its performance during the year.
4. Auditor’s fees.
5. Bonus of the CEO.
6. Review of a letter sent by Dnipro-SpetsHydroEnergoMontazh company.

To ensure that the members of
the Supervisory Board know more
about Ukrhydroenergo’s operations,
management, investment projects,
financial and economic indicators,
and anti-corruption activities, each
meeting of the Supervisory Board

considered a respective agenda
issue following the proposal of the
Executive Body. Thanks to their
wide engagement, the members of
the Supervisory Board could learn
about Ukrhydroenergo’s specifics in
the shortest possible time and make

an appropriate SWOT analysis. In
addition, such joint efforts enabled
the members of the Supervisory
Board to evaluate the performance of
the Company’s management.

MINUTES NO. 4-2019 OF 19 SEPTEMBER 2019
1. Approval of the Supervisory Board’s budget for 2019.
MINUTES NO. 5-2019 OF 27 SEPTEMBER 2019
1. Approval of amendments to a draft contract for financial statement auditing.
2. Anti-corruption policy of the Company.
3. Cybersecurity issues of the Company.
4. Interim results of the Company’s operations in the new electricity market.
5. Risks related to the Company’s operation in the new electricity market.
6. Approval of the text of a petition of the Supervisory Board to the Government regarding the general description of
the Company and the problems of the new electricity market that affect the financial standing of Ukrhydroenergo.
7. Presentation of the Management Report 2018.
8. Approval of a material transaction.
9. Introduction of voluntary liability insurance for the CEO and members of the Supervisory Board of the Company.
10. AOB
MINUTES NO. 6-2019 OF 21 OCTOBER 2019
1. Amendments to criteria of the competitive selection of audit firms for compulsory audits of the financial
statements of Ukrhydroenergo.
2. Amendments to the procedures for the competitive selection of audit firms for compulsory audits of the financial
statements of Ukrhydroenergo.
MINUTES NO. 7-2019 OF 26 NOVEMBER 2019
1. Report of Ukrhydroenergo CEO on financial and business performance of the Company for nine months ended
30 September 2019.
2. Consideration of letter No. 40193/0 /1-19 dd. 12 November 2019 sent by the Minister of the Cabinet of Ministers
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SUPERVISORY BOARD ACHIEVEMENTS 2019

Since establishment of the Supervisory Board, the risks of external or internal influence on
Ukrhydroenergo’s operations and performance have been minimised. The Company’s Supervisory
Board shows a high level of efficiency, transparency and impartiality in its activities, seeks to protect
the rights of the Company’s shareholder and acts within its mandate established by the Charter and
applicable laws.
The Supervisory Board achieved the goals set out in the Supervisory Board’s Action Plan for 2019 by holding meetings of
the Supervisory Board and its committees, making decisions, and monitoring their implementation by the relevant bodies
of the Company. In the reporting year, the Supervisory Board oversaw the implementation of the Company’s targets by
reviewing the reports of the Executive Body and examining the situation connected with the Company’s operation in the
new electricity market.
Therefore, the Supervisory Board of the Company took all necessary measures within its mandate in 2019 to implement the
Supervisory Board Action Plan 2019. In addition, within the mandate defined by the laws and the Charter of the Company,
the Supervisory Board took steps to protect the interests of the Company’s shareholders and ensure the effective
management of the Company’s day-to-day operations.

SUPERVISORY BOARD’S PLANS FOR 2020 AND A MEDIUM TERM
Acting within its mandate established by the Charter of the Company and
applicable laws, the Supervisory Board will take measures to secure the achievement
of the Company’s goals for 2020.

EXECUTIVE BODY

The Chief Executive Officer (CEO), Ihor Syrota, is the sole executive body of the Company. The
Executive Body of the Company is responsible for the management of the Company’s day-to-day
operations, including legal and actual actions taken by the Company internally and externally,
except for the matters and actions reserved for the General Meeting and the Supervisory Board of
the Company. The election and termination of powers (including early termination) of the CEO shall
be carried out by the Supervisory Board. The Executive Body ensures compliance of the Company’s operations with the
laws and decisions of the General Meeting and the Supervisory Board. The CEO is accountable to the General Meeting
and the Supervisory Board and ensures the implementation of their decisions.
No changes took place in the Company’s Executive Body in 2019.
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INTERNAL AUDIT COMMISSION

The Internal Audit Commission audits the financial and business operations and performance of the
Company. The Commission acts according to the Charter. A three-member Internal Audit Commission
shall be elected by the General Meeting of the Company for a term of three years. The Internal Audit
Commission is accountable to the General Meeting of the Company. The Internal Audit Commission
conducts year-end audits of the financial and business operations and performance, reports the audit
results to the General Meeting of the Company by drafting an opinion report with the analysis of the Company’s financial
statements and compliance with the laws in the course of financial and economic operations, and submits the same for
approval to the General Meeting of the Company.
According to Order No. 174 “On Approval of members of Ukrhydroenergo’s Internal Audit Commission” issued by the
Ministry of Energy and Coal Industry of Ukraine on 06 March 2017, the following individuals were elected to the Internal Audit
Commission:
Svitlana Drebot, Deputy Director of the Internal Audit Department, the Ministry of Energy and Coal Industry of Ukraine
Iryna Bilobrov, Head of Financial Planning and Analysis in the Energy Sector, Department of Economy and Finance, the
Ministry of Energy and Coal Industry of Ukraine
Borys Semenchenko, Deputy Head of Tax Support for Energy Companies, Department of Tax Support for Production
Companies, Large Taxpayers Office of the State Fiscal Service.
The Internal Audit Commission held one meeting in 2019 (minutes of the meeting No. 5-2019 dd. 25 April 2019). The meeting
discussed one agenda item, namely it reviewed the conclusions of Ukrhydroenergo’s Internal Audit Commission based on the
audit of the Company’s financial statements and financial and business performance for the year ended 31 December 2018.

INTERNAL AUDIT COMMISSION’S PLANS FOR 2020 AND A MEDIUM
TERM
The Internal Audit Commission will act within its mandate established by the
Charter of the Company and the applicable laws to audit Ukrhydroenergo’s financial
and business performance and take other measures to ensure the compliance with
the laws on finance and the accuracy of accounting and reporting at Ukrhydroenergo
in 2020.
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INTERNAL CONTROL
SYSTEM
The Company has a comprehensive
and efficient system of internal
control in place that exercises
strategic, operational, and real-time
control over financial and business
operations to ensure:
Reliability of financial and
managerial information
Efficiency and effectiveness of the
Company’s operations
Conservation and rational use of
financial and material resources
Compliance with laws and internal
regulatory documents in the course
of transactions
Prevention and exposure of fraud
and errors
Stable and effective operations of
the Company.
The Company’s internal control
system is built in a way to ensure
continuous and consistent
monitoring and timely detection of
the illegal or ineffective use of assets.
It envisages the implementation
by departments and units of the
functions of control over the relevant
operations and is in place across all
structural subdivisions.
In accordance with Ukrhydroenergo’s
organisational structure, the
Company has the Department of
Economics and Planning and the
Department of Finance (ensuring
the observance of the uniform
economic and financial policy, the
use of funds by branches and the
Head Office, the consistency of
the Company’s spending with the
financial plan); the Department of
Investment Analysis and Support
(ensuring the compliance with a
Company’s uniform investment
policy and the compliance by
the Company with obligations of
international financial organisations
and other foreign partners); the
Department of Accounting and
Reporting (ensuring the compliance
with accounting policies across the
Company and the correct application
of international accounting
standards); the Department of
Internal Control, Audit and Economic
Security (examining all aspects of the
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financial and economic operations of
the Company to identify economic
threats timely, conducting internal
audits and inspections of the financial
and economic operations of the
Company, monitoring business
operations); the Service for AntiCorruption Programme (ensuring the
compliance with the rules, standards,
and procedures for identifying,
counteracting, and preventing
corruption in the Company’s
operations); the Department of
Legal Support and Property Matters
(ensuring the compliance with the
applicable laws); the Department
of Procurement (ensuring the
accuracy, validity, and lawfulness of
the Company’s procurements); the
Department of Materials & Resources
and Administrative Support
(ensuring the adherence by the units
to a uniform policy of resources
management, technical, customs,
transport, and administrative
support, controlling the stocks and
the use of materials by structural
subdivisions of the Company,
controlling the procurement of
materials and technical resources
for the Head Office and branches
of the Company); the Department
of HR Management (ensuring the
adherence by the units to a uniform
policy of personnel management and
remuneration); the Department of
Operation (overseeing the Company’s
electricity production, fiscal and
technical metering), and other units.
On 9 June 2017, Ukrhydroenergo
Administrative Order No. 143-N
to assign relevant functional duties
and responsibilities to CEO deputies
and the Chief Engineer to ensure
the Company’s effective governance
and control over the fulfilment
of the objectives and functions of
subordinate structural units and
standalone subdivisions.
In addition, there is a number
of other bodies in the Company
that exercise the internal control
functions, namely: permanent
inventory commissions in the
Head Office and branches; project

management teams (reconstruction/
rehabilitation of HPPs and
construction of Kanivska PSP);
commissions for the Company’s
stock analysis; the Budget and
Investment Committee; the Central
Property Management Commission;
Internal Audit Commission; Tender
Committee; Central Procurement
Commission.
To introduce common principles
of accounting, the Company
adopted the Regulations on the IFRS
Accounting Policies of Ukrhydroenergo
(Order No. 342-N
dd. 28 December 2017.)
The Regulations were approved by
Letter No. 02/10-1150 sent by the
Ministry of Energy and Coal Industry
on 12 February 2018.
The Regulations are binding on all
structural subdivisions and branches
of the Company.
In pursuance of the Law of Ukraine
On Accounting and Financial
Reporting in Ukraine, the Company
applies International Financial
Reporting Standards (IFRS) for
accounting and financial reporting
purposes.
To improve the management
decision-making and increase the
efficiency of financial and business
operations of the Company as
part of its efforts to introduce an
automated integrated management
system, Ukrhydroenergo launched
a subsystem in 2019 to control a
consolidated information system of
accounting and management, which
made it possible to improve the
transparency and implementation
of financial plans of the Company,
efficiency in decision-making, and
executive discipline, as well as
accelerate the formation of analytical
reports to inform managerial
decisions.
In its financial and business
operations, the Company follows
its Procedures for the Procurement
and Contract Management
approved by Order No. 321-N
dd. 15 December 2017. The
Procedures are designed to manage
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procurements and control the process
of making, amending and performing
contracts and agreements in the
Company. The control measures are
taken at all stages, starting from a
tender to the full performance and/or
closure of contracts. This also applies
to branches and units receiving
funding from international financial
institutions.
Ukrhydroenergo’s Directorate
of Strategy and Investment is
responsible for the investment
portfolio management and project
implementation in accordance with the
approved Regulations.
Ukrhydroenergo’s investment
programme covers focus areas of
operations and outlines various
construction projects and their
costs. Relevant structural units of
the Company are responsible for

the management and control over
particular construction projects and
other capital investments.
Ukrhydroenergo has set up the
Department of Internal Control, Audit
and Economic Security to protect the
financial and business interests of the
Company, improve the management
system, prevent unauthorised and
inefficient use of funds, and improve
the internal controls in the Company.
The Department conducts independent
and objective internal audits to
improve the management system,
assess internal controls, analyse the
management decisions, and detect the
failures to fulfil (improper fulfilment of)
these decisions. In addition, it assesses
the negative impact of the identified
factors and possible consequences
for the Company and recommends
corrective actions or improvements

of the management system and/
or control system to the Company’s
senior management. The Company has
introduced International Standards for
the Professional Practice of Internal
Auditing.
The Department operates in
accordance with the plans of control
measures, which underlie its proposals
to eliminate deficiencies, hold officials
liable, and reimburse for damages,
shortages, etc.
In case of detection of a breach of
contractual obligations, the Unit of
Complaint and Claim Management of
the Department of Legal Support and
Property Matters carries out claimrelated work in accordance with the
Procedures of Claim Management
at Ukrhydroenergo on the basis of
supporting documents provided by
relevant subdivisions.
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UKRHYDROENERGO’S SENIOR MANAGEMENT
IHOR SYROTA
CEO of Ukrhydroenergo
Ihor Syrota was born on 8 April 1959 in Hradivka village, Horodotsky District, Lviv Oblast. 1996-2001 —
He studied at Lviv Commercial Academy, earning a degree in corporate management.
March 2010 — He was appointed the First Vice Chairman of the Board of Ukrhydroenergo.
March 2011 — Ihor Syrota was elected the Chairman of the Board of OJSC Ukrhydroenergo.
June 2011 — He was appointed the CEO of Public Joint-Stock Company “Ukrhydroenergo”.
June 2017 — Ihor Syrota was appointed CEO of Private Joint-Stock Company “Ukrhydroenergo”.
VOLODYMYR RUDENKO
Deputy CEO for Strategy and Investment
Volodymyr Rudenko was born on 6 January 1970 in Brovary, Kyiv Oblast. In 1993, he graduated from
Chernihiv State Pedagogical Institute with a degree in the history of law. In 2009, he earned a degree in law
from Kyiv International University, a private higher educational institution. In 2013, Volodymyr Rudenko
graduated from the Institute of Postgraduate Studies at Kyiv National University of Construction and
Architecture, majoring in corporate management and construction management.
2013-2017 — director of the Cascade of Kyivska HPP and Kyivska PSP, Ukrhydroenergo, Vyshgorod, Kyiv
Oblast.
Since 2017 — Deputy CEO for Strategy and Investment, Ukrhydroenergo, Vyshgorod, Kyiv Oblast.
SVITLANA KHRAPOVA
Deputy CEO for Economy and Finance
Svitlana Khrapova was born on 21 July 1964 in Zhytomyr. In 1986, she graduated from Kyiv Polytechnic
Institute, majoring in engineering technology, metal-cutting machines and tools and qualifying as a
mechanical engineer. In 2002, she earned her second degree in accounting and audit.
2013-2018 — chief accountant, Ukrhydroenergo.
Since December 2018 — Deputy CEO for Economy and Finance, Ukrhydroenergo.
BOHDAN SUKHETSKY
Deputy CEO for Commerce
Born on 4 October 1972 in Kyiv, he graduated from Kyiv National Economic University with a degree in
marketing in 2002 and earned a master’s degree in marketing management. In 2010, he earned a bachelor’s
degree in construction from Kharkiv National Automobile and Highway University.
May 2010 – July 2011 — advisor to the Chairman of the Board of Ukrhydroenergo, Vyshgorod, Kyiv Oblast.
July 2011 – July 2019 — advisor to the CEO of Ukrhydroenergo.
Since July 2019 — Deputy CEO for Commerce at Ukrhydroenergo.
OLEKSANDR KRUSH
Deputy CEO for Administrative and HR Management
Oleksandr Krush was born on 1 June 1958 in Belorechenka village, Luhansk Oblast. 1976-1981 — He studied
at Lviv Polytechnic Institute, earning a degree in semiconductor and electric mechanical engineering and
qualifying as a mechanical engineer.
2012 — Oleksandr graduated from Lviv State Finance Academy, qualifying as a finance specialist.
May 2010 – July 2011 — a Vice Chairman of the Board and director of the Department of Economy and
Investment, Ukrhydroenergo.
July 2011 – June 2017 — Deputy CEO for Economy and Investment, Ukrhydroenergo.
Since 1 June 2017 — Deputy CEO for Administrative and HR Management, Ukrhydroenergo.
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VADYM RASSOVSKY
Chief Engineer
Vadym Rassovsky was born on 8 November 1963 in Kyiv. In 1981-1987, he studied in Kyiv Polytechnic
Institute, earning a degree of electric engineer for electric power plants.
1987-1996 — electrician, shift supervisor, Kyivska PSP; engineer, technology engineer, shift supervisor of
Kyivska PSP of Cascade of Seredniodniprovska HPPs.
1996-1997 — the head of Emergency Response, H&S and Technical Supervision, Dniprohydroenergo.
1997-2002 — Vice Chairman of the Board, the head of Emergency Response, H&S and Technical
Supervision, Dniprohydroenergo.
2002-2004 —director of Production and Technical Policy Department, Vice Chairman of the Board,
Dniprohydroenergo.
2004-2008 — Vice Chairman of the Board and the director of Production and Technical Policy
Department; Vice Chairman of the Board and the director of Reconstruction and Production Department,
Ukrhydroenergo.
2008-2011 —Vice Chairman of the Board, director of Production Department, Ukrhydroenergo.
2011-2014 — Chief Engineer and Deputy CEO, Ukrhydroenergo.
Since April 2014 — Chief Engineer, Ukrhydroenergo.
LIUDMYLA BORYSENKO
Chief Accountant
Liudmyla Borysenko was born on 17 September 1978 in Vyshgorod, Kyiv Oblast. In 1994-1997, she
earned a diploma of junior specialist in accounting, control and analysis of business operations in forestry
from Malin Forestry Technical School. In 2003, Liudmyla Borysenko graduated from Kyiv National
Economic University with a master’s degree in accounting and audit.
In February 1998, she joined Malin Paper Mill as an accountant.
September 2013 — deputy chief accountant, Public Joint-Stock Company “Ukrhydroenergo”.
June 2017 — deputy chief accountant, Private Joint-Stock Company “Ukrhydroenergo”.
Since December 2018 — Chief Accountant, Ukrhydroenergo.
SEMEN POTASHNYK
Chairman of the Science and Technology Council
Semen Potashnyk was born on 25 May 1930 in Olevsk, Zhytomyr Oblast. In 1947-1952, he studied at
Kyiv Polytechnic Institute, earning a degree in electric power plants, networks and systems. Semen
Potashnyk holds an academic degree of the Candidate of Science (1988) and is the professor at the
Department of Hydraulic Engineering (2004).
1952-1956 – engineer, shift supervisor, engineer of electric laboratory, senior engineer, and manager of
the group for relay protection, automation and teleautomatics, Ust-Kamenogorskaya HPP.
1956-1963 — senior engineer, deputy head of department, head of department, head of electric
machinery shop, acting chief engineer, and deputy chief engineer, Kremenchutska HPP.
1963-1994 — the head of Production and Technology Department, deputy chief engineer responsible
for the electric machinery shop, deputy chief engineer, and chief engineer, Cascade of the
Seredniodniprovska HPPs.
1994-1995 — director of Dniprohydroenergo State Enterprise.
1995-2004 — general director, chairman of the Board, State Joint-Stock Hydropower Generating
Company “Dniprohydroenergo”; chairman of the Board, State Joint-Stock Company “Ukrhydroenergo”.
2004-2011 — chairman of the Board, Ukrhydroenergo.
2011-2014 — acting vice president, National Joint-Stock Company “Energy Company of Ukraine”.
2014-2017 — first deputy CEO and Chairman of Science and Technology Council, Ukrhydroenergo.
Since June 2017 — Chairman of Science and Technology Council, Ukrhydroenergo.
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YAROSLAV KASIANIUK
Director of Cascade of Kyivska HPP and Kyivska PSP
Yaroslav Kasianiuk was born on 27 June 1975 in Kyiv. In 1990-1994, he studied at Kyiv River School, qualifying
as a ship engineer. In 1994-2000, Yaroslav Kasianiuk studied at Kyiv International Civil Aviation University,
earning a degree in operation of aviation ground vehicles and qualifying as a mechanical engineer for
maintenance and repair.
March 2000 – November 2000 — power unit engineer, Cascade of Kyivska HPP and Kyivska PSP of
Dniprohydroenergo.
2000-2004 — engineer, engineer of Rank 2, group leader, leading engineer, director of the group for
relay protection in the shop of computer technology, relay protection and communications, Cascade of
Kyivska HPP and Kyivska PSP, Dniprohydroenergo.
2004-2011 — head of Computer Technologies, Relay Protection and Communications, Cascade of
Kyivska HPP and Kyivska PSP, Ukrhydroenergo.
2011-2012 — acting chief engineer and head of Computer Technologies, Relay Protection and
Communications, Cascade of Kyivska HPP and Kyivska PSP, Ukrhydroenergo.
2012-2017 — head of Computer Technologies, Relay Protection and Communications, Cascade of
Kyivska HPP and Kyivska PSP, Ukrhydroenergo.
Since June 2017 — Director of Cascade of Kyivska HPP and Kyivska PSP, Ukrhydroenergo.
VASYL HRYN
Director of Kanivska HPP
Vasyl Hryn was born on 18 August 1952 in Ladyzhin, Trostianets District, Vinnytsia Oblast. In 1976-1981, he
studied at Vinnytsia Polytechnic Institute, earning a degree in electric power plants.
1972-1975 — electricity technician, Ladyzhinska TPP.
1981-1986 — electrician, shift supervisor, deputy head of electric shop, Dnistrovska HPP, Novodnistrovsk,
Chernivtsi Oblast.
1983-1986 — shift supervisor, deputy head of electric shop, Dnistrovska HPP, Cascade of Dnistrovska HPP
and Dnistrovska PSP.
1986-1989 — chairman of the trade union committee, Cascade of Dnistrovska HPP and Dnistrovska PSP.
1989-1992 — deputy head of electric shop, Dnistrovska HPP, Cascade of Dnistrovska HPP and
Dnistrovska PSP.
1992-1999 — head of emergency response unit, Dnistrovska HPP, Dnistrohydroenergo.
1999-2005 — chief engineer, Dnistrovska HPP, Ukrhydroenergo.
2005-2010 — director of the Directorate for the Construction of Dnistrovska PSP, Ukrhydroenergo.
March 2010 – September 2010 — the first deputy CEO, the Directorate for the Construction of
Dnistrovska PSP, Ukrhydroenergo.
September 2010 – March 2011 — deputy CEO and head of Kyivska PSP, Cascade of Kyivska HPP and
Kyivska PSP, Ukrhydroenergo, Vyshgorod, Kyiv Oblast.
Since April 2011 — Director of Kanivska HPP, Ukrhydroenergo, Kaniv, Cherkasy Oblast.
SERHIY YAREMENKO
Director of Kremenchutska HPP
Serhiy Yaremenko was born on 4 November 1966 in Vyshnivka, Kompanika District, Kirovohrad Oblast. In
1984-1988, he studied at Leningrad Higher Combined Arms Command School, earning a degree in tactical
command, crawler and wheeled vehicles and qualifying as an officer with higher specialised education and
a crawler and wheeled vehicle engineer. In 2006, Serhiy Yaremenko graduated from Kremenchuk State
Polytechnic University with a degree in company economics.
Since November 2012 — Director of Kremenchutska HPP, Ukrhydroenergo.
VADYM MEDIESHI
Director of Seredniodniprovska HPP
Vadym Medieshi was born on 14 December 1965 in Dniprodzerzhinsk, Dnipropetrovsk Oblast. In 1981-1985,
he studied in Dniprodzerzhinsk Energy College, earning a degree in electric power plants, networks and
systems and qualifying as an electricity technician.
In 1994, Vadym Medieshi graduated from Dniprodzerzhinsk State Technical University, earning a degree in
electric drives and automation of industrial plants and facilities and qualifying as an electricity engineer.
March 1985 – December 1985 — electrician, Dniproenergo repair company.
1985-1987 — service in the Armed Forces.
1988-1994 — electrician, Dniprodzerzhinska HPP.
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1994-1998 — shift supervisor, electric shop of Dniprodzerzhinska HPP.
1998-2011 — head of the electric shop, Dniprodzerzhinska HPP, Ukrhydroenergo.
Since April 2011 — Director of Seredniodniprovska HPP, Ukrhydroenergo.
VIKTOR KUCHER
Director of Dniprovska HPP
Viktor Kucher was born on 23 October 1956 in Zaporizhia. In 1980, he graduated from Zaporizhia Heavy
Engineering Institute, earning a degree in electricity supply to industrial enterprises, cities and agriculture and
qualifying as an electrical engineer.
1974-1980 — electrician of Category 1 in the electric machine shop, electric technician and repair electrician
(Category 2), electrician for switchgear repairs (Category 3), and electrician of the main control panel in the
electric shop, Dniprovska HPP.
1980-1997 — shift supervisor and deputy head of the electric shop, Dniprovska HPP.
1997-2003 — chief engineer, Dniprovska HPP, Dniprohydroenergo.
Since November 2003 — Director of Dniprovska HPP, Ukrhydroenergo.
OLEH PASHCHENKO
Director of Kakhovska HPP
Oleh Pashchenko was born on 1 March 1958 in Nova Kakhovka, Kherson Oblast. In 1984, he graduated from
Sevastopol Tool Making Institute, qualifying as a mechanical engineer.
7 August 1989 to present — engineer, head of electric shop, head of hydraulic shop, head of the Department of
Computer Technology, Relay Protection and Communications, chief engineer, and Director of Kakhovska HPP,
Ukrhydroenergo.
VIACHESLAV KLYM
Director of Dnistrovska HPP
Viacheslav Klym was born on 9 June 1967 in Chernivtsi. In 1993, he graduated from Chernivtsi State University
with a degree in geography and qualification of economist, geographer, and teacher.
In 1998, Viacheslav Klym graduated from Kyiv State University of Trade and Economics, earning a degree in
accounting and audit.
2010-2016 — deputy director, first deputy director, Directorate for Construction of Dnistrovska PSP,
Ukrhydroenergo.
Since November 2016 — Director of Dnistrovska HPP, Ukrhydroenergo.
VASYL SUBOTA
Director of Directorate for Construction of Dnistrovska PSP
Vasyl Subota was born on 29 June 1956 in Mizhgiria, Zakarpatia Oblast. In 1972-1976, he studied at Vinnytsia
Technical School. In 1976-1982, Vasyl Subota graduated from Lviv Polytechnic Institute, earning a degree in
automation and telemechanics and qualifying as an electrical engineer.
1993-1997 — head of Equipment Supply Department, Cascade of Dnistrovska HPP and Dnistrovska PSP,
Dnistrohydroenergo.
1997-1998 — vice board chairman for capital construction, Dnistrohydroenergo.
1998-1999 — chief engineer and director, Directorate for Construction of Dnistrovska PSP.
1999-2002 — Chief Technical Officer (CTO), Dnistrovska PSP.
2002-2006 — Chairman of the Board, Dnistrovska PSP.
2006-2007 — deputy director, Directorate for Construction of Dnistrovska PSP, Ukrhydroenergo.
2007-2008 — Director of Dnistrovska PSP.
2008-2009 — vice chairman of the board, Southern Energy Company Consortium, Odessa.
April 2009 – November 2009 — CTO, Energoproekt LLC, Vinnytsia.
2009-2011 — CTO, Aquanova Invest LLC, Kyiv.
2011-2014 — director of the Department of Expert Review and Monitoring of Potential Projects,
Ukrhydroenergo.
2014-2015 — deputy director for capital construction, Directorate for Construction of Dnistrovska PSP,
Ukrhydroenergo.
Since 2 April 2015 — Director of the Directorate for Construction of Dnistrovska PSP, Ukrhydroenergo.
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Appointment and Dismissal
of Supervisory Board
Members
Members of the Supervisory Board
of the Company were appointed
and dismissed in accordance
with the Law of Ukraine On Joint
Stock Companies, the Law of
Ukraine On Management of State
Owned Property, the Procedures
for the competitive selection and
appointment of independent
members of the supervisory board
of a state-owned unitary enterprise
and the competitive selection
of independent members of the
supervisory board of a business
company that is 50% or more
owned by the government who
are nominated by the entity that
manages the state property. The
Procedures were approved by the
Cabinet of Ministers of Ukraine
(Resolution No. 142 “Certain issues
of management of state unitary
enterprises and economic entities,
which are 50% or more owned by
the government” dated
10 March 2017).

Appointment and Dismissal
of Officials and Officers

Company. The Supervisory Board’s
decision to appoint the CEO is the
basis for the conclusion of a contract
with him/her. The Supervisory
Board’s decision to terminate the
powers of the CEO is a ground to
terminate the contract and the
Company’s employment relations
with this person.
The appointment and dismissal
of other officers of the Company,
except the CEO, fall within the
competence of Ukrhydroenergo’s
Executive Body represented by
the CEO. The head of the unit for
corruption prevention and detection
(persons responsible for the
implementation of the Company’s
Anti-Corruption Programme) is
appointed in coordination with
the highest governing body of the
Company.
The powers of the Company’s
officials are established by the
regulations and administrative
documents at Ukrhydroenergo:
a contract with CEO, an
administrative order for the
responsibility assignment between
the CEO, his deputies and the chief
engineer, the regulations on the
relevant units, and job descriptions.

Appointment and dismissal of
officials and officers are in line with
the applicable labour laws and the
Charter of Ukrhydroenergo.
According to the Charter, officials
and officers of the Company include
the chairman and members of the
Supervisory Board, the chairman
and members of the Internal
Audit Commission, CEO, chief
accountant, and the head of the
unit for the corruption prevention
and detection (persons responsible
for the implementation of the
Anti-Corruption Programme of the
Company).
The election (appointment)
and termination of the powers
(dismissal) of the Company’s
officials and officers are made by
decision of a governing body having
the competence over these matters
as specified in the Charter and laws.
The election and dismissal of the
CEO fall within the competence
of the Supervisory Board of the
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ANTI-CORRUPTION
PROGRAMME

In 2019, the Company’s compliance
policy was consistently implemented
in accordance with the principles
set out by the Ukrhydroenergo AntiCorruption Programme in 2018.
The Corruption Prevention Action
Plan and the Corruption Prevention
Training Plan related to the reporting
period served as a roadmap in this
area.
Among the most important
corruption prevention steps in
2019 were the establishment of
the Corruption Risk Assessment
Commission, as well as the
identification and evaluation of
corruption risks. These efforts
resulted in a report published on the
Company’s official website.
To ensure proper implementation
of standards and anti-corruption
procedures, the Company’s branches
selected and appointed anticorruption professionals in 2019.
We also developed and approved
a standard job description of an
anti-corruption professional in
the branches. The Procedures
for Procurements and Contract
Management at Ukrhydroenergo
were amended accordingly.
To enhance the liability of
Ukrhydroenergo’s employees for
corruption or corruption-related
offences, paragraph 6.4 of the
Internal Regulations, an integral
part of the Company’s Collective
Bargaining Agreement 2019-2021,
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was supplemented with clauses
related to the disciplinary liability
of employees for violation of the
requirements and restrictions
established by the Anti-Corruption
Programme of Ukrhydroenergo.
In 2019, the Company made a list
of positions responsible for business
and administrative operations (i.e.
operations bearing high corruption
risks) and introduced a mechanism
to screen the candidates for such
positions in the Head Office and
branches of the Company in terms of
their integrity, including information
on any possible corruption offences
that might be committed by such
candidates.
As to the outreach efforts, the
Anti-Corruption Programme
Implementation Service held a
seminar with the Company’s anticorruption professionals on the
topic: “Key requirements and tasks
for anti-corruption professionals
to implement anti-corruption
standards and procedures set out in
the Ukrhydroenergo Anti-Corruption
Programme, measures to eliminate
corruption risks in operations of
Ukrhydroenergo”.
In 2019, the Head of the
Anti-Corruption Programme
Implementation Service conducted
scheduled lectures in seven
branches of the Company, briefing
participants on the requirements,
standards and basic provisions of

the Anti-Corruption Programme of
Ukrhydroenergo, norms of ethical
behaviour of branch employees,
liability for violation of the applicable
anti-corruption laws of Ukraine, the
requirements of the Anti-Corruption
Programme, whistleblowers and
their protection. The training sessions
were attended by 1,051 employees,
including senior managers of the
branches.
To prevent possible violations of
the applicable public procurement
laws because of poor regulatory
framework, corresponding changes
were made to Ukrhydroenergo’s
standard contracts and agreements.
Thus, mandatory fields were added
in the anti-corruption clause for
signature by the parties.
In 2019, 413 procedures for
procurement of goods, works and
services were processed using the
resources of the YouControl system
and public registers. The purpose was
to keep away from procurement from
current or potential business partners
that may be related to corruption or
involved in gaining undue advantage.
Ukrhydroenergo takes a prudent
approach to doing business. As a
result of anti-corruption scrutiny of
business partners, 374 contracts with
counterparties were processed by the
Electronic Document Management
System of the Head Office in 2019.
In total, 270 business partners were
subjected to anti-corruption checks.
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In 2019, anti-corruption professionals
conducted anti-corruption
reviews of 2,973 agreements with
counterparties and Know Your
Customer tests of 2,636 business
partners.
In 2019, the Trust Email and
Trust Telephone Line became
fully operational (subject to
confidentiality requirements). At the
same time, whistleblowers did not
report any corruption or corruptionrelated offences in 2019. Therefore,
there were no cases of corruption
in operations of Ukrhydroenergo.
The Company did not receive any
information on ongoing criminal
proceedings or court decisions
on corruption cases from law
enforcement agencies or courts.
At the same time, the Head Office
conducted the integrity testing of six
candidates for appointment. The data
on the number of such tests in the
Company’s branches will be provided
starting from Q1 2020.

Plans for Implementation of
Anti-Corruption Programme
2020
The Company has approved
Ukrhydroenergo Action Plan on
Corruption Prevention 2020 and
Anti-Corruption Awareness Raising
Plan 2020, which envisages the
following anti-corruption measures:
Make an external evaluation of

corruption risks in the Company’s
operations by engaging an
independent expert in accordance
with Article 61.2 of the Law of
Ukraine On Prevention of Corruption
and the Anti-Corruption Programme
of Ukrhydroenergo;
Implement measures developed
by the independent expert to
eliminate or minimise corruption risks
in the Head Office and branches of
the Company;
Conduct an anonymous survey of
Ukrhydroenergo’s employees to
check their tolerance/critical attitude
to corruption and determine the level
of employees’ confidence in the anticorruption compliance efforts taken
by the branches and the Head Office;
Continue anti-corruption training
events (seminars, lectures, meetings,
etc.) in the branches and the Head
Office The purpose is to raise
awareness of employees about
applicable anti-corruption laws and
foster a critical attitude towards
corruption or corruption-related
offences. Conduct introductory
training on anti-corruption laws for
new employees and provide advice to
current employees upon their
requests.
Further analyse the Company’s
administrative and regulatory
framework in terms of its compliance
with the applicable anti-corruption
laws;
Continue integrity testing of

Ukrhydroenergo’s counterparties and
the anti-corruption checks of
contracts in the Head Office and
branches of the Company
Raise the professional level of the
anti-corruption unit staff and anticorruption professionals through
their engagement in anti-corruption
training courses to be conducted by
consultancies.
In a medium term, we plan to restate
Ukrhydroenergo Anti-Corruption
Programme, taking into account
the changes in the applicable anticorruption laws, in particular in
the Law of Ukraine On Prevention
of Corruption and findings of the
analysis of implementation of the
requirements, standards and anticorruption procedures set out in
the Company’s Anti-Corruption
Programme 2018.
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RISK
MANAGEMENT

The operations of Ukrhydroenergo
are exposed to risk. The Company
recognises the importance of risk
management as a key component
of the corporate governance system
that aims at timely identification,
assessment, prevention, and
monitoring of risks, which may affect
the Company’s performance and
reputation.
Ukrhydroenergo’s risk management
system hardwires the industry’s
practices of risk management into the
corporate system, thus ensuring the
comprehensive risk management.
The Company’s risk management
efforts are connected with the
reconstruction and construction of
new generating facilities, seeking to
achieve:
Stronger reliability, safety, and

efficiency of equipment thanks to the
complete renewal of the main and
auxiliary equipment, which has
maxed out its service life
Improved technical and economic
performance of the HPPs and PSPs to
compete in the electricity market,
reduction of repair costs
Higher operational efficiency
through programmes reducing
production costs and increasing
savings
Balanced financial policy
Ongoing analysis of the electricity
market environment
Competitive environment in
procurements, works, and services.
The risk management system cannot
guarantee the risk-free operations
of the Company, but effective risk
management measures carried out

in a systemwide and consistent
way across the Company give a
reasonable level of confidence in:
Achievement of strategic and
operational objectives set with due
regard to the Company’s risks and
risk appetite
Acceptance by the Company of
risks fit to the scale of its operations
Compliance with legislative,
regulatory, and corporate governance
standards
Timely response to changes in the
external environment
Improvement of decision-making
process and higher transparency of
operations
Stronger control over losses and
expenses
Improvement of performance
indicators.

RISK MANAGEMENT
AT UKRHYDROENERGO
Risks are managed both horizontally
and vertically at Ukrhydroenergo.
As the Company has no dedicated
structural unit responsible for the risk
management, the internal control
and risk management responsibilities
are integrated into other processes
of Ukrhydroenergo within its
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organisational structure.
The risk management system in the
Company works to ensure continuous
monitoring, control, timely detection,
and consistent management of
risks associated with operations
of the Head Office and branches
and provide a free communication

channel to report the existing or
potential risks.
The risk management system is
hardwired into job descriptions,
regulations, corporate culture
standards, methods, and procedures
of the Company.
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Financial Risks
Capital management
Ukrhydroenergo’s goal in the capital
management is to protect its ability to
continue its operations on the going
concern principle to generate profits for
the shareholder and benefits for other

stakeholders and ensure compliance
with the Ukrainian laws and regulatory
requirements of the National
Commission for State Regulation of
Energy and Public Utilities.
The Company must meet certain
capital requirements imposed by
outside organisations. According to
the applicable laws of Ukraine, the

net assets of a joint-stock company
should not be less than the amount
of its registered share capital. As of
31 December 2018 and 31 December
2019, the Company met these capital
requirements.
Ukrhydroenergo monitors the capital
by calculating the net debt to equity
ratio.

31 December

31 December

2018

2019

Borrowings

4,232,684

4,347,880

Cash and cash equivalents

(1,065,972)

721,767

Current financial investments

(749,588)

349,873

Net debt

2,417,124

3,276,240

Equity

23,783,018

25,855,325

Net debt to equity ratio

10.16 %

12.67 %

Indicator, UAH ‘000

Financial assets and
liabilities
Ukrhydroenergo’s principal financial
instruments include financial assets
and financial liabilities. The main
purpose of these financial instruments

is to provide financing for the
Company’s operations.
Our main financial liabilities include
loans and borrowings, trade and other
payables. The main purpose of these
financial instruments is to raise funds
for the operational and investment

activities of Ukrhydroenergo. We have
various financial assets, such as cash
and cash equivalents, trade and other
receivables, as well as other financial
investments. The Company constantly
monitors the ratio of financial assets
to financial liabilities.
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FINANCIAL ASSETS AND LIABILITIES AS OF 31 DECEMBER 2019
Financial assets and liabilities as of 31 December 2019

UAH ‘000

Description

Book value

Cash and cash equivalents

721,767

Current financial investments

349,873

Trade receivables

1,061,179

Other current receivables

15,189

Total financial assets at depreciated cost

2,148,008

Other financial investments

49,108

Total financial assets accounted at fair value through other comprehensive
income

49,108

Loans and borrowings

3,385,418

Other long-term liabilities

499,457

Current debt on other long-term liabilities

572,738

Trade payables

2,181,513

Other short-term liabilities

656,838

Total financial liabilities at depreciated cost

7,295,964

Liquidity risks
A liquidity risk arises when the
Company is not able to repay
its liabilities when they fall due.
The activity of Ukrhydroenergo
is influenced by seasons and the
level of payments for electricity.
The electricity output depends on
the water resources, which in turn
affects the level of income and
proceeds for the electricity sold.

Our dependence on the payment
discipline of electricity consumers
leads to a risk of insufficient working
capital for operations.
The Company carefully monitors
and manages its liquidity.
Ukrhydroenergo has set up a
detailed cash budgeting and
forecasting process to ensure
that sufficient cash is available to
meet payment obligations. The

management’s approach to solving
liquidity problems is to improve the
Company’s operational activities, as
well as to raise loans and borrowings
with well-defined repayment
periods that would be beneficial to
Ukrhydroenergo and would meet our
needs in working capital.

Credit risk
Credit risk means the risk that a
customer may fail fully or partially
to perform its obligations to
Ukrhydroenergo on time, which will
lead to financial losses of the Company.
The electricity produced by the
Company until 01 July 2019 was sold
exclusively to Energorynok, a national
company responsible for the operation
of the wholesale electricity market.
Since 01 July 2019, the Company
has been selling the electricity in all
segments of the new electricity market.
The Company assesses the expected
credit losses, i. e. the present value of
future cash shortfalls. The assessment
measures the probability of default
over a certain period of time for each
group of receivables. The Company
builds a reserve for expected credit
losses.

Currency Risks
The Company implements the
Hydropower Rehabilitation Project.
Contracts concluded under this project
are financed by international financial
institutions. This largely determines
the dependence on currency risks,
as Ukrhydroenergo pays interest and
repays loans in foreign currencies (Euros
and US dollars).

Interest Rate Risk
The Company is a big borrower in the
international and Ukrainian credit
markets. The cost of domestic loans of
Ukrhydroenergo depends on the NBU
discount rate, so its change (increase)
has a significant impact on the interest
rates, which, in turn, can affect the
financial performance of the Company.
Loans from international financial
institutions (IBRD, EBRD, and EIB)
for the implementation of the
Hydropower Rehabilitation Project
are raised at much lower interest rates
than in the domestic market.

Other Risks
Corruption Risks
In 2019, Ukrhydroenergo established
the Corruption Risk Assessment
Commission, as well as identified and
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assessed corruption risks. The findings
were outlined in a report approved
and published on the Company’s
official website. . The risk assessment
report envisaged measures to
eliminate or minimise the risks.
The measures were implemented
throughout 2019.

External Risks
Given the uncertain outlooks for
the development of the country’s
economy and energy sector, there
are significant risks pertaining to the
adequate power generation in the
future. These include:
1. Increased investment risks of
conventional energy projects in
the new model of the Ukrainian
electricity market and the difficulties
to forecast its consequences, in
particular operation of power plants
in the balancing market and the
ancillary service market.
2. Poor and incomplete legislative
and regulatory framework in
terms of guaranteeing a return on
investment in construction and
reconstruction of facilities, especially
taking into account the Company’s
existing commitments under loans
raised from international financial
institutions in previous years.
3. A need to improve the
methodology of ancillary service
pricing, both in terms of a mechanism
for calculation of ancillary service
prices and in terms of approaches
to the ancillary service pricing that
disregards the specifics of operation
of PSPs in the UES of Ukraine to
maintain the generation capacity
necessary to ensure the balance
reliability.
4. High dependence on government
regulation of the electricity market
as a whole and electricity rates in
particular. Establishment of the
lowest possible electricity rates
without inclusion or significant
reduction of special markups for
projects financed with Company’s
own funds.
5. Impact of technology-related
risks, in particular hydrological risks.
Uneven supply and water levels of
the Dnieper and the Dniester lead
to annual fluctuations in electricity
production by the Company.

Internal Risks
1. Lengthy process of building new
production facilities, delayed and
postponed launches of production
facilities and equipment of the
Company, partial implementation
of the planned measures of the
hydropower development.
2. Insufficient financial resources,
higher debt capital as a result of an
increase in the Company’s long-term
and short-term liabilities.
3. Sensitivity to the national and
regional sources of risk inherent in
Ukraine, lower liquidity due higher
receivables for sold electricity.
4. Current settlements for the
electricity output in the wholesale
market.
5. Exhaustion of resources for
development and expansion of
capacities of Ukraine’s hydropower
industry, limited hydrological system
of Ukraine to expand the Company’s
operations.
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SOCIAL
POLICY OF THE
COMPANY

Employees are our core value and
a source of development. The
Company’s development policy
focuses on the care about employees,
improvement of their welfare and
social protection, and creation
of appropriate and safe working
conditions. In cooperation with

the trade union, Ukrhydroenergo
implements the social protection
programmes for employees to secure
their welfare and social protection. In
2019, the total number of employees
varied significantly due to the
Company’s operation in the new
electricity market.

Ukrhydroenergo seeks to attract
and retain young and highly skilled
talent and be an employer of choice.
A successful policy in this area is
based on the social support provided
to employees and their families and
the enabling environment created for
professional development of the staff.

COLLECTIVE BARGAINING AGREEMENT
A collective bargaining agreement
at Ukrhydroenergo is made in line
with the fundamental principles
of the labour laws of Ukraine. The
Collective Bargaining Agreement
guarantees a decent remuneration,
social guarantees, benefits and
compensations to the personnel. It
also secures the right of employees
and trade union committees to
participate in the management of
the Company. The main purpose
of Ukrhydroenergo’s Collective
Bargaining Agreement is to provide
the employees with benefits and
guarantees additionally to those
required by the applicable laws and
agreements. In turn, this contributes
to higher level of social and material
well-being, as well as to more
effective protection of employees.
In summer 2019, Ukrhydroenergo
employees held a conference
where delegates approved a draft
collective bargaining agreement
for 2019-2021. The adoption of
the document regulating social and
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labour relations in the Company
was preceded by a lengthy
discussions and review of proposals
submitted by employees of branches
regarding working conditions and
remuneration, health and recreation.
The productivity and quality of work
depend on the working conditions.
In 2019, the average salary at
Ukrhydroenergo was UAH 22,663
(UAH 15,794 in 2018).
The Company has a relevant
social package: a voluntary health
insurance programme, medical
check-ups and treatment of workers,
child birth allowances, as well
as payments for recreation and
rehabilitation, support for retirees
and veterans. With the insurance,
employees could undergo complex
expensive surgeries, detect and
prevent dangerous diseases in a
timely manner.
In 2019, a My Workplace programme
was launched to improve the
comfort at work. Renovation of
office equipment, repair of premises

and buildings began. There is an
Employee Training and Development
Programme in place that delegates
specialists to relevant conferences,
courses, seminars, training sessions,
and experience sharing groups.
The Company actively participates
in local cultural and mass events
and organises them in its branches
and the Head Office as well.
Ukrhydroenergo supports in-house
sports and environmental initiatives
and develops joint projects in its
local communities. The Company’s
Trade Union Council helps organise
the events.
Annually, Ukrhydroenergo and
the Company’s Trade Union
Council evaluate their annual joint
performance and issue the relevant
reports. The evaluation benchmarks
the results against those delivered
in the previous period and against
the performance of other companies
in the industry and takes into
account the feedback of employees.
Throughout 2019, the Company
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fulfilled its obligations under all
provisions of the Collective Bargaining
Agreement on time and in full.
The provisions of the Collective
Bargaining Agreement apply to all
staff members of the Company,
regardless of whether they are trade
union members, and are binding on all
the parties thereto and the employees.

Basic benefits and guarantees
provided to employees include:
A voluntary health insurance
programme, which covers the full
cost of a standard package of
services
A medical check-up and
treatment programme; financial
assistance for health improvement

and partial compensation for the
cost of recreation and treatment at
health resorts
Incapacity benefits, disability and
other compensations
Parental leave granted until the
child turns three years old, as
required by the law.
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EXPENSES CONNECTED WITH THE IMPLEMENTATION OF THE COLLECTIVE BARGAINING
AGREEMENT IN 2018-2019
Total payments, UAH

Description

2018

2019

Cultural activities

6,748,000

13,989,000

Sports and mass events

430,000

-

Healthcare and recreation of employees (recreation
centres, health resorts and holiday facilities)

6,549,000

7,516,000

Recreation of children at children recreation facilities

3,733,000

3,300,000

Treatment of employees

1,334,000

1,400,000

Medical check-ups of employees

360,000

360,000

Material assistance to retirees and veterans

1,402,000

1,979,000

Medical insurance of employees

10,529,000

16,466,000

Childbirth allowances paid to employees

1,300,000

1,020,000

Other trade union expenses

3,639,000

-

TOTAL

36,024,000

46,030,000

The Company’s branches operate
non-industrial units and social
facilities that are responsible for
the provision of hot meals, first
emergency medical care, necessary
counselling, recreation and health
improvement opportunities, and
comfortable accommodation during
business trips to the branches, in
particular:
Dining rooms and catering
facilities
Medical posts
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Hotels at the Cascade of
Kyivska HPP and Kyivska PSP,
Kremenchutska HPP, and a guest
house at Seredniodniprovska HPP
A recreation centre at the Cascade
of Kyivska HPP and Kyivska PSP
A service and maintenance centre
for multi-apartment residential
houses in the Directorate for
Construction of Dnistrovska PSP.
Ukrhydroenergo and the Trade Union
Council implement programmes for
health improvement of employees.

In 2019, trade unions bought 2,065
health resort service packages for
employees and their children. Every
employee receives financial aid for
health improvement once a year
and partial compensation for the
recreation and treatment vouchers.
To implement the programmes for
employee health improvement, the
Company cooperates with Uniqa
insurance company and the Heart
Institute of the Ministry of Health of
Ukraine.
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3,219

HUMAN RESOURCES
POLICY
Highly skilled personnel are
key to the stable generation of
electricity and development of
Ukrhydroenergo. Relationships
between senior managers and
employees in the Company are based
on partnership. Recognising the
important role of Ukrhydroenergo
in the energy sector and the scope
and complexity of our projects,
the Company trains and upskills
its employees on an ongoing basis.
Using our own capacities, we create
the most favourable conditions
for attracting young professionals
and retaining the human resources
capital. Ukrhydroenergo cooperates
with a number of educational
establishments to attract students
for internship and work placement
at branches of the Company. Our
employees take internships and
advanced training at both national
educational institutions and abroad.
The Company enhances the role of
HR specialists in its own structure.
In November 2019, a two-day

workshop was held to analyse the
world’s best trends in personnel
management. The participants
discussed a competency-based
model for developing and managing
human resources, in particular a
roadmap for the model development
and implementation. They also
explored techniques for the talent
pool development, effective tools
and practical aspects of staff
adaptation, evaluation, training and
development. HR specialists also
learned about current theories of
staff motivation, ranging from grade
systems (position evaluation and
grading) to intangible incentives.
The Company creates the most
favourable conditions for the
professional development of every
employee. Thus, Ukrhydroenergo

FULL-TIME
EMPLOYEES

specialists regularly take special
courses and trainings sessions, as
well as internships and upskilling
courses at the national educational
establishments and abroad.

Headcount and Staff
Composition
As of 31 December 2019,
Ukrhydroenergo employed
3,219 full-time employees
(3,058 as of 31 December 2018).

STAFF STRUCTURE BY EMPLOYEE CATEGORY, 2018-2019
Employee category

Number of people
2018

2019

Managers

655

697

Professionals

528

564

Specialists

149

165

Technicians

11

9

Skilled and other employees

1,524

1,591

Blue collar workers

191

193
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STAFF STRUCTURE BY GENDER IN 2018-2019

OVERALL NUMBER OF DISMISSED PEOPLE BY CATEGORY, 2018-2019

2018

2019

Category

2018

2019

Number of employees (headcount as of the end of the reporting period)

3,058

3,219

a) Resignation for personal reasons

86

51

Men

2,217

2,307

b) Dismissal on the initiative of the employee in connection with:

Women

841

912

retirement

61

44

Women in management positions

135

155

retirement as a result of disability

3

-

c) resignation by mutual agreement of the parties

84

56

d) transfer to another company

8

12

e) dismissal as a result of expiry of the agreed work term
(Article 36.2 of the Labour Code of Ukraine)

15

14

f) excluded from the headcount in connection with death

7

7

STAFF STRUCTURE BY EDUCATION (2017-2019)
Number of employees

Type of education

2017

2018

2019

Complete higher education

1,410

1,427

1,536

Article 40.1 – redundancy

-

1

Incomplete and basic higher education

639

627

637

Article 40.4 – unexcused absence

-

1

g) dismissed on the initiative of the employer

NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES AND THE SHARE OF WOMEN IN MANAGEMENT POSITIONS
Number of employees

2018

Total headcount

3,058

Total women

841

27.5 %

912

28.4 %

Women in management
positions

135

4.5 %

155

4.8 %

%

2019

%

3,219

In 2019, the Company created 133 new
jobs (37 in 2018), gave jobs to 347
employees, including 20 managers,
67 professionals, 41 specialists, 2
technicians, 187 skilled workers, and
30 blue-collar workers.
In 2019, 186 people were dismissed

(264 in 2018), including 23 managers,
28 professionals, 11 specialists,
2 technicians, 105 skilled workers, and
17 blue-collar workers.
The Company offered jobs to
225 people referred by regional
employment centres (182 in 2018).

As far back as 2018, the main reason
for staff turnover was the absence
of possibility to offer degree-related
jobs to young specialists due to
the lack of vacancies, low salary for
newcomers, and a housing shortage
for employees from other regions.
In 2019, the situation somewhat
changed thanks to increased salaries
and improved benefit packages. The
average salary of all the Company’s
employees grew by 43%. Therefore,
some employees began to return
to Ukrhydroenergo after working
abroad.
In 2019, Ukrhydroenergo had
1,536 employees with a complete
university degree (1,427 in 2018)

IN 2019,
THE COMPANY
CREATED

war-zone combatants under the
Law of Ukraine On the Status of
War-Zone Combatants, Guarantees
of Their Social Protection, including
32 employees who were combatants
in the Joint Forces Operation. In
2019, 99 employees were assessed.
Based on the recommendations
of the assessment committees,
15 employees were promoted and
40 employees were granted higher
qualification category.
We are against any discrimination
at the workplace. We employ
138 people with disabilities who
work in regular positions in line with
recommendations of the Physical
Disability Board of Review.

NUMBER OF PEOPLE WITH DISABILITIES

133
new
jobs
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and 637 employees with incomplete
and basic higher education
(627 in 2018): 67.5% of staff had
incomplete, basic or complete
higher education. The Company
has 10 employees with academic
degrees. In total, 352 employees
with a complete higher education
degree and 433 employees with
an incomplete and basic higher
education degree held blue-collar
positions.
We had 717 employees who
received pensions, 80 workers
who suffered from the Chernobyl
disaster (30 people of category
I and 50 people of category II),
57 employees who were recognised
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Actual number
of employees with
disabilities as of
31 December

Period

Headcount
as of
31 December

Disability
employment
quota 4%

2016

2,986

117

2017

3,061

119

7

128

2018

3,058

120

10

136

2019

3,219

123

7

138

Recruited
in the reporting
year

117

99
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Remuneration
Ukrhydroenergo follows a uniform
staff remuneration policy based on
fairness and transparency and focused
on competitiveness. Consistent salary
increases are an effective way to raise
employee motivation and another step
in the implementation of the Collective
Bargaining Agreement. Thus, compared
with January 2019, the average salary
grew by 43% at Ukrhydroenergo.
In 2019, important sources for the
Company to employ personnel of the
appropriate qualifications were the
professional training, retraining and

upskilling of employees.
Ukrhydroenergo continues to place
a strong emphasis on staff training
with the following tools:
1. Individual development
programmes developed in the
following areas:
Performance of a specific task of
appropriate complexity
Delegation of responsibility for
particular actions or areas of work
Equal complication of performed
tasks
Change of workplace (rotation of
employees for additional knowledge).
2. General training programmes to

develop specific competencies:
Delegation of employee to
relevant conferences, courses,
seminars, training sessions
Business games, complex problem
simulation and resolution
Participation in experience sharing
groups.
The implementation of the
Company’s employee training and
development programme is the
responsibility of the Department of
Human Resources and Social Issues
Management, which identifies needs,
analyses the education market, and
makes a training budget.

TOTAL PAYROLL, SALARIES AND SALARY GROWTH, FULL-TIME EMPLOYEES
Indicator

2017

2018

2019

Payroll, UAH

411,093,000

567,838,000

833,263,000

Average salary, UAH

11,550

15,794

22,663

including average salary of core operations staff,
UAH

8,566

11,194

17,523

Salary growth, %

26 %

37 %

43 %

As of 31 December 2019, the
minimum tariff rate (base salary)

at Ukrhydroenergo exceeded the
national minimum wage by 23%.

In 2019, the main payroll alone was
up by UAH 144,479,000 year on year.

PAYROLL STRUCTURE, 2018-2019
Indicator

100

Amount, UAH
2017

2018

Main payroll

240,546,000

385,025,000

Supplementary payroll

202,880,000

332,140,000

Other incentives and compensation payments

125,898,000

120,697,000
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STAFF TRAINING AND RETRAINING,
BUILDING THE TALENT POOL
Skilled staff is a guarantee of security
of hydropower plants. The Company
sends its employees to various
higher educational institutions of
Ukraine to study and earn basic or
complete university degree (bachelor,
specialist, or master). The purpose is
to source highly qualified engineers
and technicians for the Company.
The staff members of
Ukrhydroenergo undergo regular
training in the following areas:
HR administration and
optimisation of business processes
Project management and
investment valuation
Accounting and reporting
Economy and finance
Training of managers.
In 2019, the Talent Pool and Career
Management programme continued.
Our employees raised their skills,
in particular, at such institutions as
the Training Centre for Managers
and Specialists under the Ministry
of Energy and Coal Industry,
the Institute of Postgraduate
Studies of Kyiv Polytechnic
Institute, Technical Committee
SpetsMontazh, Ukrekspert, State
Mining and Occupational Safety
Oversight Organisation, Kharkiv
Polytechnic Institute, the Institute
of Postgraduate Studies of the
National University of Water and
Natural Resources Management,
and the Main State Inspectorate of
Navigation Safety.
In the reporting period, specialists

and managers of the Company’s
departments were trained by
professional coaches and teachers
at workshops and seminars. In
particular, joint training activities were
conducted within the framework of
the Transfer of European Technologies
to Hydropower Industry of Ukraine
programme. Ukrhydroenergo’s
employee explored the leading
hydraulic technologies, production
organisation and construction using
European management methods. The
European practices in implementing
social initiatives, maintaining social
benefits and motivation of employees,
and promoting their professional
development are also important for
the development of the Ukrainian
hydropower sector.
Ukrhydroenergo continues to train
skilled specialists who can substitute
managers, professionals, and
workers. The Company continues
building a talent pool for managers
in branches and the Head Office. The
talent pool includes 195 managers,
80 professionals, 13 specialists, and
54 other employees. Out of them,
the following employees undertook
training and upskilling courses:
87 managers, 38 professionals,
9 specialists, and 21 other employees.
In 2019, 44 employees left the
Company due to retirement by age
and disability and we could replace
them thanks to our skilled personnel
training efforts.
In 2019, Ukrhydroenergo managed

to retain the professionals and keep
the number of jobs and the level of
salaries and social guarantees for
the employees of the Company, as
specified by the Collective Bargaining
Agreement.

Working with Young
Specialists
As the labour productivity and quality
depend on the working conditions,
Ukrhydroenergo works consistently
to improve them. In particular, we
gradually increase the salary and
improve working conditions to attract
young people. In addition, the budget
for 2020 earmarked the salary of at
least UAH 10,000 for an entry-level
specialist (university graduates).
In 2019, 113 students of higher
educational establishments (93 in
2018) undertook industrial work
placement and pre-graduation
internship in the structural units of
the Company under the concluded
agreements.
At Ukrhydroenergo, young specialists
take training and internship under
the guidance of mentors. As of
31 December 2019, there were
583 young workers under the age
of 35 in the Company (581 in 2018):
344 employees with complete
university education (321 in 2018)
and 113 people with incomplete and
basic higher education (75 in 2018).
Young employees work in the
following positions: managers —
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PROFESSIONAL TRAINING OF EMPLOYEES IN 2018-2019
In particular:
Line
code

Indicator

А

including
women

total

including
women

2

3

4

5

2019

2018

2019

2018

2019

2018

2019

В

Retraining

total
1

55

56

19

17

4

3

36

49

6

7

36

42

19

17

4

3

17

35

6

5

by forms of training:

36

40

19

17

4

3

17

33

6

5

course-based training

-

2

-

-

-

-

-

2

-

-

19

14

-

-

-

-

19

14

-

2

of which:
vocational schools

17

14

-

-

-

-

17

14

-

2

higher educational institutions
(І-ІV accreditation level)

2

-

Х

Х

Х

Х

2

-

-

-

-

-

Х

Х

Х

Х

-

-

-

-

Learning new professions
(primary occupational
training)
Including:
on-the-job training

at various general educational
institutions under contracts

Executives, professionals
and specialists who learned
new professions

In 2019, Ukrhydroenergo spent
UAH 2,715,000 on employee training
and professional development, almost

twice as much as in 2018. Last year,
56 employees took training (initial
vocational training and retraining),

including 42 employees trained on
the job and 14 at various educational
establishments under contracts.

NUMBER OF TRAINED EMPLOYEES, 2017-2019
Staff training, people:

2017

2018

2019

Primary occupational training and retraining

56

55

56

in particular, on-the-job training

38

36

42

at educational institutions

18

19

14

511

660

710

in particular, on-the-job training

136

135

125

at educational institutions

375

525

585

46

42

53

at their own expense

42

36

41

at the Company’s expense

4

6

12

upskilling

Study at higher education institutions, off-work
hours
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Primary
occupational training

Total
employees

2018

A 2019 plan for off-the-job advanced
training of Ukrhydroenergo’s
employees was developed to provide
for special training, advanced training
and checks of equipment operation
and H&S knowledge in accordance
with:
Law of Ukraine On Staff
Professional Development
dd. 12 January 2012,
Regulations on Organisation of
Work with Staff of Energy Companies
approved by the Ministry of Fuel and
Energy (Order No. 559
dd. 02 November 2005).
In 2019, Ukrhydroenergo concluded
agreements for staff upskilling with
the Institute for Internal Auditors
of Ukraine, the International
Management Institute, the Centre
of Excellence for Managers and
Specialists under the Ministry of
Energy and Coal Industry, Institute
for Postgraduate Studies at Igor
Sikorsky Kyiv Polytechnic Institute,
Kharkiv Polytechnic Institute,
Institute of Postgraduate Studies
at the National University of Water

who studied at higher education
institutions also in off-work hours.
In 2019, 1,672 employees (1,715 in
2018) underwent training and took
an H&S knowledge test, using an
automated training facility. Thus,
1,689 employees (1,803 in 2018)
took the H&S knowledge test before
the Company’s H&S committees and
146 employees (253 in 2018) before
the National H&S Committee.
In the reporting year, corporate
seminars were held on the following
topics:
Growing role of hydropower to
support the load-following capacity
and balancing of the UES of Ukraine
Planning and budgeting. Company
budget
Modern trends in the landscape
design
Fire safety
Commercial operations, logistics,
and personnel management
Team building.
The complexity of the energy sector
projects encourages the Company
to organise and support the ongoing
training and upskilling of employees.

2019

Employee Training

and Natural Resources Management,
Ukrainian National Guild of Technical
Supervision Engineers, Professional
Production and Training Centre,
Professional Training Centre, the
Certification Centre for NonDestructive Testing at Paton Electric
Welding Institute, the Institute of
Nuclear Research at the National
Academy of Science of Ukraine, and
Ukrainian Centre of Underwater
Activities.
In the reporting year, 56 employees
(55 in 2018) underwent training
(primary occupational training
and retraining): 42 persons did
on-the-job training and 14 staff
members attended training courses
in different educational institutions
under contracts. In addition,
710 employees took upskilling
courses under both short-term and
long-term programmes (660 in
2018), including 125 persons
who had on-the-job training and
585 persons who attended courses at
educational institutions of different
types. Out of them, 237 managers,
166 professionals, 1 technician and
306 skilled workers improved their
skills and 62 employees upgraded
their qualification category.
The management of the Company
took all the efforts to provide
regular training to managers in
the talent pool and to specialists
who are directly responsible for the
maintenance and operation of the
equipment at HPPs and PSPs. In total,
41 employees (36 in 2018) studied
at higher education institutions in
off-work hours, paying themselves for
tuition. The Company financed the
training of 12 employees (6 in 2018)

2018

61 employees (as many as in 2018),
professionals — 154 employees
(155 in 2018), specialists —
46 employees (40 in 2018), technical
staff — 3 employees (6 in 2018),
skilled workers — 301 employees
(304 in 2018), blue-collar
professions — 18 employees (16 in
2018). All young workers employed
last year by the branches underwent
internship, were admitted to work
independently and took mostly bluecollar positions.
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EMPLOYEE UPSKILLING, 2018-2019
In particular:
skilled and
other employees

at various
general
educational
institutions
under
contracts

technicians

2018

2019

2018

2019

2018

2019

2018

2019

710

204

237

153

166

-

1

303

306

96

62

104

177

135

125

1

1

15

12

-

-

119

112

91

58

14

18

525

585

203

236

138

2019

660

154

-

1

Equal Employment
Opportunities, Respect for
Human Rights

SPENT ON
EMPLOYEE TRAINING
AND PROFESSIONAL
DEVELOPMENT

2,715,000
UAH
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Social Protection and Welfare

2018

total

2019

professionals
specialists

Women
from
column 1

2018

Including:
on-the-job
training

managers

including
employees
who upgraded their
qualification
category

2019

Upskilling

Total
employees

2018

Indicator

We follow the principles of equal
opportunities for all gender and age
groups. Ukrhydroenergo treats every
employee with respect, ensuring the
observance and protection of their
personal rights and freedoms. The
work of the personnel is voluntary
and properly remunerated. The
Company makes every effort to
protect human rights.
In a move to prevent human
rights abuses, Ukrhydroenergo
is committed to implementing
the Anti-Corruption Programme.
In particular, Ukrhydroenergo
established Corporate Risk
Assessment Commission in 2019.
The Company has the Collective
Bargaining Agreement in place,
which guarantees the compliance
with applicable labour laws in
recruitment, competitive salary,
social benefits and compensations to

184

194

5

4

with maternity, legal protection,
material and moral support for
motherhood and childhood, including
the provision of paid leave and
other benefits to pregnant women
and mothers. No human rights
complaints have been filed against
the Company.

90

159

the employees of Ukrhydroenergo.
The main purpose of the agreement
is to provide benefits and guarantees
to the Company’s employees on
top of what the current laws and
agreements offer. In turn, this
contributes to the high welfare and
better social protection of staff.
Every employee has the right to
personal development if the rights
and freedoms of other persons are
not violated thereby and has duties
to the society that guarantees
his/her free and fundamental
personal development.
Employees of the Company may not
be privileged or discriminated on the
basis of race, colour, religion, political
or other views, sex, ethical and social
origin, property, place of residence,
language or on other grounds.
Ukrhydroenergo offers equal
opportunities for men and women in
terms of social and cultural activities,
education and training, work and
remuneration. We also set conditions
that enable women to combine work
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The welfare and social protection
of employees is an absolute priority
for Ukrhydroenergo. Jointly with

trade unions, the Company does
everything it can to improve these
aspects. A system of additional
benefits and compensations that
are essential for meeting the needs
of employees outside the Company
during off-work hours is one of the
most important elements of the
social protection. The additional
benefits and compensations include:
Allowance for health
improvement in addition to annual
leave
Partial compensation of the cost

of recreation vouchers for employees
and their children
Financial assistance for medical
treatment
Voluntary health insurance
Medical treatment and check-ups
Recreation of employees in
Horyste Recreation Centre.
Ukrhydroenergo takes efforts to
increase the trade union funding
under the Collective Bargaining
Agreement. Thus, the allocation of
funds for this purpose grew by 262%
since 2017.

MAINTAINING SOCIAL FACILITIES, UAH
Expense line

2017

2018

2019

Maintaining social and cultural facilities,
as well as housing and utility facilities

19,622,000

22,626,000

28,538,000

Financing the trade union in line with the
Collective Bargaining Agreement

17,585,000

37,248,000

46,036,000

Awarding Employees
The Company continues to
incentivise, both financially and
non-financially, those employees

who have achieved high professional
success. Awards and recognitions
make the profession of a power
engineer more attractive and enhance
motivation of employees. In 2019,

employees of the Company received
awards and signs of distinction on
the International Women’s Day, the
Independence Day of Ukraine, and
Power Engineer’s Day.
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EMPLOYEE AWARDS, 2017-2019
Awarded employees

2017

2018

2019

Badge of Merit of the Cabinet of Ministers of Ukraine 8

-

-

Certificate of Merit

8

-

-

Badge of Merit of the Verkhovna Rada of Ukraine

6

-

-

Certificate of Merit

1

-

-

Certificate of Appreciation

5

-

-

Badge of Merit of the Ministry of
Energy and Coal of Ukraine

28

41

-

Badge of Excellent Worker of the Energy Sector

-

1

-

Certificate of Merit

5

4

1

Including women

3

1

1

1

1

-

-

1

23

35

19

10

12

11

Certificate of Appreciation
Including women
Letter of Thanks
Including women

Special Training Programmes
Ukrhydroenergo pays considerable
attention to the personnel
development and improvement
by organising regular seminars,
trainings and workshops for its
employees.
In February 2019, employees of
the Infrastructure Development
Group and representatives of the
Company’s branches attended the
Modern Trends in the Landscape
Design workshop. Participants
updated their landscape composition
skills, gained new knowledge of
plant care, and shared practices with
colleagues. During the workshop,
the delegates visited the Mezhyhirya
residence to enjoy a guided tour
around the greenhouses and learn
modern landscaping trends.
In early November 2019, Kyiv hosted
a seminar titled “A growing role of
hydropower to support the loadfollowing capacity and balancing
of the UES of Ukraine” with the
participation of representatives
of the Hydropower Association of
Ukraine. The event was held on the
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sidelines of the international forum,
Fuel and Energy Sector of Ukraine:
Present and Future. The seminar
brought together the senior managers
and key experts of government
agencies, hydropower companies, R&D
institutes and hydropower businesses
from Ukraine and other European
countries. The participants looked
at the situation that was observed
in the United Energy Systems (UES)
of Ukraine at the end of 2019 in
connection with the new electricity
market. A number of priority issues
were identified that needed to be
addressed to improve the UES load
control. The participants considered
the national and world trends in the
hydropower development and the
most pressing issues of the industry:
Sustainable development strategies
and opportunities for construction of
new HPPs and PSPs
Current condition and safety of
dams and other hydraulic structures at
operating HPPs
Manufacture of new cutting-edge
powerhouse equipment for HPPs and
PSPs and upgrade of process
equipment already in operation

Monitoring of power units at
HPPs and PSPs in the new electricity
market
Solving a number of
environmental issues related to the
operation of hydropower facilities
Outlooks of further revival of
small hydropower industry
R&D perspective of bottlenecks
and ways to address them
Staff training for the hydropower
industry
Hands-on experience of the
members of the Hydropower
Association of Ukraine in
hydropower projects.
In mid-December 2019, the
Company held a training seminar
“Planning and Budgeting. Company
Budget”. Economists, finance
experts and accountants of the
Head Office and branches of
Ukrhydroenergo improved their
budgeting skills. The participants
mastered the intricacies of the
budgeting processes in a production
company, analysed the possible
deviations and the reasons for their
occurrence. During the seminar,
the issues of financial control and
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flexible budgeting techniques were
also discussed.
At the end of the year, a teambuilding workshop was organised
for the specialists of the Head
Office. The goal was to build an
effective team and cultivate the
overall team spirit. At the workshop,
the participants learned how to
identify the needs of the team and
mastered the skills of working with
personal and collective objections.
The participants also studied nonconflict communications.
To implement the Code of Ethics,
Ukrhydroenergo held relevant
two-day training sessions for the
senior management and employees
of the Company’s branches to
explain the rules of interaction and
communications among teams. The
purpose was to improve interaction
between the subdivisions, instil
the corporate culture, and develop
innovative management principles in
the Company.
Holding cultural and sports events
in the regions of operations is
a tradition for Ukrhydroenergo.
This practice raises the profile
of the hydropower industry and
reaches out to young people. From
02 January 2019 to 31 December
2019, the branches of the
Company held 287 excursions for
educational, scientific, awarenessraising or cognitive purpose. The
visitors were representatives of
various enterprises, institutions,

organisations, foreign citizens, and
Ukrainian nationals. In the reporting
period, 6,433 persons visited the
branches of Ukrhydroenergo.
We continued to encourage creativity
in our staff. In the reporting period,
the Company held exhibitions
of creative works themed Spring
Sunshine, Easter Miracle, Embroidery
Miracle, Work Safety through the
Eyes of Children and Generating
the Energy of the Future. A series
of master classes was arranged for
the staff of Head Office, employees
of the Cascade of Kyivska HPP and
Kyivska PSP and their children.
They involved over 225 persons and
focused on decoration of honey
gingerbreads, Easter egg painting,
and knot doll making.
Ukrhydroenergo staff marked
religious, national and other
holidays, memorable and mournful
dates in Ukraine. For example, our
employees and their families took
part in the activities to pay homage
to the victims of the Chernobyl
disaster and the war in Ukraine,
to celebrate the Constitution
Day, the National Flag Day, the
Independence Day, the Embroidery
Day, the Ukrainian Scarf Day, etc.
Regular celebrations of the
Children’s Day and the Knowledge
Day were held for the children of
Ukrhydroenergo employees.
The Company also organised over
100 events of social, cultural,
sport, historical, tourist and

public outreach focus under its
Corporate Social Responsibility
Programme to build and strengthen
the overall positive image of the
Company across the branches (for
employees and their families) and
the communities in the regions of
operations.
In 2019, Ukrhydroenergo signed a
Memorandum of Understanding and
Cooperation with the Office of the
Renewable Energy Ambassador. This
helped promote and raise awareness
of the hydropower industry.
During the activities held to
mark the Environment Day and
International Earth Day
(20-22 April 2019), our employees
cleaned the coastal areas close to
the Company’s facilities and planted
trees and shrubs there.
In 2019, the athletes of
Ukrhydroenergo won prizes in the
following sports events:
14th All-Ukrainian Spartakiad of
Energy and Electrical Engineering
Workers, where the athletes of the
Company won the 2nd place in
volleyball and chess competitions;
Kyiv Regional Spartakiad of
Energy and Electrical Engineering
Workers, where we took the 2nd
place in futsal, 1st place in chess, 1st
place in draughts, 3rd place in
kettlebell, and 1st place in tug of
war;
Volodymyr Mykhalenyuk Tribute
Futsal Cup, where the team of
Dnistrovska HPP took the 3rd place.
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SAFE
WORKING
CONDITIONS

Ukrhydroenergo is aware of its
responsibility for ensuring the
workplace safety, production
safety and protection of health of
its personnel and residents of the
regions of operations. The H&S
management system has been
designed to implement provisions
of the Constitution and laws of
Ukraine regarding the protection of
life and health of workers, creation
of safe and harmless conditions at
work, appropriate conditions for
raising employees’ awareness of
issues relating to the personal safety
and safety of other employees,
introduction and improvement of H&S
management mechanisms.
Ukrhydroenergo has the H&S
management system in place that
requires preparing, adopting and
implementing legal, organisational,
socio-economic, R&D, sanitary,
hygienic, medical and preventive
measures that can protect life and
health and ensure labour efficiency of
a person during his/her work.
The H&S management at
Ukrhydroenergo is in the hands of
the CEO. In the branches, it is the
responsibility of directors of the
branches. H&S departments are
responsible for the H&S organisational
and methodological work and
oversight.
The occupational health and safety
is monitored by H&S units and
heads of production units to prevent
occupational accidents, injuries and
diseases through prompt detection
of violations and deviations in
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working conditions. The monitoring
is carried out through inspections of
the operation of high-risk facilities,
assessment of workplaces, and checks
of working conditions. Taken regularly,
these measures are aimed at the
timely identification of dangerous and
harmful factors.
The high-risk facility control system
includes:
Planning of works to secure the
safe operation of high-risk facilities, as
well as timely inspection and safety
testing of these facilities
Planning of works to make timely
repairs of facilities and equipment
Control of knowledge of
maintenance specialists
Designation of individuals
responsible for the safe operation of
facilities and high-risk equipment
Development of working schedules
of inspections, diagnostics and tests
of facilities and equipment
Control over the availability of
appropriate safety briefs
Appointment of persons
responsible and cleared for the
operation of high-risk equipment (by
issuing respective orders)
Control over the implementation of
appropriate measures and regulations
aimed at improving the safe operation
of facilities and equipment
Record keeping.
At every level, the Company applies
a mechanism to detect and eliminate
hazards, control and reduce the risk of
fatalities.
Work is constantly underway to foster
a culture of occupational safety that

transforms from a culture of meeting
minimum requirements to the level
where employees seek to work safely.
The regulatory basis of the H&S
management system includes:
Law of Ukraine On Labour
Protection
Basic laws on healthcare
Resolutions and decrees of the
President of Ukraine and the Cabinet
of Ministers of Ukraine, the Ministry of
Labour and Social Policy of Ukraine
H&S regulations of the State
Labour Department, the Ministry of
Energy and Environmental Protection
of Ukraine, etc.
The H&S management system
seeks to:
Develop actions to implement the
public H&S policy
Develop, adopt and implement
measures that will ensure adequate,
safe and healthy working conditions
Train workers on H&S issues
Promote H&S
Ensure proper maintenance of the
production equipment, buildings,
structures, and engineering networks,
ensure safe technological processes
Maintain proper sanitary and
hygienic conditions
Provide employees with personal
and collective protective equipment
Introduce efficient schedule of
work and rest for workers within
working hours
Provide medical and preventive
treatment services
Offer welfare services to workers
Ensure professional selection of
employees of certain professions, etc.
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The H&S system has a clear division
of duties and responsibilities. Senior
managers and relevant professionals
at the branches constantly monitor,
assess the technical condition of
the equipment (initial, periodic,
extraordinary technical inspections,
expert inspections) and oversee
the safe operation of high-risk
equipment.
As of 31 December 2019, the main
high-risk equipment included:
103 hydro generators
308 power transformers
537 switches.
The Company’s branches operate a
total of more than 2,000 high-risk
facilities and equipment.
In 2019, the Company spent
UAH 9,139,000 (UAH 10,456,000 in
2018 and UAH 8,206,000 in 2017)
on H&S measures, which made 1.6%
of the payroll.
The Corporate Social Responsibility
(CSR) Strategy is aimed at
introducing various aspects,
including social ones, into the

production and business operations
of Ukrhydroenergo. According to the
Strategy, employees are the core
value of the Company. An essential
prerequisite for success is the care
about everyone who makes daily
contribution to the overriding goal.
A number of social programmes
was launched for the staff to offer
additional training and education
opportunities, promote healthy
lifestyles, hold various sports
competitions, organise leisure and
recreation activities. In particular,
Ukrhydroenergo has had a voluntary
health insurance programme since
2018. In 2019, over 70% of the
Company’s employees received
health insurance at Uniqa insurance
company.
Workers engaged in heavy works,
harmful or dangerous operations,
hazardous working conditions
or works requiring professional
selection were only admitted to
work after undergoing medical
check-ups, training and knowledge

testing. Members of the voluntary
health insurance programme were
also eligible for medical check-ups.
In 2019, 360 employees of the Head
Office and branches were examined
by specialists of the Cardiac Surgery
Centre at the Heart Institute of the
Ministry of Health of Ukraine. In
total, 12 employees had additional
examinations at the institute and
42 workers underwent them at
medical establishments close to
places of their residence. Seven
workers received medical care with
surgery.
When creating jobs, the Company is
guided by the WHO definition of a
healthy workplace where employees
and managers continuously
cooperate to improve health
protection, safety and wellbeing of
all the staff, thus helping address
the following key issues:
Health and safety in the
production sector
Health, safety and wellbeing in
the psychosocial production
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environment, including workplace
culture
Personal health potential at
workplace
Participation in joint efforts to
improve the health of workers, their
families, and other community
members.
The H&S culture is the highest
priority of the Company’s operations
and embeds safe behaviour into the
corporate culture.
At Ukrhydroenergo and its branches,
the H&S management system
clearly defines the specific role and
personal responsibility of managers
at all production levels.
The main H&S expenses in 2019
were related to:
Provision of overalls, special
footwear and other personal
protective equipment to workers —
UAH 2,338,000 (UAH 2,882,000 in
2018)
Provision of collective protective
equipment — UAH 578,000
(UAH 182,000 in 2018)
Assessment of workplaces —
UAH 448,000 (UAH 135,000 in
2018)
Obligatory medical check-ups —
UAH 448,000 (UAH 416,000 in
2018)
Provision of milk, equivalent food
products, and special food —
UAH 1,343,000 (UAH 1,034,000 in
2018)
Provision of detergents —
UAH 693,000 (UAH 499,000 in
2018)
Bringing the fixed assets in line
with the H&S regulatory
requirements — UAH 492,000
(UAH 3,635,000 in 2018).
In the event of an accident, an
investigation commission is to
be set up. In 2019, there were no
occupational accidents, injuries
or diseases at outsider companies
operating the Company’s equipment
or road accidents with people.
In 2019, the heads of H&S units of
Ukrhydroenergo and its branches
participated in an international
conference, Occupational Safety.
Best Practices.
Teleconferences were held quarterly
to monitor the compliance with the
requirements and prescriptions of
the regulatory bodies.
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Every second Thursday, the branches
of Ukrhydroenergo hold an H&S
Day devoted to a particular theme.
The results are followed up at
teleconferences.
In 2019, special conditions were
introduced for safe works before the
spring-summer repair efforts and at
the beginning of the autumn-winter
heating period. The results were
discussed at teleconferences.
All senior managers were trained
and tested for occupational safety
knowledge in specialised educational
institutions with appropriate
licenses.
Ukrhydroenergo established
commissions to check the
knowledge of employees on
H&S, fire safety, operation and
maintenance rules. Members of
the Company’s central commission
underwent the training and took
a test at the Professional Training
Centre established by Order
No. 681 issued by the Ministry
of Energy and Coal Industry
on 28 October 2015. The
H&S training and testing were
organised for the Company’s
CEO at the Main Educational and
Methodological Centre of the
State Labour Service of Ukraine.
Before taking the test before the
commissions, 1,689 employees
(1,719 in 2018) took the training and
1,689 employees (1,715 in 2018)
took computer-based testing based
on the Autoexaminator software.
In the reporting year, 276 employees
(202 in 2018) who performed jobs
with dangerous production factors
and worked in the professions which
required professional selection
were under psychophysiological
monitoring.
All works at the Company are
performed on the basis of safe work
permits and job orders according to
the routine operation procedures.
All workplaces are regularly checked
by the heads of the branches and
structural divisions.
The Company has improved the
sanitary conditions of production
facilities: all production and amenity
spaces comply with modern
requirements, and we take ongoing
improvement efforts. Employees
working in hazardous environment

regularly receive milk. Our staff is
provided with means of personal and
collective protection and potable
water.
Considerable attention is given
to medical care. All branches of
Ukrhydroenergo have medical posts
employing 11 medical professionals.
Medical staff regularly monitors
the health of employees who are
subject to regular medical checkups. Workers in the risk groups
and people with disabilities are
subject to regular monitoring and,
if necessary, they are referred to
health facilities for counselling and
treatment. In the reporting period,
1,818 employees underwent regular
medical check-ups, 359 employees
received vouchers to the health
resorts, and 850 employees received
vouchers to the recreation centres.
Ukrhydroenergo takes measures to
prevent unauthorised incursions into
its territory, buildings, and premises
and thus prevent people’s injuries
on the Company’s equipment.
In particular, we have installed a
security alarm system, additional
illumination, and spherical mirrors
to monitor the bridge roads. We
also monitor the technical condition
of fences, locking devices, warning
signs, and posters.
In the reporting year, there were
160 cases of non-occupational
injuries in the Company, with all of
them caused by personal negligence.
The following measures were taken
to eradicate the psychophysiological
causes of accidents in the Company:
Dismissal of workers in case they
come to work with signs of alcohol
intoxication
Stricter requirements for
employees’ medical check-ups and
admission to work following the
medical check-ups
Requirement to take care of
personal safety (the Law of Ukraine
On Labour Protection) was
communicated to all staff members,
with all of them having signed a
respective document. In addition,
this requirement is included in the
H&S briefs.
The Company spent
UAH 10,456,000 on H&S measures,
which was 2.54% of the payroll
in 2017 (or 287.6% of the plan).
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H&S EXPENSES IN 2019
H&S expenses
Payroll in prereporting year

Payroll in
reporting year

Target

Actual

Company

% of the
target

Share of
Share of
actual H&S
expenses in
the payroll
of prereporting
year, %

UAH

UAH

UAH

UAH

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

Head Office

81,068,000

131,384,000

23,000

87,000

376.3

0.11

Cascade of Kyivska HPP
59,112,000
and Kyivska PSP

77,871,000

540,000

2,077,000

384.6

3.51

Kanivska HPP

38,046,000

50,489,000

466,000

1,020,000

218.9

2.68

Kremenchutska HPP

37,193,000

48,009,000

560,000

923,000

164.8

2.48

Seredniodniprovska HPP 32,835,000

43,403,000

607,000

2,676,000

440.9

8.15

Dniprovska HPP

47,404,000

61,969,000

302,000

1,702,000

563.6

3.59

Kakhovska HPP

29,052,000

39,406,000

370,000

647,000

174.9

2.23

Dnistrovska HPP

43,460,000

56,604,000

404,000

954,000

236.4

2.20

Directorate for
Construction of
Dnistrovska PSP

44,061,000

59,703,000

364,000

370,000

101.6

0.84

Ukrhydroenergo total

412,231,000

568,838,000

3,636,000

10,456,000

287.6

2.54

The Company has 463 assessed
workplaces. In the reporting year, the
Company assessed 111 workplaces
to the amount of UAH 89,000.
In 2019, the State Labour Service
did not conduct any inspections in
the Company. At the same time,
248 inspections were conducted
by Ukrhydroenergo’s H&S Service.
In addition, 1,002 checks were
conducted during introduction
of special conditions for safe
works. The Company performed
all the measures to eliminate
all faults indicated in follow-up
recommendations. During the year,
the Company held 24 employees
liable for violation of the H&S
requirements.
In 2020, the Company will primarily

focus on the following important
issues: provision of overalls and
personal protective equipment to
hydropower workers, checks of the
staff knowledge of H&S issues,
assessment and regular monitoring
of workplaces, the development of
an effective prevention culture that
will help eliminate occupational
accidents and diseases and prevent
industrial accidents as much as
possible.
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ENVIRONMENTAL
POLICY OF THE
COMPANY

Hydropower is the world’s largest
source of renewable energy and
has one of the lowest greenhouse
gas emissions per kWh out of all
electricity sources.
Responsible attitude towards
nature and promotion of green
generation domestically are key
to the successful business at
Ukrhydroenergo. In its operations,
the Company strictly adheres to
the applicable environmental laws
of Ukraine to ensure the ecological
stability and environmental
protection. Ukrhydroenergo
operates in accordance with the
Law On Environmental Impact
Assessment, the Water Code of
Ukraine, the Law On Environmental
Protection, and other environmental
legislations.
Principles of Environmental Policy of
Ukrhydroenergo:
Compliance with environmental
laws
Engagement of leading R&D
institutes
Voluntary application of
international standards
System-wide approach to solving
environmental problems
Proactive actions and anticipation
of possible negative impact
Continuous technology
improvement and innovations
Application of the best available
and advanced technologies
Clear assignment of
responsibilities related to the use of
multi-purpose water storage
reservoirs.
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All our construction-in-progress
projects have been subject to state
environmental expert review and
approval and were duly cleared for
construction. The environmental
footprint reduction measures
and compensatory measures
were developed on the basis of
the results of researches and
recommendations of specialised
institutions at the National
Academy of Sciences, namely:
the Institute of Hydrobiology, the
National Science Museum, the
Institute of Zoology, the Institute
of Public Health of the National
Academy of Medical Sciences of
Ukraine, and others.
Efforts to minimise the impact
of HPPs and PSPs are envisaged
already at the stage of preparation
of design documentation for new
construction or reconstruction
by leading specialised R&D
organisations, mainly the institutes
of the National Academy of
Sciences. However, care for water
resources and water quality is
a priority for the Company. The
Company can improve the water
quality by refusing from the use of
household phosphate detergents
and introducing aeration systems at
power units.
Improvements of technologies
and equipment are among the
Company’s key efforts aimed at
environmental safety of production.
We have been committed to
major reconstruction for many
years, including the pursuit of

environmental goals. In the process
of modernisation of power units,
we increase the leak tightness of
oil-immersed equipment, which,
in turn, prevents oil from getting
into the rivers and contributes
to improving the environmental
situation in the regions of our
operations.
Since Ukraine gained independence,
the hydropower sector has
inherited not only power plants
strategically important to the
United Energy Systems, but also
the environmental consequences of
the Soviet-era management style.
Our position today is that each
hydropower facility will become or
has already become a part of very
comprehensive and harmonious
relationships between humans and
the nature. Our task is to ensure
that such relationships develop
in the context of sustainable
development and that valuable
species of flora and fauna can
naturally exist and reproduce.
Ukrhydroenergo also continues to:
Implement European water
management directives
Widely participate in
environmental campaigns and
initiatives, greenery planting in the
regions of operations
Exchange and adopt international
practices for the development of
sustainable hydropower industry in
Ukraine
Promote cross-border
cooperation for the sustainable use
and protection of the Dniester River.
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Environmental aspects and
embedded into the production
and business operations of
Ukrhydroenergo and implemented
in line with the Company’s
Corporate Social Responsibility
Strategy. Throughout 2019,
employees of our branches and
Head Office regularly joined
environmental campaigns, which
included clean-ups of the water
reservoir banks to mark the
Environmental Day.
At present, the Company is
developing a document on
Ukrhydroenergo environmental
policy to secure primarily the
information openness and
accountability to the stakeholders
and society in the field of
environmental protection. The
Company is also working to develop
environmental indicators that
show the status and changes in
the environmental component of

the sustainable development and
enable to assess effectively the
Company’s performance in this
area.
Mechanisms for the implementation
of environmental strategy and
measures:
1. Improve technology, equipment
and processes to minimise the
environmental footprint
2. Develop and implement measures
for environmental protection and
reproduction of biological resources
in water bodies operated by the
Company
3. Optimise the operating mode of
HPPs
4. Establish cooperation with
environmental organisations and
institutions
5. Raise the environmental
awareness and competence of
employees.
The Company drafts environmental
reports. Such reports help monitor

the Company’s environmental
policy, while their publication
increases the information openness
of Ukrhydroenergo. The Company
monitors the return water quality
and controls radiation in water and
air on a quarterly basis.
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ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING SYSTEM, 2019
Area
Air

Monitoring

Name

Description

Participation in
eco-events

In April-May, the Save Environment — Save the Planet campaign took place at the
Company’s plants. In an effort to make the surrounding areas better, hundreds of hydropower
workers from different parts of Ukraine joined the large-scale action on landscaping and
planting around our branches and riverine areas. They cleaned and took away garbage along
rivers and water reservoirs, planted trees, flowers and shrubs, arranged lawns, painted road
curbs and gazebos. More than 2,000 people took part in the campaign. They cleaned over
113 hectares of land, planted 236 trees and 211 shrubs and put 10 hectares of lawns in order.
On 3 July, a Day Without Plastic flash mob took place to mark the International Plastic
Bag Free Day.
On 7 July, our employees took part in the Dnieper Day celebrations in Kyiv. The purpose of
the event was to draw public attention to the condition of water resources, in particular the
Dnieper River.
On 16 September, the employees of Seredniodniprovska HPP joined efforts with
Kamianske Town Council to plant 25 different trees.
On 21 September, the hydropower workers took part in the celebrations of the
International Clean Banks Day. The joint efforts helped clean the Dnieper banks from 800 kg
of garbage.

Stakeholder
Engagement

1. To mark the Earth Day, the 4th All-Ukrainian Eco-forum, Ecobusiness in Ukraine 2019,
took place on 22 April. Organised by the editorial office of the Enterprise Ecology magazine,
the event brought together representatives of relevant government agencies, legislative
and executive authorities, the expert community and key environmentalists from different
businesses. Representatives of Ukrhydroenergo also participated in the eco-forum that sought
to unite efforts for effective cooperation in the ecology, green energy, and energy efficiency.
2. On 12 June, the Protocol of the 17th Meeting of the Plenipotentiary Governments of
Ukraine and Moldova was signed in Yaremche town in the framework of implementation
of the Intergovernmental Agreement. During the meeting attended by representatives of
the Company, the water experts analysed ways to agree on the conditions for the regulated
water releases from the Dniester water storage reservoir. In particular, they agreed to
work out an improved model aligned with the properties of the spring high water.
3. Participation in a meeting of the Science and Technology Council of Nyzhniodniprovsky
National Park (5 June).
4. Participation in water basin councils. They are a platform for reconciling stakeholder
positions and discussing various aspects of river basin management to achieve
better water quality:
May 16 — the Basin Council of the Lower Dnieper: the participants discussed the
environmental and social impact of the proposed construction of Kakhovska HPP No. 2;
24 May — Dniester Basin Council;
28 October — the Basin Council of the Middle Dnieper;
13 December — the Basin Council of the Lower Dnieper: the participants listened to a
report on implementation of the water aeration technology and successful results of aeration
tests at Kakhovska HPP power units.
13 December — Dniester Basin Council.
5. On 2-4 October, experts of Ukrhydroenergo participated in the 11th ICOLD European
Club Symposium themed “The future of Dams (in Europe): Prospects and Challenges
in a Changing Environment”. The event focused on the global warming and climate
change, as well as on the impact of these phenomena on the hydropower industry.
6. On 4 October, our employees participated in a conference under the project “Ecosystem
Approach to Hydropower: Promoting the Implementation of European Requirements for
Hydropower Development in the Eastern Partnership Countries” that took place in Kyiv.
7. On 8 October, Ukrhydroenergo’s representatives learned Australian practices in water
management.

Laboratory analysis of harmful air emissions from stationary sources
Metering CO content in the exhaust gases of motor vehicles.

Water

Water metering and cost saving
Chemical analysis of drainage water discharged into the Dnieper and Dniester rivers
Assessing the quality and radioactivity of water, the level of water toxicity in spillways
Control over the composition and properties of waste water (drain water) in accordance
with a water sampling schedule and a stabilisation action plan (discharge caps for pollutants
drained with return water into the Dnieper and Dniester water storage reservoirs).

Equipment

Control of leak tightness of the oil-immersed equipment, systems of emergency oil spill
from transformers
Control of the condensate collection system in compressors.

Branches of the Company
engage regularly the third parties
to carry out an independent
ecological inventory to
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establish compliance of branch
operations with the requirements
of environmental laws.
Ukrhydroenergo works to

protect the environment and
nurture the environmental
culture among its employees and
communities.
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UKRHYDROENERGO ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION ACTIVITIES IN 2019
Name

Stakeholder
Engagement

Trips to HPPs for
specialists in water
and environmental
issues

Description
8. On 23 October, the Company conducted a meeting with representatives of the
Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD). The organisation
provides grants for water use and global water management programmes.
9. On 25 October, the Company’s employees attended a briefing,
Eco-transformation-2019: how the course of reforms will affect the
environmentalisation of enterprises in Ukraine, which took place in Kyiv.
10. On 7 November, representatives of Ukrhydroenergo participated in an annual strategic
conference, Ecological Diagnosis and Recovery Recipe for Business in Ukraine: Looking
for a Solution. The environmental conference became a platform for discussion and
exchange of practices between environmentalists of companies using natural resources
from all the regions of Ukraine, representatives of relevant ministries and departments,
experts of R&D organisations and authors of regulatory environmental documents.
Institute of Hydrobiology, National Academy of Sciences of Ukraine
Participants of the 23rd meeting of the Plenipotentiary Governments of Ukraine and
Hungary on water border water management
Specialists from the U.S. Department of the Interior (Coordinator of the Everglades
Priority Ecosystems Program and U.S. Geological Survey)
Water experts from the Republic of Poland led by the Head of State Water Management
Agency, Wody Polskie
Australian experts from the Goulburn Broken River Basin (Murray Darling Subbasin,
Australia).

Training

On 27 and 28 November, environmentalists of the Head Office and branches studied the
best practices within the framework of a training course, Enterprise Environmental
Safety Issues.

Disseminating
environmental
information in
business publications

1. I. Syrota. Ukrhydroenergo: Sustainable Development of Big Hydropower
Industry in Ukraine. Enterprise Ecology magazine, No. 7, 2019.
2. S.V. Kucher, O.O. Guliayeva, A.E. Usov. Results of Ukraine’s First Water Aeration
Experiment at hydropower units. Enterprise Ecology magazine, No. 3-4, 2019.

Awards

Ukrhydroenergo won Eco-Oscar award.
Ukrhydroenergo ranked second in the Sustainable Ukraine corporate resilience rating.

In the reporting period, the Company did not commit environmental violations or damages.
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ENVIRONMENTAL
PROJECTS 2019
Implementing water
aeration technology at HPP
power units
A key environmental innovation
project that was a focus for the
Ukrhydroenergo team in 2019
was the aeration system testing
at power units. For almost half a
century, water aeration has been
a widely recognised approach to
improving the condition of rivers
globally. To date, the Company has
completed only the first phase of
the project and tested the system
at Kakhovska HPP in August. The
experiment proved successful and
effective. The site has been chosen
not accidentally, since the fish
suffocation is a typical problem in
the Dnieper flatlands. In addition,
Nyzhniodniprovsky National Park is
located in the immediate vicinity to
the HPP. To implement aeration at
HPPs, it is necessary first to improve
the environmental laws related
to special-purpose investments
in improvements of rivers, since
there have been gaps there since
the Soviet times. Ukrhydroenergo

continuous its researches, using
own resources, and plans to engage
international experts in 2020.
Industrial aeration at HPPs is new to
Ukraine, but it is quite a widespread
practice abroad. Its urgency is
obvious, since oxygen is one of the
most important dissolved gases
in water, and the vast majority of
living organisms are aerobic, so the
oxygen concentration below the
critical values causes their death.
In addition, the oxygen deficiency,
coupled with the rapid development
of blue-green weeds, which literally
blossom from municipal waste water
and nitric-nitrogen fertilizers used
in the agribusiness, lead to the fish
suffocation and increased toxicity of
the aquatic environment.

Cross-border cooperation in
the Dniester Basin
Cross-border cooperation is a
prerequisite and a powerful tool
for the sustainable development
of the hydropower industry and
the improvement of water resource
management. This opens up an

opportunity for a dialogue and
coordination of joint actions for the
environmental rehabilitation of the
Dniester. The cooperation takes
place within the framework of the
Ukrainian-Moldovan Commission
for the Sustainable Use and
Protection of the Dniester Basin.
The Commission was established
under the Cooperation Agreement
on Protection and Sustainable
Development of the Dniester
Basin signed by the Government of
the Republic of Moldova and the
Cabinet of Ministers of Ukraine
on 29 November 2012 in Rome,
Italy. The treaty covers almost all
aspects related to the river basin
issues and aims at strengthening
and expanding the cooperation
between Moldova and Ukraine,
which began in 1994. In addition,
the document was a landmark step
helping both countries to meet their
commitments under the UNECE
Convention on the Protection and
Use of Transboundary Watercourses
and International Lakes (1992) and
the EU Water Framework Directive
(2000).

UKRHYDROENERGO’S KEY
ENVIRONMENTAL INVESTMENTS
IN 2019
In total, Ukrhydroenergo
environmental investments
amounted to UAH 227,239,720 in

2019, including UAH 1,478,700 in
environmental protection measures
and UAH 225,761,020 in royalties for

natural resources (UAH 155,617,590
in water use royalty and
UAH 70,143,430 in land tax).
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TOTAL CAPITAL INVESTMENT AND CURRENT EXPENSES FOR ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION,
UAH, 2019

ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICES, UAH

for provision of
environmental
services

capital investment
Expenses

Total expenses
total

Total:

59,346,700

in particular: (check sum)

59,346,700

air protection and climate change, total

in particular,
overhauls

Payment for
environmental services

Proceeds

Including:

current
expenses

Proceeds,
expenses

from sales

total

including,
from public
utility
enterprises

waste

byproducts
obtained
from
environmental
measures

Code

total

including, to
national and
municipal
public utility
enterprises

58,918,800

0.0

427,900

49,600

0.0

0.0

49,600

А

B

1

2

3

4

5

6

waste water treatment, total

192,500

0.0

0.0

192,500

waste management, total

42,800

0.0

0.0

42,800

Total (sum
of lines 4100,
4200, 4300,
4400-4900)

4000

0.0

0.0

11,690,700

0.0

1,050,800

574,600

other environmental activities, total

59,061,800

58,918,800

0.0

143,000

air protection
and climate
change

4100

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

17,500

0.0

Return water
treatment

4200

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

366,200

347,000

ENVIRONMENTAL PAYMENTS, UAH

including

Payments

Code

Charged

Paid

Environmental tax, total (sum of lines 1510, 1520, and 1530)

1500

116,800

126,300

Waste
management

4300

0.0

0.0

11,690,700

0.0

292,100

140,500

Other
environmental
activities

4400-4900

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

374,900

87,000

in particular:
air emissions, total (sum of lines 1511 and 1512)

1510

4,900

4,600

from stationary sources

1511

4,900

4,600

from mobile sources

1512

0.0

0.0

discharges of pollutants directly into water reservoirs

1520

27,900

29,300

placement of waste in designated areas or sites, except for the
disposal of certain types of waste as secondary raw materials

1530

84,000

92,300

Penalties for violation of environmental laws

1700

0.0

0.0

Total environmental tax

1500–1700

116,800

126,300

of which:
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Emission Reduction

Waste Management

All HPPs of Ukrhydroenergo have
minor sources of air emissions: from
mobile sources (motor transport)
to stationary (woodworking
workshops, welding posts, lathes,
refrigerators). All HPPs have
emission permits from regional
environmental inspectorates. The
Company regularly inventories
the emissions and makes relevant
emission payments.
Actions taken by Ukrhydroenergo to
reduce air emissions:
Determining the conformity of
actual parameters of ventilation
systems with target values
Verifying the compliance of
actual parameters of gas treatment
plants with target values (efficiency
of operation of dust and gas
cleaning equipment and assessment
of its technical condition)
Inventorying sources of air
emissions.

Last year, the production waste
was collected, temporarily stored
and disposed of in accordance with
the requirements of environmental
laws. The Company’s operations
generated the following waste:
mercury, lead/nickel, oil, waste oils,
ferrous metals, non-ferrous metals,
other waste (Class II, III and IV).
Ukrhydroenergo takes the following
actions to reduce waste generation:
Spent mercury lamps are

collected, kept at a specialised
storage and moved for disposal to a
specialist plant when accumulated in
required volumes.
Hazardous production waste of
Class I to IV is handed over to
licensed organisations for further
disposal
Waste management specifications
are developed for all types of waste
generated by the Company’s
operations
Garbage is taken to a municipal
landfill.

Total waste of Class I – IV,
2018–2019, tonnes
2018

6,015.145

2019

4,542.341

Land Use and Biodiversity
The Company holds permanent rights
to use the land for its operations. The
green areas are regularly cleared of
dead-standing trees, and the slopes of
HPP territories are covered with grass
to eliminate their erosion. In 2019, the
grass was mowed regularly, and HPPs
planted trees, shrubs, and flowers on
their territories.
The Company did not asses its impact
on biodiversity.

Water Consumption
Ukrhydroenergo is one of the main
water users in Ukraine’s water
system and operates on the main
rivers of the country, the Dnieper
and the Dniester. This places great

responsibility on the Company for
the use of water resources and the
commitment to pay significant
attention to environmental issues.
Ukrhydroenergo is an active
participant of the water sector
reforms currently implemented in
Ukraine and plans the transition to
the basin-based principle of water
management in accordance with
the EU Water Framework Directive,
including further improvements
of the surface and groundwater
monitoring system. Representatives
of Ukrhydroenergo sit on the
Basin Councils of the Middle and
Lower Dnieper and are their active
participants. The key objective of a
basin council is to develop proposals
and ensure the harmonisation of
interests of enterprises, institutions

and organisations in the field of water
use, protection and rehabilitation.
In 2019, all HPPs kept the rules
of the water storage reservoirs,
in particular the rules related to
the level fluctuations in upper and
lower reservoirs, as specified by the
Interagency Commission, and to
the regulated water releases. The
Company complied with the water
use requirements for HPPs and PSPs,
met the water use limits, kept the
pipelines, sanitary equipment, and
water meters in good condition,
replacing them when necessary.
An early alert system is in place for
emergencies. Hydropower plants
may operate according to specific
schedules if it is necessary to
eliminate technological disruptions
or water pollution.

Our HPPs did not exceed waste generation caps.

TOTAL ANNUAL WATER CONSUMPTION ACCORDING TO STATE STATISTICAL
REPORTING FORM 2-TP (WATER UTILITIES)
Actual water consumption, m3

Ukrhydroenergo
(except for Dnistrovska HPP and PSP)

2018

2019

67,200

75,100

surface water, total

13,800

23,500

underground water

2,400

2,700

51,000

48,900

Total
Including

In particular, for technological
needs (cooling, greasing etc.)
tap water
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Responsible water
management actions at
Ukrhydroenergo

TOTAL ANNUAL WATER CONSUMPTION ACCORDING TO STATISTICAL
REPORTING FORM 2-TP (WATER UTILITIES)
Actual water consumption, m3

Company

2018

2019

13,275,800

10,560,400

13,262,200

10,546,800

13,253,600

10,538,100

underground water

12,700

9,100

tap water

900

4,500

Dnistrovska HPP
Dnistrovska PSP

Total

surface water
In particular, for technological needs (cooling, etc.)

Keeping pipelines, plumbing
equipment, and water meters in
good condition and replacing them if
necessary
Repairing and restoring buildings,
dams, sewers, drainage systems
Cleaning storm-water systems,
open collector drains and drainage
canals, repairing drainage wells
Cleaning intake chambers where
floating waste builds up, repairing

and cleaning storm water channels
Cleaning household waste water
Strictly observing regulations and
controlling regulated water releases.
The total amount of waste water
discharged into reservoirs was
10,951,600 m3.
The Company develops annual
water management plans on the
monthly water use at the Dnieper
and Dniester cascades of HPPs and
establishes the volumes of electricity
production. We also calculate, record
and analyse technical and economic
indicators of Ukrhydroenergo

branches: electricity output,
operational capacity, hydroelectric
indicators in terms of reliability and
efficiency of HPP and PSP operations
with the rational use of hydropower
resources, and prevention of
damaging impact on water. We
provide recommendations on the
best use of hydropower resources
to the members of the Inter-agency
Commission on Harmonisation
of Reservoir Operating Modes
established under the State
Agency for Water Resources
of Ukraine.

ENVIRONMENTAL CHARGES ASSESSED IN THE REPORTING YEAR ACCORDING TO STATE
STATISTICAL REPORTING FORM NO. 1 (“ENVIRONMENTAL EXPENSES”), UAH
Including
Ukrhydroenergo

Total

126,300

Effluents

Discharged
water

Waste
disposal

Excess
of caps

4,600

29,300

92,300

-

Dnistrovska HPP, PSP

Seredniodniprovska HPP

Kremenchutska HPP

Kakhovska HPP

Kanivska HPP

Dniprovska HPP

Cascade of Kyivska HPP
and Kyivska PSP

Ukrhydroenergo

USE OF WATER BY BRANCH (WATER COLLECTED, RECEIVED AND TRANSFERRED), M3

2019
Surface and
underground water
(collected, received)

10,985,000 20,900

20,200

340,400

28,100

5,400 9,600

10,560,400

Surface and
underground water
(water drainage)

10,951,600

13,100

12,800

333,600

27,100

5,400 9,100

10,550,500

Surface and
underground water
(collected, received)

13,688,200 13,500

23,300

337,200

24,300

6,400 7,700

13,275,800

Surface and
underground water
(water drainage)

13,678,500 13,200

14,000

333,000

33,100

6,400 7,300

13,271,500

2018
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ENERGY EFFICIENCY
AND ENERGY SAVING

The goal of Ukrhydroenergo is to
ensure energy security, energy
efficiency and competitiveness of
its plants and the entire country.
Measures on energy saving and
efficient use of fuel and energy
resources in our branches have
been developed in accordance with
the Resolution of the Cabinet of
Ministers of Ukraine, a relevant
letter of the Ministry of Energy and
Environmental Protection on the
oversight of implementation of
the Integrated State Energy Saving
Programme, and Ukrhydroenergo
Energy Saving Programme.
Ukrhydroenergo is actively involved
in the implementation of national
and local projects aimed at energy
conservation, environmental
improvement, development of
social infrastructure in local
communities and implementation
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of the Corporate Social
Responsibility Strategy.
To evaluate energy efficiency
measures, we determine the
driving factors of our business
performance:
Increase in the efficiency factor
of power units through
reconstruction
Energy savings that cut material
losses and production costs.
A key driver of energy savings at
HPPs is the reconstruction of power
units. The upgrade efforts help
improve technical and business
performance through increased
capacity and efficiency factor
of new turbines. This makes it
possible to generate additional
electricity by saving energy
on every reconstructed power
unit. New speed controllers and
control systems installed at all

reconstructed power units ensure
the best generator mode and save
water and energy.
To save electricity at HPPs in
2019, we developed and took the
following steps during the autumn
and winter peak loads: shutdowns
of secondary in-house consumers
in accordance with the established
schedules; reduction in load of
the heating boilers (reduction
on working days to maintain the
inside air temperature of 18-20 0С,
and reduction on weekends and
holidays down to the minimum
permissible level); installation of
modern boilers with heating coils
in branches; partial replacements
of lights in territories and premises
new LED lamps; partial switch-off
of lights in engine rooms and on
transformer sites.
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UKRHYDROENERGO’S ENERGY SAVING ACTIONS, 2019

Implementation Saved energy,
costs, UAH/year kWh/year

Approximate
savings,
UAH/year

1

Reduction in load of the heating boilers (reduction on
working days to maintain the inside air temperature
of 18-200С and reduction on weekends and holidays
down to the minimum permissible level)

-

240,000

180,000

2

Partial switch-off of lights in engine rooms

-

14,296

10,720

No. Actions

Cascade of Kyivska HPP and Kyivska PSP

Kanivska HPP
1

Replacement of 220V/2x36W fluorescent
lamps with 220V/4x10W LED lamps in the
hall area at level +76.450 (8 lamps)

4,000

7,308.32

5,120

2

Replacement of seven 220V/36W fluorescent lamps with
five 220V/24W LED lamps in a corridor at level +76.450

-

1,405.44

980

3

Replacement of 36V/40W incandescent bulbs
with 36V/10W LED lamps in the gallery of
power units No. 1, 2, 3, 6 (48 lamps)

2,400

864

600

Replacement of 36V/40W incandescent bulbs
4 for 36V/10W LED lamps in the premises of
power units No. 1, 2, 3, 6 (60 lamps)

2,500

1,581.2

11,070
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UKRHYDROENERGO’S ENERGY SAVING ACTIONS, 2019

No

Actions

Implementation Saved energy,
costs, UAH/year kWh/year

Approximate
savings,
UAH/year

Kremenchutska HPP
1

Switch-off of some lights, lower boiler load during
weekends and holidays from 1 November to 31 March

-

100

80

2

Partial replacement of lights in territories
and premises with LED lamps

65,000

8,678

6,590

Seredniodniprovska HPP
1

Switch-off of some boilers in the powerhouse,
administration building and the canteen
during off-work hours and at night

-

230,400

172,800

2

Switch-off of lights in the main generator
hall (except for standby lighting)

-

14,848.2

11,140

3

Switch-off of lights on metal caps at power units No. 1-8

-

30,660

23,000

4

Reduction in the number of permanently
used TVP pumps when the cooling water
temperature drops to 10°С or lower

-

360,000

270,000

43,500

94,878

61,950

9,800

13,770

11,020

1

Restricted operation of the draw-in air system for
the heating of the generator room and turbine
room as a result of pumping hot air from the
hydropower generator cooling system

-

385,882

251,980

2

Partial switch-off of lights in the generator
room and other production premises during
off-work hours and at weekends

-

107,200

70,000

Dniprovska HPP

1

Switch to modern LED lighting in offices and household
premises of the administrative building and master
control room, in workshops, production shops, 13.8 kV
indoor switchgear room and power house No. 1;
1,050 incandescent lamps were replaced with LED bulbs

Kakhovska HPP
1

Replacement of fluorescent lamps with LED lamps

Dnistrovska HPP

Dnistrovska PSP
1

Switch of the perimeter illumination of the HPP's
upper reservoir to LED lighting (200 lamps of
250W each were replaced with 50W bulbs)

-

151,920

113,940

2

Replacement of lights in the engineering and
amenity building with LED lamps (50 lamps
of 18 W replaced with 8 W bulbs)

2,500

2,190

1,640

3

Replacement of lights in process water supply
galleries of power units with LED lamps (50 bulbs
of 60W replaces with 12.5W lamps)

5,900

Total
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15,604

11,700

1,695,815,160
kWh/year

UAH 1,194,330/
year
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In 2019, Ukrhydroenergo saved about 1,695,800 kWh of electricity
(2,988,300 kWh in 2018), which made about UAH 1,194,330.
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General Information

Report Content and Scope

Ukrhydroenergo Management Report
2019 (hereinafter referred to as the
Report) is the Company’s second
report prepared for a wide range of
stakeholders, The Report provides
comprehensive information on the
financial, operational and sustainable
development performance of
Ukrhydroenergo in 2019, as well as
covers some plans and forecasts for a
medium to long term.
To inform the stakeholders, the
Company follows an annual reporting
cycle.
Ukrhydroenergo Management Report
has been designed in accordance with
the Ukrainian laws, namely:
Law of Ukraine On Accounting and
Financial Reporting in Ukraine
(No, 996-XIV dated 16 July 1999)
Law of Ukraine On Securities and
the Stock Market (No, 3480-IV dated
23 February 2018)
Regulations on Disclosure of
Information by Securities Issuers as
approved by the National Securities
and Stock Market Commission
(Resolution No, 2826 dated
03 December 2013)
Methodology Guidelines on
Management Reporting developed by
the Ministry of Finance of Ukraine
IFRS Management Commentary
Practice Statement 1.
To designate Private Joint-Stock
Company Ukrhydroenergo, the Report
also uses the names: “Private Joint
Stock Company Ukrhydroenergo”,
“Ukrhydroenergo”, “Company”, and
“we”.

The content of the Report depends
on the topics and aspects that are the
most relevant and essential for the
Company and its stakeholders. The
list of material topics and priorities
was reviewed from the standpoint
of strategic priorities and values of
Ukrhydroenergo on the one hand
and priorities of stakeholders on
the other hand. The scope of the
Report is consistent with the annual
reporting cycle. The document covers
Ukrhydroenergo performance in the
calendar year of 2019.
The Report discloses information
about operations of Ukrhydroenergo,
which operates ten power plants on
the Dnieper and Dniester rivers under
its umbrella: Kyivska HPP, Kyivska
PSP, Kanivska HPP, Kremenchutska
HPP, Seredniodniprovska HPP,
Dniprovska HPP No, 1, Dniprovska
HPP No, 2, Kakhovska HPP,
Dnistrovska HPP, and Dnistrovska PSP,
Kanivska PSP and
Kakhovska HPP No. 2 are on the
construction preparation phase

Principles for Defining Report
Quality
Balance. The Company is committed
to disclosing the information in an
unbiased manner, show positive or
negative results of its operations to
ensure the reasonable evaluation of
the overall performance.
Comparability. The information in
the Report enables the stakeholders
to analyse changes in the Company’s

performance and compare data
on economic, environmental and
social performance in 2019 with the
past periods. This consistency in
reporting helps gauge the Company’s
achievements.
Accuracy. The data disclosed in the
Report are accurate and detailed
enough to enable stakeholders
to evaluate the performance of
Ukrhydroenergo.
Clarity. The information is presented
in a way easily understandable and
accessible to the stakeholders.
Reliability. The Report gives
references to information sources.
They are disclosed in a way to enable
the analysis and support the quality
and materiality of information.
Timeliness. The Report is published
on a regular basis. All the information
is available in a timely manner so
that stakeholders can make informed
decisions.

Statement of Limitation of
Liability
The Report contains forecasts and
projections. They are associated
with risks and uncertainty, as their
realisation depends on circumstances
that may or may not occur in the
future. Ukrhydroenergo informs the
readers that the forward-looking
statements are not a guarantee of its
future performance and the actual
results of the Company’s operations
may differ significantly.
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ENDNOTES
1. Renamed into the Ministry of Energy and Environmental Protection by the Cabinet of Ministers’ Resolution No. 847
dd. 18 September 2019. https://zakon.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/847-2019-%D0%BF
2. Corporate Governance Code of PJSC ”Ukrhydroenergo”
https://uhe.gov.ua/pro_kompaniyu/dokumenty
3. Order of the Ministry of Energy dated 27.11.2019 No. 451 on termination of powers of a member of the Supervisory
Board PJSC ”Ukrhydroenergo” - government representative Olha Buslavets
https://menr.gov.ua/documents/?start=360&c=10&from=&till=&fm=&dn=&ss=&w=&o=DESC
4. Order of the Ministry of Energy dated 27.11.2019 No. 451 on termination of powers of a member of the Supervisory
Board PJSC ”Ukrhydroenergo” - government representative Valentyna Kalnichenko
https://menr.gov.ua/documents/?start=360&c=10&from=&till=&fm=&dn=&ss=&w=&o=DESC
5. The Ministry of Energy and Environment Protection issued Order No. 456 on 28 November 2019 to announce a
competitive selection of candidates to fill vacant positions of Ukrhydroenergo Supervisory Board members representing
the government.
https://menr.gov.ua/documents/?start=350&c=10&from=&till=&fm=&dn=&ss=&w=&o=DESC
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CORPORATE
SOCIAL
RESPONSIBILITY
STRATEGY

Ukrhydroenergo’s Corporate Social
Responsibility Strategy (hereinafter
referred to as the CSR Strategy) is
aimed at voluntary integration of
social and environmental aspects
into the production and business
operations of the Company and their
implementation in cooperation with
stakeholders.
Being wholly owned by the
government, Ukrhydroenergo seeks
to ensure energy security, energy
efficiency and competitiveness of
its structural units and Ukraine,
acting in line with Hydropower
Development Programme 2026
(Order of the Cabinet of Ministers
of Ukraine dd. 13 July 2016) and the
following guidelines:
17 UN Sustainable Development
Goals 2030 approved at the UN
Summit on Sustainable
Development in 2015
10 principles of the UN Global
Compact
ISO 26000: 2010 Guidance on
Social Responsibility
GRI Guidelines
Ukraine Energy Strategy 2035
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Order № 1-16 dd. 11.02.2015 of
the Ministry of Economic
Development and Trade On
Approval of Guidelines for Ensuring
the Transparency of Public Sector
Economic Entities
Strategic Development Plan of
Ukrhydroenergo 2019-2023
approved by the order of the
Cabinet of Ministers of Ukraine of
13 July 2016 № 552-r.
This document identifies priority
areas for the development of CSR,
which are consistent with leading
international and national practices
of corporate social responsibility of
energy companies and development
institutions.

generate environmentally friendly
energy from water in a modern
and reliable way. We contribute to
the energy stability and security
of Ukraine and promote social
and economic development and
competitiveness of the country.”
The CSR principles hardwired into
production and business operations
help the Company fulfil its mission
and lay the foundations for the
preparation and implementation of
internal regulations on priority areas
of CSR at Ukrhydroenergo.

The CSR Strategy is not an individual
area of operations. It covers all
activities of Ukrhydroenergo, which
entails the Company’s responsibility
for the impact of its decisions and
performance on the society and
environment. It is based on the
expectations of stakeholders and
contributes to the achievement of
Sustainable Development Goals.
The CSR Strategy is consistent with
the strategic goals and priorities of
Ukrhydroenergo and is implemented
in accordance with our mission: “We
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The CSR Strategy will help:

of construction and reconstruction

Enhance Ukrhydroenergo’s
contribution to the sustainable
development of the society in the
social, economic and environmental
dimensions

Position the Company as a
modern innovative business of
strategic importance

Improve the efficiency of
management in terms of the impact
of the Company’s operations on the
social and environmental
components of the society
Develop the hydropower sector
in Ukraine, taking into account the
economic, social and environmental
aspects of sustainable development,
which will increase the energy
security of the country and ensure
compliance with modern
environmental standards in the
electricity production at HPPs and
PSPs
Develop the corporate
governance system and increase the
competitiveness
Raise the investment profile of
the Company
Improve the image of
Ukrhydroenergo as a company with
a reliable credit history, which
actively raises investment in the
global market for the
implementation of modern projects
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Create the enabling environment
for the implementation of
investment projects outlined in
Ukraine Energy Strategy 2035,
resolutions of the Cabinet of
Ministers of Ukraine, and sectoral
programmes

Ukrhydroenergo’s employees in the
era of rapid technological and
managerial changes in the
international energy sector
Ensure transparency and promote
the corporate social responsibility in
the public sector
Improve the image of the
government as an effective owner in
the technologically advanced
strategic sector of the country’s
economy

Develop stakeholder engagement
and enhance stakeholder trust in the
Company

Improve the Company’s overall
image

Improve the quality of nonfinancial risk management

Transform Ukrhydroenergo into a
key driver of innovative changes

Ensure effective adaptation of the
Company to work in a competitive
energy market and synchronous
operation in ENTSO-E

Transform the Company into one
of the most active communication
platforms in the industry

Transform the Company into a
world-class multi-energy business
specialising in various types of lowcarbon electricity generation
(including solar, wind, and other
RES)

Ensure sustainable social and
economic development in the areas
of the Company’s operations, which,
in turn, will contribute to economic
and social stability in central and
western Ukraine, as well as in the
Dnieper regions in the country.

Foster the corporate culture and
increase the loyalty of employees
Create conditions for continuous
personal and professional growth of
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Terms and Definitions
The text of the CSR Strategy uses the
following terms and definitions:
Social responsibility is the company’s
responsibility for the impact of its
decisions and operations on the
society and environment through
transparency and ethical behaviour.
The social responsibility:
Promotes sustainable
development, including the public
health and well-being
Takes into account the stakeholder
expectations
Complies with the applicable laws
and international standards of
conduct is hardwired into operations
of the organisation and practiced in its
relations with others.
Stakeholder is an individual or group
of persons having an interest in any
activity of the organisation or its
decisions.
Stakeholder engagement means
actions taken to create an opportunity
for dialogue between the organisation
and its stakeholders to build an
information framework for decisionmaking.
UN Global Compact is a code of
conduct developed by the UN. It
consists of ten principles in the field
of human rights, employment, the
environment, and the fight against
corruption.
Global Reporting Initiative is a
voluntary international network based
on cooperation between companies,
employers’ associations, investors,
auditors, civil-society organisations,
and other stakeholders. Its purpose
is to ensure that companies use
non-financial reporting based on
a threefold criterion of economic,
environmental and social indicators.
GRI has developed principles and
indicators for such reporting and is
currently the largest international
initiative of its kind.
Stakeholder dialogue is a specially
organised communication aimed
at establishing relationships with
stakeholders and optimising
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non-financial risks arising from
different visions of the future by the
organisation and stakeholders.
Non-financial report (sustainability
report) is a tool for analysing and
evaluating the operations of the
organisation in the economic, social
and environmental sectors, as well as
a way to inform stakeholders about
the achieved results.
Non-financial risk is a situation
of failure to achieve goals when an
expected event or state of affairs may
not occur due to the opposition of
stakeholders.
Responsible business practice is a
set of ethical principles and standards
that guide the organisation in its
interaction with stakeholders.
Environmental Impact Assessment
(EIA) is a procedure that assesses
the impact of proposed business
operations on the safety of human life
and health, flora, fauna, biodiversity,
soil, air, water, climate, landscape,
natural areas and objects, historical
monuments and other material
objects or on a combination of
these factors, as well as on cultural
heritage or on social and economic
environment.

Sustainable development is the
development that meets the needs of
the present without jeopardising the
ability of future generations to meet
their needs.
Ukraine Energy Strategy 2035
“Security, Energy Efficiency,
Competitiveness” is a document that
defines the strategic guidelines for the
development of the fuel and energy
sector of Ukraine until 2035.
ISO 26000 is an international guiding
standard of social responsibility
describing the principles and main
issues of social responsibility, as well
as the ways to integrate socially
responsible behaviour into the
strategy, practices and processes of an
organisation. The ISO 26000 standard
is voluntary, does not contain any
requirements and is not considered
a standard subject to mandatory
certification.
ISO 14001 is an international
standard of the environmental
management system for organisations
of various types. The focus of
the standard is to determine
the environmental aspects of
organisations, appropriate approaches
to environmental protection, and
assessment of the most important
approaches.

Human rights mean civil, political,
economic, environmental, social, and
cultural rights that are inalienable
and universal for all the people across
the globe, including the right to life
and liberty, equality before the law
and freedom of expression, the right
to work, food, the highest attainable
standard of health, education and
social protection.
Transparency is openness about the
operations of the organisation and
decisions that impact the society,
economy, and environment, as well as
a willingness to share information with
stakeholders.
Socially significant project is a
project that can have a positive social
impact by creating and maintaining
jobs, improving the public welfare,
bettering social infrastructure, solving
socially significant problems, etc.
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UKRHYDROENERGO’S CSR
GOALS

Ukrhydroenergo’s CSR Strategy seeks
to:
1. Increase public confidence
in the Company’s operations
and in Ukraine’s hydropower
development prospects
Public trust is one of the most
important conditions for the
sustainable development of
Ukrainian hydropower, which helps:
Ensure the energy security,
economic development, and
competitiveness of the country
Increase the sustainability and
reliability of the United Energy
Systems of Ukraine and its
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integration into the European energy
system
Reduce the use of organic fuel
resources and man-caused load on
the environment
Ukraine meet its commitments
under the Paris Agreement.
The Company is committed to being
socially responsible in its day-to-day
operations and development plans
in the current and future areas of
operations of structural units.
In its projects, Ukrhydroenergo
envisages:
creation of jobs
development of social
infrastructure

support to the development of
health improvement and tourism
areas around its facilities
implementation of ecological,
cultural and educational projects
taking into account the needs of local
communities, friendly attitude to the
environment, natural, cultural, and
historical values of the regions.
The Company improves the
management of hydropower facilities
and constantly increases their safety.
Ukrhydroenergo is interested in
cooperating with stakeholders in the
development process.
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2. Embed the principle of
environmental responsibility and
innovations into production and
development projects
Under the principles of
environmental responsibility, the
Company adheres to the concept
of sustainable hydropower
development based on compliance
with environmental laws and the
balanced use and restoration of
natural resources. Ukrhydroenergo
tries to minimise the impact of its
operations, analyses its own and
European achievements and is

looking for new ecological solutions
to preserve water ecosystems.
Environmental responsibility should
become a lifestyle for the Company
and each employee and be a shining
beacon for stakeholders.
The development of innovative
approaches in the hydropower sector
improves the quality of electricity,
reduces the man-caused load on
the environment, improves living
conditions, and reduces the harmful
effects of emissions on public health
through reduced use of fossil fuels and
pollutants, including greenhouse gases.

The implementation of
environmental responsibility
principles is also aimed at
implementing the principles of the
UN Global Compact and achieving
17 UN Sustainable Development
Goals. The Company consistently
builds relations with academia
and educational institutions, civil
society environmental organisations,
and expert associations to attract,
implement and evaluate innovations
that can ensure energy efficiency,
competitiveness, and environmental
safety of enterprises.
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3. Create the enabling environment
for employee efficiency
improvement and personal
fulfilment
The Company observes human
rights, inviolability of health and
respect for dignity, inadmissibility of
any discrimination, including in the
workplace, creates the environment
with due regard to the specifics
of production and safe working
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conditions, and builds relationships
with employees on the principles of
social partnerships.
The Company promotes the
growth of professionalism through
the implementation of training
programmes for employees in various
areas of our operations and in the field
of CSR through the implementation
of the Training and Development
Programme. The Company

implements a set of measures aimed
at fostering the corporate culture and
encouraging employees who have
achieved high professional success.
Further development of a responsible
approach to human resources
management will allow the Company
to provide the necessary conditions for
the achievement by Ukrhydroenergo
employees of their professional
objectives.
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4. Enhance the corporate social
responsibility and transparency of
Ukrhydroenergo as a role model
for public-sector companies
The CSR performance is the
most important benchmark for
Ukrainian public companies and
the business community as a

whole. Ensuring the Company’s
transparency, accountability to
the Ukrainian society and creating
conditions for the implementation
of corporate governance principles
at Ukrhydroenergo should serve as
an example for public sector entities
and promote further integration

of the principles of sustainable
development in these companies
and business communities that
eventually will increase their positive
contribution to addressing social,
economic, and environmental issues
of the modern society.
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UKRHYDROENERGO’S CSR
PRINCIPLES

While implementing its CSR
Strategy, Ukrhydroenergo follows the
principles below:
Transparency
Ukrhydroenergo regularly
informs stakeholders in a form
understandable to them about
its CSR performance results and
planned decisions in the field of
industrial development that are
directly related to the social and
environmental areas and aimed at
sustainability and improvement of
the hydropower sector, operations,
and safety of hydropower facilities.
The CSR Strategy is aimed at
overcoming the stereotypes of
the public about the Company’s
operations and suggests joint
awareness raising actions on
economic and social significance
of enterprises and industry
development projects for the
country and regions.
The Company actively engages
representatives of key stakeholders
(government, partners,
communities, and employees) in
the decision-making processes
and implementation of the
Ukrhydroenergo’s CSR Strategy
through a well-developed
communication system.
Responsibility
The Company’s CSR initiatives
are aimed at addressing urgent
issues of stakeholders and
the society as a whole and are
implemented on a consistent
regular basis. Ukrhydroenergo
works in strict compliance with
Ukrainian legislation, international
laws, and international standards
of environmental management
and social responsibility. The
operations and development
of Ukrhydroenergo are based
on a constructive dialogue with
stakeholders and its mission to
ensure the energy security of the
country.
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Creating a shared value with
external stakeholders
The strategic development of
Ukrhydroenergo is tightly bound to
the Company’s relationship with
external stakeholders and their
engagement into improvements of
the hydropower industry, seeks to
establish system-wide links with:
Management and control agencies
Central and local government
authorities
Independent regulators
Investors
Electricity market players
Partners
Mass media
Domestic and international NGOs
Research and educational
institutions
Residents in local communities,
and to strengthen the trust and
transparent relationships, and improve
decision-making processes by the
Company itself.
Innovations
Implementation of socially and
environmentally significant projects
aimed at maintaining and restoring
the environment and improving the
quality of people’s lives is one of the
Company’s priorities.
Social and environmental initiatives
of Ukrhydroenergo are implemented
in a wide range of areas and are
characterised with significant
influence on the production, as well
as on the upgrade and new projects
aimed at developing the hydropower
sector and ensuring sustainability of
Ukraine’s energy system.
Innovative technologies are
introduced across all the areas, from
reconstruction of operating facilities
and design of the new facilities to
the metering of social and ecological
aspects connected directly with
Ukrhydroenergo.

organisation. They reflect the
commitment to the principles of
business ethics and responsible
behaviour, and contribute to the
strengthening of the team spirit
at Ukrhydroenergo, the growth of
professionalism and responsibility of
each employee.
The Company’s values combine three
dimensions of Ukrhydroenergo’s
business model, economy,
environment and society, integrated
into internal and external
communications and operational
processes of all units and branches.
Compliance with the best practices
We take our sustainable
development actions with due regard
to the best practices of national and
international energy companies.
Ukrhydroenergo widely promotes the
CSR principles in the public sector
and the business community both in
Ukraine and abroad.
Ukrhydroenergo aims to expand
international cooperation and
information sharing on clean energy
production.

Upholding values
The Company views values as
the ethical foundation of the
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OUR VALUES

People
A human being is the most valuable
asset of the Company. This value
shapes our approach to each
employee. Human dignity, health,
well-being, motivational aspects,
and safety are important for the
Company.
For us, local communities mean
people first. We seek to make sure
that the Company’s operations
have a positive impact on the
quality of their lives, development
and stability. Their involvement
into labour processes and social
innovations is the basis of long-term
and mutually beneficial relations.
We see the production of
environmentally friendly energy,
provision of the households with
drinking water, support of social,
economic, educational, and cultural
projects in our areas of operations as
the Company’s contribution to the
well-being of every Ukrainian.
Responsibility
By responsibility we mean the
personal attitude of an employee
to his or her work and the
Company’s image. For us, this
concept includes the manager’s
responsibility for the set objectives
and their effectiveness, as well as
the responsibility of employees for
the proper performance of their
roles and duties with the highest
professionalism and commitment.
Being responsible for our production,
we prioritise the interests of a
human being and the safety of every
Ukrainian who receives the clean
energy generated by our plants from
water.
We take a responsible approach
to the operation of Hydraulic
structures and facilities and to
the design of new ones. Our
responsibility is manifested
in improving the efficiency of
enterprises and ensuring the
stability of Ukraine’s grid.
Another area of our focus is social
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responsibility to the residents in
the areas of our operations. The
Company actively cooperates
with local authorities, scientific,
educational, and cultural
institutions, as well as with NGOs.
The Company and its every
employee understand and accept
their responsibility to the country
and respects its laws.
Mutual understanding
The Company’s effectiveness and
performance rely on:
understanding between the
management and all employees
vision of achievement of shared
goals and of the implementation of
the national energy security
programmes
active cooperation with
government stakeholders, first of all,
with the Ministry of Energy and
Environmental Protection, National
Commission for State Regulation of
Energy and Public Utilities, and a
specialised committee of the
Verkhovna Rada, to ensure proper
coverage of Ukrhydroenergo’s
production operations to assist
government agencies in making
balanced and mutually beneficial
decisions for the electricity industry
and consumers.
Mutual understanding is based on
the Company’s ethical principles,
responsibility for its business
reputation, and well-established
communications between
departments and branches,
managers and subordinates, in
relations with external stakeholders
including regulators and supervisors.

impact on nature to a minimum.
We seek to preserve flora and
fauna. When building new facilities,
we use available environmental
innovations, take into account the
opinion of the expert community,
and build a friendly attitude to the
environment.
Among Ukrhydroenergo’s priorities
are measures aimed at preventing
possible negative environmental
impacts.
In making decisions in the area
of environmental protection and
environmental safety, the Company
aligns its efforts with advanced R&D
solutions.
We strive for energy efficiency and
do everything we can to promote
the environmental consciousness of
our teams and electricity consumers.
Ukraine
With our operations and
performance, we contribute to the
value of our country by ensuring its
energy independence and security,
sustainable economic development,
and competitiveness.
We work for the hydropower
development in Ukraine in
accordance with the current trends
of developed countries, in particular,
the EU Member States.

Environment
Energy security of Ukraine, the
stability of the United Energy
Systems, and reduction in the
environmental footprint, use
of fossil fuels, and emissions of
pollutants are impossible without
the development of hydropower.
We make every effort to keep our
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IMPLEMENTING UKRHYDROENERGO CSR
STRATEGY

Reforming corporate governance
Corporate governance of the
Company is based on the integration
of principles of corporate social
responsibility into its core production
and business operations. This
contributes to the achievement
of the mission and values
across all units and branches of
Ukrhydroenergo and increases the
competitiveness.
Implementation of social and
environmental responsibility in the
Company’s governance system is
aimed at effective interaction of
departments and the Head Office
with branches, optimisation of
production, business processes and
costs, motivation of employees,
improvement of the investment
climate, harmonious relations with
stakeholders, and improved financial
and business performance.
Managers and employees in the
Head Office and branches take
into account and are guided by
ethical rules, as they cooperate
and implement their functional
responsibilities, instil the
responsibility in everyone and adhere
to this responsibility themselves,
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develop the mentorship, transfer of
experience, and mutual support.
Recruitment is based on
the principles of openness,
professionalism, communication, and
support of young professionals. The
Company welcomes the professional
development of each employee and
regularly implements educational
and training programmes for the
professional and CSR development
of the team.
We optimise production, business
processes, and costs and develop the
Company based on the needs, cost
efficiency, self-control, improvement
of financial and economic indicators,
introduction of ecological standards,
and accommodation of interests of
local communities.
Social responsibility of
Ukrhydroenergo seeks to build the
system-wide relations with investors
and a favourable investment climate
in the hydropower industry.
The Company chooses those
partners, organisations and
enterprises to cooperate with that
follow the CSR principles and take
responsible actions for the business
development.
The Company’s anti-corruption

policy is based on the absolute
compliance with the Ukrainian
and international law, personal
responsibility and cooperation
with internal and external auditing
agencies.
The Company operates with due
regard to the expectations of all
the stakeholders. To this end, it is
taking steps to build the stakeholder
engagement system. The CSR policy
at Ukrhydroenergo is managed
by the Sustainable Development
Committee established on a probono basis, which includes CEO,
Deputy CEOs according to their
lines of responsibilities, branch
directors, representatives of relevant
departments and operation areas.
The Committee works in line with
the Regulations on the Sustainable
Development Committee and the
CSR Strategy of Ukrhydroenergo.
Sustainable development
committees are established in
each branch and coordinated by
the Sustainable Development
Committee in the Head Office.
The CSR Strategy is the starting
platform to build corporate culture
and a system of motivation for its
implementation and compliance.
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Caring for staff health and safety
Ukrhydroenergo takes every effort
and implements relevant standards
that ensure health and safety of
employees and are implemented
under the Employee Health Insurance
Programme.
The work of engineers and technicians
is associated with various types of risks
due to the specifics of enterprises,
including the construction and
implementation of new facilities
and structures. The staff health and
safety system includes the following
components:
Creation of healthy jobs
Increase in the efficiency of the
occupational safety and health
management system
Safety culture in the Company
Implementation of the programmes
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aimed at the well-being and health of
employees and at the prevention of
occupational diseases.
When creating jobs, the Company
is guided by the World Health
Organisation’s definition of a healthy
workplace, where employees and
managers are constantly working to
improve and promote health, safety
and well-being of all employees, helping
to address the following key issues:
Health and safety at workplace
Health, safety and well-being in the
psychosocial aspect of production,
including labour management and
workplace culture
Personal health potential of
employees at workplace
Participation in joint efforts to
improve the health of workers, their
families, and other community
members.

The Company’s safety culture
is the highest priority and integrates
safe behaviour into the corporate
culture of Ukrhydroenergo.
The Company develops and
implements programmes aimed at
well-being, health and prevention
of occupational diseases. The
programmes focus on promoting a
healthy lifestyle among employees
and their families and include
operation of corporate fitness
centres in the Head Office and
corporate medical centres,
free vaccination of employees,
promotion of healthy nutrition
for the staff, stress management
initiatives, launch of leisure and
recreation rooms, corporate sports
events, health insurance
programme, etc.
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Social aspects of employeremployee relations. Employee
development
Our employees are our key
stakeholders. The CSR Strategy
focuses on enhancing the loyalty,
commitment, and engagement
of our employees, improving the
productivity of work, reducing the
staff turnover, optimising costs of
employee recruitment, development,
and dismissal.
In its relations with employees, the
Company adheres to the Labour
Code of Ukraine and the decent
work principles outlined in the
documents of the International
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Labor Organisation (ILO) and the
Programme of Social Protection of
Employees.
Job creation is our contribution to
the national economy. This creates
opportunities for investment and local
business development. The Company
is keen on developing small businesses
in its regions of operations. Creating
new jobs, we strive to secure stable
sustainable sources of income and
livelihood for our employees and other
stakeholders.
Promoting the labour rights, the
Company recognises and respects
the rights of its employees, offers
safe working conditions, provides
sufficient leisure and recreation

opportunities, and regards family
and social values.
Ukrhydroenergo encourages
the social dialogue by engaging
trade unions of employees and
employers to a dialogue to increase
productivity, resolve disputes, and
build cohesive communities.
The Company creates the enabling
environment for the professional
and CSR development of employees.
Every employee should be able to
respond in a timely and effective
manner to current innovative and
revolutionary challenges of the
technology, organisation, and
management that are inherent in the
global energy sector.
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Reducing the environmental
footprint
The environmental responsibility and
minimisation of the negative impact
on the environment are among key
elements of the Company’s social
responsibility. Ukrhydroenergo’s
senior management is committed
to improving the Company’s
environmental performance on an
ongoing basis.
We implement an environmental
policy, a document of intent to
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comply with environmental standards
and continuously improve the
environmental management system.
This document is available to the wide
public and introduced to employees.
The Company has developed and
implements now the procedures of
the environmental impact assessment.
We operate in line with the
environmental laws.
The design documents for the
development of operating facilities
and new build take into account
environmental standards and

accommodate the interests of all
stakeholders.
When restructuring the Company,
we have considered opportunities
and allocated resources for the
implementation of environmental
management system and evaluation
of its effectiveness, for staff
training in this area, development
of a monitoring system for core
operations that may significantly
affect the environment and
implementation of Ukrhydroenergo
Local Development Programme.
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Supporting local communities.
Building a dialogue
Our sustainable development is
tightly bound to the development of
local communities. Acting in line with
the national regulations, the Company
seeks to meet the public expectations,
cement its position as a socially
responsible business, and maintain the
trust of local communities.
In the regions of future construction,
we create opportunities for
the development of social
infrastructure. In a competitive
environment, Ukrhydroenergo looks
for new approaches and develops
mechanisms that can enhance
the Company’s contribution to
the social development of the
regions of operations. This will be
directly reflected in Ukrhydroenergo
Local Community Development
Programme.
Among our priorities of the
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communication policy are efforts
to build strong ties with local
communities in the territories of our
presence, which support the project
implementation, by participating
in socially significant events,
supporting environmental, cultural,
and educational projects, as well as
in social, cultural, and educational
institutions in the regions.
Amid the economic downturn,
military aggression, and
decentralisation, the Company
considers the new jobs and payment
of taxes to local budgets as a
component of its social responsibility
and contribution to reducing social
tensions in the regions.
We engage community leaders,
representatives of NGOs, central and
local governments in the decision
making related to the development
of the hydropower industry.
Ukrhydroenergo invites opinion
leaders, heads of amalgamated

communities, city, town and village
councils, chairmen of district state
administrations, and members
of executive committees to take
part in its educational and training
programmes.
The Company works to create
conditions for building the
professional team from among the
local residents in accordance with the
job qualification requirements.
The Corporate Social Responsibility
Strategy will promote corporate
volunteering at Ukrhydroenergo,
build strong ties with civil society
organisations, and strengthen the
role and positive impact on the local
development through cooperation
and social partnership.
Public reporting on the Company’s
social responsibility and social
investment will be based on the
Global Reporting Initiative guidelines
and other types of non-financial
indicators.
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ACTIONS AND PERFORMANCE METRICS
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Area

Activities

Environment

"Clean Energy of Life"
environmental project

Metrics

Structural units in charge
Department of Organisational
Activities and Communications

Programmes for cleanups of
water bodies (streams, small
rivers, lakes) and banks in the
regions of presence (to be
developed and implemented
by each HPP and PSP)

Branches and Head Office
Number of engaged
community representatives
Number of participating
employees
Number of cleaned water bodies

Expansion of renewable energy
construction projects on
Ukrhydroenergo’s HPP/PSP
sites

Progress of the projects

Department of Strategic
Development and
Project Planning

Preparation of analytical
articles on the introduction
of modern environmental
standards at HPPs and PSPs to
be published in print media

The effectiveness of media
support is not quantifiable in
this case. The effectiveness can
be measured as a change in
information content produced
by environmental organisations
(the content should be more
objective and take into
account Ukrhydroenergo’s
comments and arguments)

Department of Organisational
Activities and Communications

Preparation of a prospectus
and booklet dedicated to the
environmental protection in
the hydropower sector

The widest possible distribution Department of Organisational
of information products
Activities and Communications
across sectoral government
agencies, media, environmental
organisations and in the areas
where Ukrhydroenergo’s
branches operate

Holding a conference themed
Hydropower Industry and
Environmental Protection.
Ukraine and the World’s Best
Practices for environmental
organisations and media, with
participation of representatives
of sectoral government
agencies, international partners,
and independent experts

Number of publications
and references to the
event in social media
A wide public discussion
in social media

Department of Strategic
Development and
Project Planning
Department of Organisational
Activities and Communications
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ACTIONS AND PERFORMANCE METRICS
Area

Employeremployee
relations
(conduct a
survey among
employees
to identify
their needs:
programmes
for health and
safety at work,
upskilling, etc.)
and develop
respective
programmes
based on
the needs
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Activities

Metrics

Structural units in charge

Development and
implementation of a plan for
the dialogue with environmental
and other expert organisations
to deliver objective messages
about the Company’s
operations, performance, and
compliance of its technologies
with the world’s current
environmental standards

Number of publications
and references to the
event in social media
A wide public discussion
in social media
Degree of objectivity of
information presented by
environmental organisations
about Ukrhydroenergo’s
operations
Active bilateral dialogue

Department of Organisational
Activities and Communications

Tours to the Company’s
branches for media and
independent experts
(once or twice a year)

Quantity and quality of
publications in media

Department of Organisational
Activities and Communications

Corporate volunteering
programmes for energy saving
and water saving in schools (for
each HPP and PSP, including
excursions to HPPs and PSPs).
Both young employees and
retirees may be volunteers.

Company’s branches
Number of participating
employees
Number of lectures,
campaigns, and excursions
Number of participating children

Introduction of green office
software solutions in each
branch and the Head Office

Quantity of saved resources
(paper, electricity, water, etc.)
and number of planted trees

Branches and Head Office

Launch of an internship and
work placement programme
for students from vocational
schools, colleges, and universities

Number of students covered
by the programme
Hours of internship and
work placement

Department of Human Resources
and Social Issues Management

Development and
Changes in employees’
implementation of an Employee health state indicators
Health programme covering
Number of employees covered
mandatory medical checkups
by the programmes
of employees and preventive
Hours of employees’ sick leaves
measures such as lectures
and others one day every two
months; corporate fitness centres
operating in the Head Office
and branches, corporate medical
centres; free vaccination of
employees; promotion of healthy
lifestyle among employees;
stress management programmes;
leisure and recreation
rooms; health insurance

Department of Human Resources
and Social Issues Management
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ACTIONS AND PERFORMANCE METRICS
Area

Transparent
operations

Activities

Metrics

Corporate sports events

Number of competitions
Trade Union Committee
Number of employees
participating in the competitions

Creativity contests
among Ukrhydroenergo’s
employees, including their
families and children

Number of people
participating in contests
Completeness of information
provided to employees about
the contests and their results

Department of Organisational
Activities and Communications

Competitions among
operations personnel
of HPPs and PSPs

Number of participants in
the contests, employees’
feedback about the events

H&S Service

Publication of the AntiCorruption Programme on
the Company’s website

Structural units in charge

Department of Organisational
Activities and Communications
Department of Organisational
Activities and Communications
Anti-Corruption Service

Management

Outreach and awareness
raising campaigns held in
structural units about the
compliance policy, including
employee training (ethics
and anti-corruption training)
and the whistleblowing
policy (hotlines, etc.)

Number of employees aware of
the anti-corruption programme
and compliance policy

Department of Organisational
Activities and Communications

Preparation of analytical
articles on Ukrhydroenergo’s
anti-corruption actions for
publication in the media

Number of publications

Department of Organisational
Activities and Communications

Setting up a Sustainable
Development Committee

Department of Human Resources
and Social Issues Management

Preparation and publication
of the Sustainability Report

Department of Strategic
Development and
Project Planning

Development and
implementation of a plan for
dialogue with stakeholders

Department of Organisational
Activities and Communications

Launch of a single point
of contact to accept
Ukrhydroenergo employees’
proposals for improvement of
the Company’s management
and organisational activities
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Analysis of readers’
responses and feedback

Number of proposals and
extent of their discussion
Performance of the single
point of contact

Department of Organisational
Activities and Communications
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ACTIONS AND PERFORMANCE METRICS
Area

Activities

Metrics

Structural units in charge

Joining the United Nations
Global Compact

Accession to the UN GC

Department of Strategic
Development and
Project Planning

Preparing and holding a round table
themed Sustainable Development
of Ukraine’s Hydropower in the
Verkhovna Rada to bring operations
of the Company into focus;
Analysis of the opportunity and
usefulness of repeating similar round
tables (once every two to three years)

Number of publications
following the event, feedback
of all stakeholders

Department of Strategic
Development and
Project Planning

Introduction of criteria for assessing
the compliance of Ukrhydroenergo’s
contractors (suppliers) with CSR and
sustainable development principles

Quality of the document

Legal Support
Department

Introduction of the guidelines
of International Hydropower
Association at Ukrhydroenergo

Implementation of the
guidelines

Structural units

Department of
Organisational Activities
and Communications

Informing the media on a regular
Number of publications in
basis about the positive impact of
media and on the
Ukrhydroenergo’s operations, other
Company’s website
than electricity production: melioration,
recreation, fishing, river transport, etc.
Relations
with local
communities
(based on the
dialogue with
communities)
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Department of
Organisational Activities
and Communications

Development of social infrastructure
in the regions of operations.
Support to the development of
health improvement and tourism
areas around its facilities.
Holding environmental, cultural, and
awareness-raising projects with due
regard to the needs of local communities;
encourage caring and friendly attitude
to the environment; promote natural,
cultural, and historical hallmarks of the
regions (Ukrhydroenergo can be a donor)

Sums by project (as contribution) Company’s branches
Number of engaged organisations
and other businesses
Department of
Indicators of every project
Organisational Activities
and Communications

Engagement of opinion leaders, heads
of amalgamated communities, city,
town, and village councils, chairmen
of district state administrations, and
members of executive committees into
educational and training programmes;
Inviting socially responsible
partners for joint implementation of
Ukrhydroenergo’s social initiatives
in the regions of operations.

Number of engaged companies
and amounts of investments

Department of Strategic
Development and
Project Planning

Department of Strategic
Development and
Project Planning
Department of
Organisational Activities
and Communications
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NOTES

CONTACTS

OFFICIAL WEBSITE:

uhe.gov.ua
HEAD OFFICE
PRJSC UKRHYDROENERGO

Adress: Vyshgorod town, Kyiv Oblast, Ukraine 07300
+38 04596 58 450
+38 04596 22 007
FRONT OFFICE EMAIL:

office@uhe.gov.ua
FOR MEDIA ENQUIRIES

+380 4596 58 239
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